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PREFACEThe present notes ontain the full text of a series of letures that Ipresented at the Centro di Riera Matematia Ennio De Giorgi during aResearh Trimester on Dynamial Systems. The main purpose of the letureswas to present the theorem of Nekhoroshev on stability over exponentiallylong times.The text is organized in �ve hapters. Two hapters, namely the �rstand the fourth one, have a introdutory harater. I just reall some teh-nialities onerned with the Hamiltonian formalism in Classial Mehanisand the use of Lie Transforms in Perturbation Theory. Two hapters, theseond and the third one, disuss the preliminaries to Nekhoroshev's theory,namely the theorem of Arnold{Jost on integrable systems and the theorem ofPoinar�e on non{existene of �rst integrals that may be expressed as powerseries in a perturbation parameter. A quantitative disussion of the simplease of an ellipti equilibrium is also inluded, with the aim of introduingthe onept of exponential stability on a very simple framework. The lasthapter ontains a omplete proof of Nekhoroshev's theorem along the linesof the original paper of Nekhoroshev.Presenting this series of letures was a great pleasure for me. Withthe present notes I want to express my gratitude to the organizers of theResearh Trimester for having o�ered me that opportunity.Finally, I want to express my appreiation for the ontribution of UgoLoatelli, who had the patiene of reading the whole set of notes and ofontributing in a substantial way to the improvement of the text | and tothe orretion of several mistakes.
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1GENERALITIESThis hapter is devoted to a quik and dirty review of some basi fatsonerning the Hamiltonian formalism. The main sope is to introdue someonepts, methods and language that will be widely used in the rest of thepresent notes.A detailed disussion onerning the Hamiltonian formalism, and in par-tiular of anonial transformations, goes beyond the sope of the presentnotes. On the other hand, this matter is a standard argument in books de-voted to Analytial Mehanis, so that I ould hardly give a omplete list ofreferenes.1The anonial form of the equations, the algebra of Poisson braketsand some elementary examples onerning the use of �rst integrals for aqualitative analysis of the dynamis are realled. Moreover, the anonialtransformations are disussed with the pragmati Al attitude of answeringtwo question, namely: (i) how to reognize that a given transformation isanonial, and (ii) how to onstrut useful anonial transformations via agenerating funtion. A further method for onstruting near{the{identityanonial transformations will be disussed in hapter 4.1.1 The anonial form of the equations of dynamisThe dynamial state of a system with n degrees of freedom is identi�ed witha point on a 2n{dimensional di�erentiable manifold, that we shall generi-ally denote by F , endowed with anonially onjugate oordinates that weshall generially denote by (q; p) � (q1; : : : ; qn; p1; : : : ; pn). The objet of in-vestigation is the evolution of the state of the system. The evolution will berepresented by a funtion q(t); p(t), for t in some (possibly in�nite) interval.1 I just mention that a detailed disussion be found in the lassial treatiseof Whittaker [46℄. Other referenes are the books of Wintner [44℄, Gant-maher [17℄ and Arnold [4℄.



2 Chapter 1The evolution of the system is determined by a real valued Hamiltonianfuntion H : F ! R through the Hamilton's equations (also alled anonialequations)(1:1) _qj = �H�pj ; _pj = ��H�qj ; j = 1; : : : ; n ;where H = H(q; p). More generally, we an onsider the ase of a timedependent Hamiltonian H(q; p; t) ; in the latter ase the system is said tobe non{autonomous, while in the former ase it is alled autonomous. As amatter of fat, a non{autonomous system may be redued to an autonomousone by a trivial extension of the phase spae.2 In view of this remark I shallonstantly onsider only the autonomous ase, leaving the disussion of thenon{autonomous ase to set. 1.2.4.1.1.1 Dynamial variables and �rst integralsA dynamial variable is a di�erentiable real funtion f(q; p) de�ned on thephase spae. E.g., the Hamiltonian itself is a dynamial variable. If the anon-ial oordinates evolve in time as �q(t); p(t)�, so does the dynamial variablef�q(t); p(t)�. In partiular, if the ow �q(t); p(t)� is determined by the anon-ial equations (1.1), then the time evolution of a dynamial variable f(p; q)obeys _f = nXj=1� �f�qj �H�pj � �f�pj �H�qj � :This is nothing but the time derivative of f along the Hamiltonian owindued by H, that is usually alled the Lie derivative LHf indued by theow due toH. In oordinates the operator LH representing the Lie derivative2 Add one more pair of anonially onjugated oordinates q0; p0 (so that thedimension of the phase spae is inreased by 2). For a given HamiltonianH(q; p; t), introdue a new Hamiltonian~H(q; q0; p; p0) = H(q; p; q0) + p0 :This gives the extended set of anonial equations_q0 = 1 ; _p0 = ��H�q0 and _qj = �H�pj ; _pj = ��H�qj ; j � 1; : : : ; n :The �rst equation has the trivial solution q0(t) = t� t0, where t0 is the initialtime. In view of this, the last two equations atually oinide with (1.1).Suppose now that a solution q(t); p(t) of (1.1) is known; replaing it in theequation for _p0 the r.h.s. turns out to be a known funtion of t only, so thatthe equation an be solved by a quadrature.



Generalities 3takes the form(1:2) LH := nXj=1��H�pj ��qj � �H�qj ��pj� :A dynamial variable � is said to be a �rst integral in ase one has _� = 0for the dynamial evolution due to (1.1). That is, a di�erentiable funtion�(q; p) is a �rst integral in ase LH� = 0 .Everybody knows that the existene of �rst integrals for a system ofdi�erential equation may greatly help in investigating the behaviour of theow. In this hapter and in hapter 2 I shall onsider the partiular (and,lukily, exeptional) ase of systems possessing a suÆient number of �rstintegrals.1.1.2 Poisson braketsLet f(q; p) and g(q; p) be di�erentiable dynamial variables; then the Poissonbraket is de�ned as(1:3) fg; fg = nXj=1� �g�qj �f�pj � �g�pj �f�qj� :The operation of Poisson braket satis�es some relevant properties. If f , gand h are di�erentiable dynamial variables and � is a real onstant we have(i) linearity, i.e., ff; g + hg = ff; gg+ ff; hg , ff; �gg = � ff; gg ;(ii) antiommutativity, i.e., ff; gg = �fg; fg ;(iii) Jaobi's identity, i.e., ff; fg; hgg+ fg; fh; fgg+ fh; ff; ggg = 0 ;(iv) relation with produt: ff; ghg = g ff; hg+ ff; ggh ;(v) relation with derivatives:��qj ff; gg = � �f�qj ; g�+ �f; �g�qj���pj ff; gg = � �f�pj ; g�+�f; �g�pj� ; 1 � j � n :In terms of Lie derivatives these properties an be rewritten asLf (g + h) = Lfg + Lfh ; Lf (�g) = �Lfg ;(1:4) Lfg = �Lgf ;(1:5) [Lf ; Lg℄ = Lff;gg ;(1:6) Lf (gh) = gLfh+ hLfg ;(1:7) � ��qj ; Lf� = L �f�qj ; � ��pj ; Lf� = L �f�pj ; 1 � j � n :(1:8)Here, the notation [�; �℄ has been used for the ommutator between two linearoperators; i.e., [Lf ; Lg℄ = LfLg�LgLf . In partiular, let me emphasize that



4 Chapter 1the property (1.6) means that the ommutator between the Hamiltonianvetor �elds generated by f and g is the Hamiltonian vetor �eld generatedby ff; gg. The easy proof of all the identities above is left to the reader.1.1.3 More on �rst integralsIn terms of Poisson brakets (or Lie derivatives) the time evolution of anydi�erentiable dynamial variable f(q; p) satis�es the partial di�erential equa-tion _f = ff;Hg, or(1:9) _f = LHf :As a onsequene, the Hamiltonian dynamis an be expressed in terms ofPoisson brakets (see for instane [28℄). In partiular, the anonial equationsmay be given the more symmetri form(1:10) _qj = fqj ; Hg ; _pj = fpj ; Hg ; 1 � j � n ;This exploits the fat that the oordinates themselves an be onsidered asdynamial variables.A di�erentiable time{independent �rst integral �(q; p) satis�es the par-tial di�erential equation(1:11) LH� = 0 :From the properties of the Lie derivative the following results are immedi-ately obtained:(i) the Hamiltonian of an autonomous system is a �rst integral;(ii) if �(q; p) and 	(q; p) are di�erentiable �rst integrals, then f�;	g isa �rst integral.The �rst statement follows from the antiommutativity of the Poissonbraket; the seond one is a straightforward onsequene of Jaobi's iden-tity. The property (i) above means that an autonomous Hamiltonian systemalways admits a �rst integral | the Hamiltonian itself.It is a relevant fat that a Hamiltonian system requires the existene ofonly n independent �rst integrals in order to be integrable by quadratures,provided that the �rst integrals satisfy the further ondition of being ininvolution, namely that the Poisson braket of any two suh integrals doesvanish. This is the ontent of Liouville's theorem, that will be disussedbelow. This interesting fat has a reverse side: as a general fat, no morethan n nontrivial �rst integrals in involution exist in global sense.Example 1.1: Autonomous Hamiltonian system with one degree of free-dom. As it has been remarked above, the Hamiltonian H(q; p) is a �rstintegral. Thus, the orbits are subsets of the level sets de�ned by the equa-tion H(q; p) = E, where E = H�p(0); q(0)� is a onstant determined by theinitial point. For instane, in the ase of the harmoni osillator the Hamil-tonian is H(p; x) = p2=2 + !2x2=2 (see �gure 1.1). For E = 0 the orbit is apoint, namely the equilibrium state q = p = 0. For E > 0 the level urves



Generalities 5

Figure 1.1. Phase portrait in the p; x phase plane for the harmoniosillator, H = p2=2 + !2x2=2. The urves are parameterized by theenergy, H(x; p) = E.

Figure 1.2. Phase portrait in the p; x phase plane for the harmonirepulsor, H = p2=2 � !2x2=2. The urves are parameterized by theenergy, H(x; p) = E.are ellipses with enter at the origin, representing the osillations aroundthe equilibrium. A seond example is the harmoni repulsor (see �gure 1.2).The Hamiltonian is H(p; x) = p2=2 � !2x2=2. For E = 0 the level urvesare two straight lines interseting at the origin. These straight lines atuallyrepresent �ve di�erent orbits: two of them are the half{lines in the �rst andthird quadrant, representing orbits asymptoti to the origin for t ! �1(unstable manifolds) and going to in�nity for t!1; two are the half linesin the seond and fourth quadrant, representing orbits oming from in�nityand asymptoti to the origin for t ! 1 (stable manifolds); the �fth orbitis the origin, whih is an unstable equilibrium. For E 6= 0 the level urvesare hyperbol� representing ollision orbits for E < 0 and orbits travelling



6 Chapter 1

Figure 1.3. Phase portrait in the phase ylinder #; p for the pendu-lum, H = p2=2� os#.through the origin for E > 0. In the �rst ase the point omes from in�nityup to a minimal distane determined by energy, and is pushed bak to in-�nity without reahing the origin (ollision); in the seond ase the energyof the point is suÆient to allow it to go over the origin. A third exampleis the pendulum. In this ase the phase spae is a ylinder, and the Hamil-tonian is H(#; p) = p2=2 � os# (see �gure 1.3). For E = �1 the orbit isthe equilibrium point # = p = 0, similar to the equilibrium of the harmoniosillator. For E = 1 the orbits are the upper unstable equilibrium # = �,with stable and unstable manifolds emanating from it (reall that # is an an-gle, so that the points # = � and # = �� are just di�erent representationsof the same point). In the neighbourhood of the unstable equilibrium the�gure looks like that of the harmoni repulsor, but far from the equilibriumone sees that the stable and unstable manifolds oinide: the orrespondingorbits are asymptoti to the unstable equilibrium both for t ! �1 andfor t ! 1. The urves orresponding to the stable and unstable manifoldsseparate orbits representing osillations ( jEj < 1 ) from orbits representingrotations (E > 1 ). This should be enough to explain how to represent thephase portrait for any Hamiltonian of a system with one degree of freedom.As an easy exerise, the reader ould draw the orbits in the phase spae forthe Hamiltonian H = p(1� p) sin#, with # 2 T.Example 1.2: Point under no fores. The Hamiltonian oinides withthe kineti energy, namely H = 12m �p2x + p2y + p2z� . Besides the Hamilto-nian, the following quantities are immediately heked to be �rst integrals:px ; py ; pz ; Mx = ypz � zpy ; My = zpx � xpz ; Mz = xpy � ypx (thelinear and the angular momentum). They are not independent, of ourse,but we an selet 5 independent �rst integrals among them, for instane:px ; py ; pz ; Mx and My. As a uriosity, one ould ask what happens if onetries to onstrut new �rst integrals via Poisson brakets (reall that the



Generalities 7Poisson braket between two �rst integrals is a �rst integrals). The result isrepresented in the following table:
(1:12)

f�; �g px ���� py ���� pz ���� Mx ���� My ���� Mzpx 0 ���� 0 ���� 0 ���� 0 ���� pz ���� �pypy 0 ���� 0 ���� 0 ���� �pz ���� 0 ���� pxpz 0 ���� 0 ���� 0 ���� py ���� �px ���� 0Mx 0 ���� pz ���� �py ���� 0 ���� Mz ���� �MyMy �pz ���� 0 ���� px ���� �Mz ���� 0 ���� MxMz py ���� �px ���� 0 ���� My ���� �Mx ���� 0Using the �rst integrals we an easily onstrut the orbit. For, the interse-tion in R6 of the planes px = 1, py = 2, pz = 3, Mx = 4, My = 5,where 1; : : : ; 5 are onstants determined by the initial point, is a straightline representing the orbit.Example 1.3: The problem of n bodies. The Hamiltonian readsH = nXj=1 p2j2mj + V (x1; : : : ;xn) ;The system admits 7 independent �rst integrals, namely: the total energyH, the three omponents of the linear momentumPx =Xj pj;x ; Py =Xj pj;y ; Pz =Xj pj;z(where pj;x ; pj;y ; and pj;z denote the x ; y and z omponents, respetively,of the momentum pj of the j{th partile) and the three omponents of theangular momentum Mx =Xj yjpj;z � zjpj;y ;My =Xj zjpj;x � xjpj;z ;Mz =Xj xjpj;y � yjpj;x :Here too no further �rst integrals an be onstruted via Poisson braketsbetween the known ones: the results of table (1.12) still apply. For n = 2



8 Chapter 1(the problem of two bodies) the existene of suh integrals allows us to on-lude that the orbit lies on a 5{dimensional manifold in the phase spaeR12. At �rst sight, this appears insuÆient in order to perform a om-plete integration. However, we have already antiipated that the existeneof n (in this ase 6) independent �rst integrals whih are in involutions isenough. The ommon hoie for the 6 independent integrals in involutionis H ; Px ; Py ; Pz ; Mz and M2x +M2y +M2z . For n > 2 the 7 �rst integralsthat we know are insuÆient, and we should look for more. However, thetheorems of Bruns and Poinar�e state that there are no more �rst integrals,in general.3Example 1.4: Motion under entral fores. In Cartesian oordinates theHamiltonian reads H = 12m �p2x + p2y + p2z�+ V (r) ;where r =px2 + y2 + z2 . The phase spae is R6, and the system possesses4 independent �rst integrals, namely the Hamiltonian H and the three om-ponents Mx ; My ; andMz of the angular momentum. We onlude that theorbits lie on a 2{dimensional manifold in the phase spae. More an be saidusing the known fat that in physial spae the motion is atually a planarone, due to the onservation of the total angular momentum. Introduingpolar oordinates in the plane orthogonal to the diretion of the angularmomentum we write the Hamiltonian asH = 12m �p2r + p2#r2 �+ V (r) :This Hamiltonian possesses two �rst integrals, namely the Hamiltonian itselfand the total angular momentumMz = p#. The level surfaes of Mz are theCartesian produt of a irle (the angle #, whih is free) with the half plane(0;1)�R (the anonial oordinates r and pr). On the other hand, on thelatter half plane we use the �rst integralH = p2r2m + l22mr2 + V (r) ;whih is obtained by replaing the onstant value p# = l in the Hamiltonian.Depending on the e�etive potentialV �(r) = l22mr2 + V (r) ;in the half plane r; pr we an �nd: (i) equilibrium orbits r = onst ; pr =0; (ii) separatries emanating from unstable equilibria; (iii) losed urvesaround a stable �xed point; (iv) open orbits going to in�nity. The ase (i)3 A proof of the theorems of Bruns may be found in [46℄, h. XIV, x164. Theproof of the theorem of Poinar�e is inluded in hapter 3 of the present notes.



Generalities 9desribes irular orbits in the physial spae. In ase (iii) the orbit inphase spae lies on a two dimensional torus, the produt of a losed urvein the plane r; pr with the irle desribed by the angle #. In ase (iv) theinvariant surfae in phase spae is topologially a ylinder. The struture ofthe invariant surfae of ase (ii) an be more ompliated, depending on thebehavior of the separatries. No further general information is available.Example 1.5: The Keplerian ase. Aording to Kepler's laws, the orbitof a planet in physial spae is an ellipse, namely a losed urve, whih mustbe the projetion of a losed urve in phase spae. This does not followfrom the general disussion of the previous example, beause we ould onlyonlude that the orbit in phase spae lies on a two dimensional torus (reallthat ellipti orbits in the Keplerian potential V (r) = �k=r our only fornegative energy). The fat that the orbit in a Keplerian potential is losedis due to the existene of the further �rst integral(1:13) A = p ^M� kmxr ;where k is the onstant in the Keplerian potential and M is the angularmomentum. This integral is known as the Runge{Lenz vetor, although itwas known to Laplae.4 Not all the omponents of the vetor are independentfrom the four �rst integrals of the general ase. However, one an extrat a�fth integral whih is independent of them, so that the invariant manifold isone{dimensional.51.2 Canonial transformationsAs for a generi system of di�erential equations, oordinate transformationsan be used in order to bring the system to a simpler form. If the system isHamiltonian it is desirable to keep the Hamiltonian form of the equationswhen the system is transformed. The searh for a lass of transformationssatisfying the latter property leads to onsidering the group of the so alledanonial transformations.In these notes I shall make use of two di�erent riteria of anoniity.Preisely, a oordinate transformation is anonial in ase:(i) the transformation preserves the Poisson brakets;(ii) the transformation preserves the integral over a losed urve of the1{form Pj pjdqj .All these riteria allow us to hek if a given transformation is anonial. Anuseful method for onstruting anonials transformations is furnished by the4 For a short historial note see [22℄.5 For a reonstrution of the Keplerian orbits using the Runge{Lenz vetor seefor instane [11℄.



10 Chapter 1theory of generating funtions. This is the basis for further development ofthe integration methods, �nally leading to the Hamilton{Jaobi's equationsand to Liouville's theorem on integrability by quadratures.1.2.1 Transformations preserving the Hamiltonian form of the equations.We �rst look for a lass of transformations (q; p) = C(q; p) that ful�l thefollowing riterion: to every Hamiltonian funtion H(q; p) one an assoiateanother funtion K(q; p) suh that the anonial system of equations_qj = �H�pj ; _pj = ��H�qj ; j = 1; : : : ; n ;is hanged into the system_qj = �K�pj ; _pj = ��K�qj ; j = 1; : : : ; n ;whih is still anonial. If the Hamiltonian system that one onsiders is anautonomous one, and the oordinate transformation is time{independent,then the transformed Hamiltonian an be restrited to have the form(1:14) H(q; p) = H(q; p)��q=q(q;p) ; p=p(q;p) :That is, the new Hamiltonian is easily obtained by a straightforward substi-tution of variables in the Hamiltonian.6 As a matter of fat, the apparentlymore general ase of non{autonomous Hamiltonian systems and of time{dependent transformations may be redued to the previous one.A �rst elementary example of a transformation whih is anonial is thetranslation, de�ned asqj = qj + aj ; pj = pj + bj ; 1 � j � n ;where a = (a1; : : : ; an) and b = (b1; : : : ; bn) are onstants. The transformedequations are easily seen to keep the anonial form with the transformedHamiltonian H(q; p) = H(q; p)���q=q+a ; p=p+b :A seond example is the saling transformationqj = �qj ; pj = �pj ; 1 � j � n :6 There is no general agreement about the use of the term anonial transforma-tion. Some authors all anonial any transformation satisfying the requisiteof preserving the anonial form of the equations. For example, this is the at-titude of Wintner [44℄ and Gantmaher [17℄. Other authors (among them theauthor of the present notes) like to reserve the name anonial to the restritedlass that satisfy also the ondition (1.14) for the transformed Hamiltonian.The latter restrition has the advantage of simplifying the exposition.



Generalities 11The transformed Hamiltonian in this ase isK(q; p) = 1��H(q; p)����q=�q ; p=�p :Remark that in general the new Hamiltonian is not simply obtained bya substitution of variables, due to the extra fator 1�� . Thus, the salingtransformation rati�es (1.14), and so is anonial in the restrited senseadopted in the present notes, only in ase �� = 1 . A saling transformationmay be separately performed on the pairs of anonial oordinates, i.e.,qj = �jqj ; pj = 1�j pj ; 1 � j � n ;whih is anonial in strit sense. In partiular, if �j = 1 for j = 1; : : : ; nthe orresponding transformation is the identity.A third interesting ase is the exhange of onjugated oordinates, i.e.,the transformation qj = pj ; pj = �qj ; 1 � j � n :Here too the transformed Hamiltonian isH(q; p) = H(q; p)jq=p ; p=�q :It is not forbidden to exhange only some of the anonially onjugatedoordinates. That is, one performs the latter transformation only for a se-leted subset of the labels j, leaving the other variables unhanged. It iseasily heked that this still gives a anonial transformation.Finally, the reader might onstrut a great variety of anonial lineartransformations by omposition of the examples above.1.2.2 Preservation of Poisson braketsAs we already remarked, the Hamiltonian formalism an be expressed interms of Poisson brakets, sine the time evolution of any dynamial variablef is given by the equation _f = ff;Hg . This leads to a haraterization ofanonial transformations as possessing the property of leaving invariant theform of the Poisson braket.Let (q; p) = C(q; p) be a oordinate transformation, and denote by Cfthe transformed funtion�Cf�(q; p) = f(q; p)���(q;p)=C(q;p) :Also, denote by f�; �gq;p and by f�; �gq;p the Poisson braket with respet tothe onjugate variables q; p and q; p, respetively. Consider now the lassof transformations satisfying the ondition that the following diagram is



12 Chapter 1ommutative for any funtions f and g:(1:15) f; g C�! Cf; Cgf�;�g??y ??yf�;�gff; ggq;p �!C C�ff; ggq;p�= fCf; Cggq;p :In words, one obtains the same result both: (a) omputing the Poissonbraket with respet to the variables q; p and then hanging the variablesin the result, or (b) hanging the variables and then omputing the Poissonbraket with respet to the new variables q; p. If this happens to be true, weshall say that the transformations preserves the Poisson brakets.Proposition 1.1: A transformation (q; p) = C(q; p) is anonial if and onlyif it preserves the Poisson brakets, i.e., the diagram (1.15) is ommutative.The latter proposition does not represent an useful riterion for anon-iity, of ourse. However, it may easily be onverted into an useful one asfollows. Let us onsider the oordinates q; p as funtions on the phase spae;it is an easy matter to hek that the relations(1:16) fqj ; qkg = fpj ; pkg = 0fqj ; pkg = Æjk 1 � j � n ; 1 � k � nhold true, where Æjk is the Kroneker symbol. These expressions are some-times alled the fundamental Poisson brakets. The following lemma an beeasily proven:Lemma 1.2: A transformation preserves the Poisson braket between anytwo funtions if and only if it preserves the fundamental Poisson brakets.That is, proposition 1.1 an be reformulated in a more useful manner asCorollary 1.3: A transformation (q; p) = C(q; p), is anonial if and onlyif it preserves the fundamental Poisson brakets, i.e.,(1:17) fqj ; qkgq;p = fpj ; pkgq;p = 0fqj ; pkgq;p = Æjk ; 1 � j � n ; 1 � k � n :In modern books it is ustomary to reformulate the latter riterion asfollows: a transformation is anonial if and only if the Jaobian of thetransformation is a sympleti matrix.77 Sympleti geometry deals with transformations preserving the bilinear formon R2n [x;y℄ = hx; Jyi ; J = � 0 In�In 0 � ;where I is the n � n identity matrix. This is alled the sympleti produt.It is antisymmetri, i.e., [x;y℄ = �[y;x℄, and non degenerate, i.e., [x;y℄ = 0for all y 2 R2n implies x = 0. A matrix U is said to be sympleti in ase



Generalities 13Example 1.6: The ase of one degree of freedom. In the ase n = 1 theanoniity ondition takes the partiularly simple formdet0BB� �q�q �q�p�p�q �p�p 1CCA = 1 ;whih means that the transformation must be area{preserving. A simpleexample is the saling transformationq = �q ; p = 1�p :An example of a transformation whih is ommon in geometry but is notanonial is the transformation to polar oordinates (in the phase plane),whih is not area preserving. A similar transformation whih however isanonial is(1:18) q = p2I os' ; p = p2I sin' :The variables I; ' are alled ation{angle variables for the harmoni osilla-tor.Example 1.7: Harmoni osillators. The Hamiltonian of a system of har-moni osillators is H(q; p) = nXj=1 12 �p2j + !2j q2j � ;with ! = (!1; : : : ; !n) 2 Rn. A more symmetri Hamiltonian is onstrutedby applying the saling transformationqj = qjp!j ; pj = pjp!j ; 1 � j � n :The transformed Hamiltonian isH(q; p) =Xj !j2 �p2j + q2j� :The form of the Hamiltonian an be further simpli�ed by using the trans-formation to ation{angle variables, namelyqj =p2Ij os'j ; pj =p2Ij sin'j ; 1 � j � n :By this, the Hamiltonian is transformed toH(I; ') =Xj !jIj ;UJU> = J. The group of transformations satisfying the latter property isalled the sympleti group.



14 Chapter 1whih an be trivially integrated.1.2.3 Generating funtionsA onstrutive haraterization of anonial transformations is based on thefollowing known property: a transformation (q; p) = C(q; p) is anonial ifand only if(1:19) ZXj pjdqj = ZC()Xj pjdqj ;where  is a losed urve. This leads to the onept of generating funtion.Let us write the transformation as q = q(q; p); p = p(q; p), and let us assumethat the relation p = p(q; p) an be inverted (at least loally) with respetto q, i.e.,(1:20) det�(p1; : : : ; pn)�(q1; : : : ; qn) 6= 0 :Transformations satisfying this ondition are alled free anonial transfor-mations. In view of (1.19) there exists a funtion ~S(q; q) suh that(1:21) Xj �pjdqj � pjdqj� = d~S ;The funtion ~S(q; q) is alled the generating funtion.A slightly di�erent approah onsists in onsidering the new momentap and the old oordinates q as independent variables. Then one proves thefollowingProposition 1.4: Let the generating funtion S(p; q) satisfy the ondition(1:22) det� �2S�pj�qk� 6= 0 :Then the transformation impliitly de�ned by(1:23) pj = �S�qj (p; q) ; qj = �S�pj (p; q) ; 1 � j � n :The ondition (1.22) is atually a ondition of invertibility. For, therelations (1.23) de�ne pj and qj as funtions of q and p, thus de�ning atransformation in impliit form. In order to make the transformation expliitwe must do either thing: solve the �rst equation with respet to p and replaeit in the seond, or solve the seond equation with respet to q and replaeit in the �rst. In either ase the (loal) invertibility is assured by (1.22).It is worth mentioning that not all anonial transformations are gen-erated in this form: a simple ounterexample is the exhange of onjugatevariables illustrated in set. 1.2. Other forms of the generating funtion must



Generalities 15be onsidered in order to over the full set of anonial transformations. How-ever, I skip this disussion, in view of the fat that the most useful anonialtransformations an be generated by an appropriate generating funtion ofthe form above.An easy example is the saling transformation. It is immediate to hekthat it is generated by the funtion S(p; q) = Pnj=1 �jpjqj . In partiular,the ase �1 = : : : = �n = 1 generates the identity.The two examples that follow are de�nitely more useful.Example 1.8: Extended point transformation. Suppose that we are givena point transformation q = q(q) whih is a di�eomorphism,8 so that(1:24) det�(q1; : : : ; qn)�(q1; : : : ; qn) 6= 0 :A orresponding anonial transformation an be onstruted using the gen-erating funtion S(p; q) =Xk pkqk��q=q(q) :For, the omplete transformation isqj = qj(q) ; pj =Xk pk �qk�qj (q) ; 1 � j � n :On the other hand, the invertibility ondition (1.22) of proposition 1.4 issatis�ed in view of (1.24), sinedet� �2S�pk�qj� = det��qk�qj � 6= 0 :The extension above is not unique. The most general extended point trans-formation is generated by the funtion(1:25) S(p; q) =Xk pkqk��q=q(q) +W (q) ;where W (q) is an arbitrary funtion.Example 1.9: Near the identity anonial transformations. Consider thegenerating funtion(1:26) S(p; q) =Xj pjqj + "f(p; q) ;where f(p; q) is an arbitrary funtion and " a real parameter, whih is as-sumed to be small. The invertibility ondition (1.22) of proposition 1.4 is8 This is the lass of transformation typially onsidered in the framework ofthe Lagrangian formalism.



16 Chapter 1learly satis�ed for " small enough. The orresponding anonial transfor-mation in impliit form ispj = pj + " �f�qj (p; q) ; qj = qj + " �f�pj (p; q) ; 1 � j � n :The expliit form an be found, e.g., by inverting the seond relation withrespet to q and replaing the result in the �rst one. This givesqj = qj � " �f�pj (p; q) + "2 : : :pj = pj + " �f�qj (p; q) + "2 : : : :For " = 0 the transformation is the identity, while for " 6= 0 the oordi-nates are hanged by a little amount. The terms of higher order in " maybe determined by suessive approximations. Near the identity transforma-tions represent the basi tool for the development of perturbation theory.However, it an be remarked that the inversion required in order to put thetransformation in expliit form is a quite unpleasant aspet, mainly if oneplans to perform an expliit alulation. We shall see that inversions an beavoided by using the algorithm of Lie transforms.1.2.4 Time{depending anonial transformationsWe show here how the theory of anonial transformations an be generalizedso that the ases of non autonomous Hamiltonians and of time dependingtransformations are taken into aount.We extend the phase spae by introduing two further anonial vari-ables q0; p0, and for a given Hamiltonian H(q; p; t) we onsider the Hamilto-nian in the extended phase spae9(1:27) ~H(q; p; q0; p0) = H(q; p; q0) + p0 :On the extended phase spae we an perform anonial transformations ofthe form q = q (q; p; q0; p0), p = p (q; p; q0; p0), q0 = q0(q; p; q0; p0), p0 =p0(q; p; q0; p0), to whih the theory developed till now applies. However, thismeans that we might also hange the time variable, in the sense that thenew variable q0 will not evolve uniformly in time.The natural hoie is to onsider a restrited lass of transformationswhih keeps the oordinate q0 invariant, namely q0 = q0; in turn, p0 =p0(q; p; q0; p0) will be determined so as to ful�l the anoniity onditions. A�rst onsequene is that the ondition fq0; p0gq;p = 1 implies �p0�p0 = 0, i.e.,9 We emphasize the partiular role played by the variables q0; p0 by denotingthe anonial oordinates in phase spae as (q; p; q0; p0), where q = (q1; : : : ; qn)and p = (p1; : : : ; pn).



Generalities 17p0 = p0 + f(q; p; q0), with some funtion f . A seond onsequene is thatthe anoniity onditions fq0; qjgq;p = fq0; pjgq;p = 0 for 1 � j � n imply�qj�p0 = �pj�p0 = 0, i.e., qj ; pj do not depend on p0.The onsiderations above lead to the following general sheme: in orderto perform a time dependent transformation we �rst onsider the extendedphase spae and the Hamiltonian (1.27), and perform a transformation sat-isfying the onditions disussed in the previous setions. This means thatthe transformed Hamiltonian will take the formH(q; p; q0; p0) = H(q; p; q0)��q=q(q;p;q0); p=p(q;p;q0);q0=q0 + p0 + f(q; p; q0) :In view of the linear dependene on p0 we remove the extension of the phasespae by setting again q0 = t and removing the term p0, thus obtaining thetransformed HamiltonianH(q; p; t) = H(q; p; t)��q=q(q;p;t); p=p(q;p;t) + f(q; p; t) :We emphasize that the new Hamiltonian is not merely the transformed fun-tion of the old one: there is an extra term that must be omputed. Thefollowing propositions state that the anoniity onditions to be heked arethe ones disussed till now, that must be ful�lled identially in t, and explainhow to determine the extra term in the Hamiltonian.Proposition 1.5: Let q = q(q; p; t), p = p(q; p; t) be a time dependenttransformation whih preserves the fundamental Poisson brakets identi-ally in t. Then the transformation is anonial, and there exists a funtionF (q; p; t) suh that the transformed Hamiltonian is(1:28) H(q; p; t) = �H(q; p; t)� F (q; p; t)�q=q(q;p;t);p=p(q;p;t)The statement onerning the generating funtion is the followingProposition 1.6: Let S(p; q; t) a funtion satisfyingdet� �2S�pj�qk� 6= 0 :Then the transformation impliitly de�ned byqj = �S�pj ; pj = �S�qj ; 1 � j � nis anonial, and the transformed Hamiltonian takes the form(1:29) H(q; p; t) = H(q; p; t)���q=q(q;p;t);p=p(q;p;t) + �S�t (p; q; t)���q=q(q;p;t) :
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2INTEGRABLE SYSTEMSIn this part of the letures I will illustrate some results onerning integrablesystems. This argument onstitutes an interesting and rih �eld. As in the�rst part, I will not try to make a omplete exposition. The purpose isto introdue the basi knowledge about integrable systems that onstitutesa basis for investigating the behaviour of systems that are only near tointegrable.We should �rst make an agreement on the meaning of the term inte-grable system. In view of the theorem of existene and uniqueness of thesolutions of a system of di�erential equations, every Hamiltonian systeman be said to be integrable, provided some mild regularity onditions aresatis�ed by the Hamiltonian funtion. This is useful, of ourse, if one is in-terested in omputing the orbit orresponding to a given initial datum, e.g.,with numerial methods.1 However, it is ustomary to assign a more preisemeaning to the word \integrable" in this ontext. In some sense, one asksfor being able to write the solution for any time.The traditional interpretation is integrable by quadratures. This meansthat the solution has to be expressed in a form that requires only a �nitenumber of algebrai operations, inluding inversion of funtions, and thealulation of integrals of known funtions (quadrature). In the frameworkof Hamiltonian theory, Liouville's theorem an be onsidered as the mostadvaned result in this diretion.1 The most ommon numerial methods for solving di�erential equations areindeed based on the possibility of writing the �rst few terms of the Taylorexpansion of the solution. The omputation of the orbit is performed by iter-ating an elementary integration step: starting from the initial point at time 0one omputes the (approximate) point at time � ; then the new point is usedas initial point for the next step, and so on. However, the expansion is onlyloal. Proving that the omputed orbit remains lose to the true orbit for along time interval is, generally speaking, an hard problem.



20 Chapter 2In more reent times one puts more emphasis on the global desrip-tion of the behavior of the solutions. The paradigm model is representedby an Hamiltonian depending only on the momenta p1; : : : ; pn, i.e., H =H(p1; : : : ; pn). A system is said to be integrable if there are anonial o-ordinates p; q, where the oordinates q1; : : : ; qn are in some sense global,suh that the Hamiltonian takes the form above. Some authors impose thesharper ondition that the oordinates q1; : : : ; qn are atually angles, thatis, q 2 Tn. In the latter ase the onjugate variables p; q are alled ation{angle variables. This seems to be a very strong ondition: for instane, theproblem of a mass point freely moving on the spae an not be desribed byation{angle variables in the strit sense above: the oordinates that evolvelinearly in time are not angles! However, suh a strong attitude an be jus-ti�ed a posteriori. Indeed, small perturbations of integrable systems thatadmit ation{angle variables produe typially a very ompliated dynam-ial behavior, whih is still not ompletely understood. As a onsequene,they are the most interesting systems from the viewpoint of perturbationtheory.Thus, we onsider the following problem: Assume we are given aLiouville{integrable system. Can we introdue ation{angle variables?The answer to this question is furnished by the theorem of Arnold{Jost.2The theorems of Liouville and of Arnold{Jost onstitute the main on-tents of this hapter. A general disussion of the dynamial behaviour of anintegrable system is also inluded.2.1 Involution systemsThe investigation of integrability is mainly based on the existene of inde-pendent �rst integrals. In the framework of Hamiltonian systems a relevantrole is played by �rst integrals with vanishing mutual Poisson braket.A system of r funtions f�1(q; p); : : : ;�r(q; p)g is said to be an involu-tion system if the funtions are independent, i.e.,rank� �(�1; : : : ;�r)�(q1; : : : ; qn; p1; : : : ; pn)� = r ;and the Poisson braket between any two funtions vanishes, i.e., f�j;�kg =0 for j; k = 1; : : : ; r.2 The use of ation{angle variables was well known in onnetion with lassi-al problems like the planetary motions and the motion of a rigid body. Inthe Keplerian ase the introdution of ation{angle variables goes bak toDelaunay [15℄. During the �rst deades of the XX entury the problem of�nding ation{angle variables has beome relevant mainly due to the �rst de-velopments of quantum theory. A lassial and valuable referene is M. Born'sbook [8℄.



Integrable systems 212.1.1 Some examples.The most trivial example is given by the anonial oordinates themselves.E.g., the oordinates q1; : : : ; qn are an involution system; similarly, the on-jugated momenta p1; : : : ; pn are an involution system. More generally, on-sider any partition J;K of the set of indexes f1; : : : ; ng; then the n funtionsfqjgj2J [ fpkgk2K form an involution system.One ould try to onstrut involution systems by making use of someknown and relevant funtions like the momentum and the angular momen-tum. For instane, let the phase spae beR3�R3, with anonial oordinatesx; y; z and momenta px; py; pz. We already know that the omponents ofthe momentum are an involution system. One ould also onsider the threeomponents of the angular momentum, namely Mx = ypz � zpy ; My =zpx�xpz ; Mz = xpy�ypx. However, it is immediately seen that these threequantities are independent, but not in involution: this has been disussedin example 1.2. Replaing some omponents of the angular momentum withsome omponents of the momentum does not help, for the same reason. Aommon hoie is to onsider one of the omponents of the angular momen-tum, for instane Mz, and the quantity �2 = M2x +M2y +M2z , namely thesquare of the norm of the angular momentum. The latter two quantities areindeed in involution. A third funtion in involution with Mx and �2 is, e.g.,E = 12m (p2x + p2y + p2z) + V (r) ;where r = px2 + y2 + z2, and V (r) an arbitrary (di�erentiable) funtion.The funtions Mz, �2 and E form an involution system. One will reognizethe �rst integrals of the problem of motion under entral fores, example 1.4.The same example an be reformulated using spherial oordinates.The phase spae is (0;+1) � (0; �) � T � R3, with anonial oordinatesr; #; '; pr; p#; p'. The three funtionsJ = p'�2 = p2# + p2'sin2 #E = 12m  p2r + p2#r2 + p2'r2 sin2 #!+ V (r)form an involution system.A last example is onstruted by onsidering a system of harmoni osil-lators. Let the phase spae to be R2n, with anonial oordinates x; y. Then funtions �1 = x21 + y212 ; : : : ; �n = x2n + y2n2form an involution system.



22 Chapter 22.1.2 Complete involution systems and anonial transformationsReall that the onditions for a transformation to be anonial require ex-atly that the new momenta, expressed as funtions of the old anonialoordinates, form an involution system. It is natural to ask if an involutionsystem an be ompleted by introduing a set of onjugated oordinates sothat one obtains a anonial transformation. The positive answer to thisquestion is the basis for the theorem of Liouville.Proposition 2.1: Let f�1(q; p); : : : ;�n(q; p)g be an involution system.Then there exists a loal anonial transformation to new variables �;�� = �(q; p) ; � = �(q; p)With the non restritive hypothesis3(2:1) det��(�1; : : : ;�n)�(p1; : : : ; p1) � 6= 0 :the generating funtion of the anonial transformation is onstruted byquadratures as(2:2) S(�; q) = Z Xj pj(�; q)dqj ;where p1(�; q); : : : ; pn(�; q) are obtained from �1(q; p); : : : ;�n(q; p) , by in-version.Corollary 2.2: The anonial oordinates of proposition 2.1 are deter-mined up to a anonial transformation with generating funtion(2:3) W (�; �) =Xj �j�j + f(�) ;where f(�) is an arbitrary funtion. Equivalently, one an add an arbitraryfuntion f(�) to the generating funtion S(�; q) de�ned by (2.2).The proof of the orollary is elementary, and is left to the reader.Proof of proposition 2.1. In view of ondition (2.1) we an invertthe funtions �1; : : : ;�n with respet to p1; : : : ; pn, thus getting p1 =p1(�; q); : : : ; pn = pn(�; q). Consider the di�erential form Pj pj(�; q)dqj ;we prove that it is exat. To this end, let us di�erentiate the identity�j = �j(q; p)��p=p(�;q)3 Making use of some arguments of sympleti geometry, one an prove thatondition (2.1) may be satis�ed by possibly exhanging some pairs of onju-gated variables qj and pj .



Integrable systems 23with respet to �; q, namely taking into aount that in the r.h.s. p must bereplaed by its expression in terms of �; q. This givesd�j =Xk;l ��j�pk ��pk��l d�l + �pk�ql dql�+Xl ��j�ql dql :By omparison of the oeÆients of dq; d� we get the identitiesXk ��j�pk �pk��l = Æj;l ;Xk ��j�pk �pk�ql = ���j�ql ; j; l = 1; : : : ; n :Replae now the seond of these identities in the relation f�j;�mg = 0 ,whih holds true beause the funtions are assumed to be in involution.With a few alulations we getf�j;�mg =Xl ���j�ql ��m�pl � ��j�pl ��m�ql �= �Xl;k ��m�pl ��j�pk �pk�ql +Xl;k ��j�pl ��m�pk �pk�ql= �Xl ��m�pl Xk ��j�pk ��pk�ql � �pl�qk� = 0(note that in the seond sum on the seond line the indexes l and k an beexhanged). By ondition (2.1) this implies�pk�ql � �pl�qk = 0 ; l; k = 1; : : : ; n ;so that the di�erential form Pj pjdqj is exat, as laimed. By integrationwe onstrut the generating funtion (2.2) whih, in view of (2.1), satis�esthe invertibility ondition (1.22) of proposition 1.4. Therefore, the wantedanonial transformation is impliitly de�ned by�j = �S��j ; pj = �S�qj ; j = 1; : : : ; n : Q.E.D.2.2 The theorem of LiouvilleFor a generi system of di�erential equations on a n{dimensional manifold aomplete integration by quadrature an be performed when n�1 independent�rst integrals are known, n being the dimension of the spae. Thus, oneexpets that in the Hamiltonian ase, the dimension of phase spae being



24 Chapter 22n, one needs to know 2n�1 �rst integrals. However, the anonial strutureallows us to perform the omplete integration if only n �rst integrals areknown, provided they ful�ll the further ondition of being in involution.Theorem 2.3: Assume that an autonomous anonial system with n de-grees of freedom and with Hamiltonian H(q; p) possesses n independent �rstintegrals f�1(q; p); : : : ;�n(q; p)g forming an involution system. Then onean onstrut by quadratures the generating funtion S(�; q) of a anonialtransformation (�; �) = C(q; p) suh that the transformed Hamiltonian de-pends only on the new momenta �1; : : : ;�n, and the solutions are expressedas(2:4) �j(t) = �j;0 ; �j(t) = �j;0 + t �H��j ����(�1;0;:::;�n;0) ; j = 1; : : : ; n ;with �j;0 and �j;0 determined by the initial data.Let me emphasize that the generating funtion an be expliitly on-struted using only algebrai operations, inluding inversion of known fun-tion, and quadratures. Therefore the system is integrable by quadratures inthe lassial sense.2.2.1 Proof of the theorem of LiouvilleBy proposition 2.1 we an onstrut by quadratures a anonial transforma-tion � = �(q; p) ; � = �(q; p)suh that �1; : : : ;�n are the new momenta. In view of preservation of Poissonbrakets, we an ompute the Poisson braket fH;�jg with respet to thenew variables �;�. Sine �1; : : : ;�n are �rst integrals, this givesfH;�jg = �H��j = 0 ; j = 1; : : : ; n :This means that the transformed Hamiltonian depends only on the momenta,i.e., H = H(�). Therefore, the anonial equations are_�j = �H��j ; _�j = 0 ; j = 1; : : : ; n ;and are trivially integrable, as laimed. This onludes the proof.Example 2.1: Systems with one degree of freedom. Let us onsider theHamiltonian H(x; p) = p22m + V (x) ;desribing the motion of a mass point on a straight line under the ation ofthe potential V (x). The ondition at point (i) redues to �H�p 6= 0, whih is



Integrable systems 25ful�lled for p 6= 0. Setting H(x; p) = E, we invert the relation above withrespet to p, getting(2:5) p = �p2m[E � V (x)℄ :The generating funtion isS(E; x) = p2m Z pE � V (x)dx ;and the anonial transformation in impliit form is written asp = �p2m[E � V (x)℄ ; � =rm2 Z dxpE � V (x) :The �rst of these relations oinides with (2.5), as expeted. The trans-formed Hamiltonian is, trivially, H(E) = E, and the solutions of Hamilton'sequations in oordinates �;E areE(t) = E0 ; �(t) = t� t0 ;E0 and t0 being the initial values of energy and time, respetively. Therefore,in order to atually ompute the solutions we need to ompute the integral(2:6) t� t0 =rm2 Z xx0 d�pE0 � V (�) ;where x0 = x(0) is the initial datum and E0 is the initial energy. The latterformula gives the solution of the problem by a quadrature.Example 2.2: Harmoni osillators. For the Hamiltonian(2:7) H = 12 nXl=1(y2l + !2l x2l )the quantities(2:8) �l = 12(y2l + !2l x2l ) ; 1 � l � nform an involution system, and moreover we have(2:9) H =Xl �l :By inversion of (2.8) with respet to yl we getyl =q2�l � !2l x2l ;and the generating funtion isS(�; x; t) = nXl=1 Fl(�l; xl) ;



26 Chapter 2where Fl(�l; xl) = Z q2�l � !2l x2l dxl ; 1 � l � n :The anonial transformation is ompleted by the new oordinates�l = �S��l = Z dxlp2�l � !2l x2l = 1!l aros� !lxp2�l� :The Hamiltonian is given by (2.9), and the anonial equations_�l = 0 ; _� = �H��l = 1have solutions �l(t) = �l;0 ; �(t) = t� t0 ;where t0 is the initial time, and �l;0 are onstants to be omputed by theinitial data. Finally, by inversion we obtain the solutionxl = p2�l0!l os!l(t� t0) :2.2.2 Some omments on Liouville's theoremThe form (2.4) of the solutions for the Hamiltonian in the new variablesappears to be quite simple. However, the example above of the harmoniosillators shows that all phenomena related to the periodiity of the motionare hidden, and show up only when the transformation bak to the originalvariables is performed.For omparison, if we apply to the Hamiltonian (2.7) the transformationto ation{angle variables for the harmoni osillators, namelyxl =p2Il os'l ; yl =p2Il sin'l ; l = 1; : : : ; n ;we get the transformed HamiltonianH(I1; : : : ; In) =Xl !lIl :The anonial equations then are_'l = !l ; _Il = 0 ;and the evolution of the phases 'l(t) = !lt + 'l;0 is still uniform withveloity !. The remarkable di�erene with respet to (2.4) is that the newoordinates ' are angles representing the phases of the osillators. Therefore,the periodi harater of the evolution is evident, and the veloity ! of thephases is the angular frequeny.That this is a general problem is illustrated by the following



Integrable systems 27Example 2.3: Free rotator. Let the phase spae be T�R, with anonialoordinates q 2 T and p 2 R, and let the Hamiltonian be(2:10) H = p22 :The system is atually trivial: the equations are _q = p ; _p = 0, with solutionsp(t) = p0 ; q(t) = p0t + q0, where p0 ; q0 are the initial data. Realling thatq is an angle, the motion is immediately seen to be periodi with angularfrequeny p0 depending on the initial data. If, however, we forget this fat,and apply the proedure suggested by Liouville's theorem, using the Hamil-tonian H as a �rst integral, then we get that the new anonial oordinatesare the time t, whih ows uniformly, and the energy H, whih is onstant.We see again that all informations onerning the periodiity of the motionare lost, and are reovered only after writing the solutions for the originalvariables.The ommon aspet to all these examples is that the hoie of the �rstintegrals to be used in order to apply Liouville's proedure is quite arbitrary;in ontrast, the inuene on the form of the �nal solutions is quite strong.The examples of the harmoni osillator and of the free rotator suggest thatthere should be a partiular hoie whih is the best one, and that it isonneted with the fat that the oordinates onjugated to the momenta�1; : : : ;�n should be angles. The existene of suh a hoie is the mainresult of the theorem of Arnold and Jost, that we are now going to disuss.2.2.3 Ation{angle variables for systems with one degree of freedomThe onstrution of ation{angle variables turns out to be partiularly simplein the ase of a system with one degree of freedom. This is always a Liouville{integrable system, sine the Hamiltonian is a �rst integral. Moreover, theorbits of the system are impliitly de�ned by the equation H(q; p) = E. Letq; p be an extremum for H(q; p), so that q(t) = q; p(t) = p is a solutionof Hamilton's equations. Then there is an open interval E suh that forE 2 E the set of point satisfying H(q; p) = E ontains a ontinuous familyof losed urves surrounding the point (q; p). Let E be one suh urve; it anbe desribed via a oordinate ' 2 T, in many ways. With suh a oordinateit is easy to aount for the periodiity of the motion. It is quite natural toask if there exists a anonial momentum I, onjugated to the oordinate ',whih parameterizes the family E of losed urves.If suh a quantity I exists, it must be onstant on every urve E ; thisimplies that it must be a �rst integral. Thus, let us look for a funtion I(q; p)whih is in involution with the Hamiltonian H(q; p) and satis�es �I�p 6= 0. Ifsuh a funtion exists, by proposition 2.1 we an onstrut a further funtion(2:11) S(I; q) = Z p(I; q)dq ;



28 Chapter 2the latter being the generating funtion of a anonial transformation whihde�nes I as the new momentum. Thus, there is also a oordinate, that wedenote again by ', onjugated to I; on the other hand, ' must be periodi,beause it is a oordinate on a losed urve, and we an always manage sothat the period is 2�. Let us now see how we an onstrut I(q; p). If '; Iare anonial variables we must haveIE pdq = IE Id' :Sine I(q; p) must be onstant on E and ' is periodi, the integral on theright hand side is easily alulated to be 2�I. Therefore, it must be(2:12) I = 12� IE pdq :This quantity has been named the ation of the system. The integral mustbe omputed after expressing p as a funtion of E and q, and gives a funtionI(E); replaing E = H(q; p) gives I as a funtion of q; p, as required. Weonlude that I(q; p) an be omputed by a quadrature. It will be notiedthat this funtion represents the area enlosed by the urve E .Sine I(q; p) is a �rst integral, we an apply the theorem of Liou-ville. With a further quadrature we an ompute the generating funtionS(I; q) given by (2.11), and by di�erentiation we determine the angle '. Theanonial oordinates I; ' are alled ation{angle variables. The transformedHamiltonian H(I) is independent of ', and Hamilton's equations read(2:13) _I = 0 ; _' = !(I) ;where !(I) = �H�I . Having �xed the initial onditions I(0) = I(0); '(0) = '(0)the orresponding solution is(2:14) I(t) = I(0) ; '(t) = !(0)t+ '(0) ;where !(0) = !(I(0)). The periodiity of the motion is now evident, beause' is an angle, and the period learly is T = 2�=!(0). The period an beeasily omputed as(2:15) T = 2� dIdE :For, from H = E one has dHdE = dHdI dIdE = !(I) dIdE = 1, and the laim followsusing T = 2�=!(I).Example 2.4: The harmoni osillator. The HamiltonianH(p; x) = 12p2 + 12!2x2has an equilibrium for p = x = 0, and for E > 0 the urve H(p; x) = Eis an ellipse entered on the origin and with semi axes p2E=! and p2E(see example 1.1). The ation is easily omputed as I = E=!, the period is



Integrable systems 29T = 2�=!, and the angle ' represents the phase of the osillator. It is notneessary to proeed to an expliit alulation of the generating funtion,sine the expliit form of the anonial transformation x = p2I os', y =p2I sin' an be obtained by elementary onsiderations.Example 2.5: Osillations around a stable equilibrium. The Hamiltonian(2:16) H(p; x) = p22 + V (x) ; (x; p) 2 R2 ;desribes the motion of a point with unitary mass moving on a straightline under the ation of a potential V (x). Let V (x) have a point of relativeminimum at x = 0, and let V (0) = 0 (this is not restritive, of ourse, sineit is always possible to introdue the displaement from equilibrium as aoordinate, and the potential is de�ned up to a onstant). Then there existsan open interval of positive values of E suh that the level set of pointssatisfying H(p; x) = E ontains a losed urve around the origin. For suhvalues of E the ation is de�ned as(2:17) I = p2� Z xmaxxmin pE � V (x)dx ;xmin; xmax being the extrema of the interval of osillation, to be omputedas solutions of the equation E � V (x) = 0. The period an be omputed as(2:18) T = p2Z xmaxxmin dxpE � V (x) :The alulation of the ation and of the period is therefore redued to aquadrature. If an expliit expression for the angle ' is wanted, then onemust ompute the generating funtionS(I; x) = p2 Z pE � V (x)dxand replae E = E(I) as omputed from (2.17). The anonial transforma-tion is written in impliit form asp = �S�x ; ' = �S�I :Writing the transformation expliitly requires an inversion.Example 2.6: The pendulum. As a more spei� example, onsider theHamiltonian H(p; #) = p22 � os# ; (#; p) 2 T�R ;whih desribes the fritionless motion of a unit mass point onstrainedto a irle in the vertial plane, subjet to gravity. The Hamiltonian has aminimum for p = # = 0 (reall that # is de�ned mod2�), and for �1 < C < 1



30 Chapter 2the equation H(p; #) = C determines a losed urve around the equilibrium.Aording to (2.17) the ation variable is omputed asI = 2p2� Z #max0 pC + os# d# ;where #max = aros(�C). The symmetry V (�#) = V (#) of the potentialhas been taken into aount in the latter formula. The alulation of theintegral an be redued to that of ellipti integrals as follows. Transform# = 2', thus gettingI = 8� Z 'max0 rC + 12 � sin2 'd' :Denote now k2 = (C + 1)=2, and perform the further transformation sin' =k sin ; this gives I = 8k2� Z �=20 os2  p1� k2 sin2  d = 16(k2 + 1)� K(k2) + 16� E(k2) ;where K(k2) and E(k2) are the omplete ellipti integrals of �rst and seondkind, namely K(k2) = Z �=20 d p1� k2 sin2  E(k2) = Z �=20 q1� k2 sin2  d :These integrals are omputed via a series expansion whih is onvergentfor jkj2 < 1. Therefore, the ation I as a funtion of C is de�ned only forC = 1. This value orresponds indeed to the separatrix. The transformedHamiltonian H(I) an be omputed by inversion of the funtion given bythe integral, putting H = C. The frequeny orresponding to a given initialvalue of the ation is omputed as !(I) = �H�I . A similar alulation an beperformed for jCj > 1.2.3 Ation{Angle variablesThe onstrution of ation{angle variables in a system with one degree offreedom makes essential use of the existene of a family of losed urves. Theation variable is a partiular parametrization of this family, whih turns outto be partiularly interesting beause the onjugated variable ' is an angle.The use of ation{angle variables for systems with many degrees of free-dom is a lassial matter, at least in onnetion with some lassial models,for example the motion of a mass point in the spae under the ation of



Integrable systems 31a Keplerian potential and the free motion of a rigid body with respet toits enter of mass. The general theory of ation{angle variables for inte-grable systems has been developed starting with the work of Arnold (see [1℄or [4℄, h. 10, x49) and Jost [26℄.4 The argument is a deep extension to ndegrees of freedom of the arguments used in the ase n = 1. The main ideais that the orbits of a system whih is integrable in Liouville's sense lie on an{dimensional invariant surfae determined by the �rst integrals. This fathas already been used in the proof of Liouville's theorem. Under quite gen-eral onditions the invariant surfae turns out to be a torus Tn admittingn independent losed yles. These yles onstitute the natural path foromputing the ation variables.I state the main result of Arnold and Jost by putting emphasis on theexistene of ation{angle variables assoiated to a given involution system.This an be onsidered as an extension of proposition 2.1. However, an extraondition is required, namely that one at least of the level surfaes deter-mined by assigning the funtions a onstant value ontains a ompat andonneted omponent.Proposition 2.4: Let �1; : : : ;�n be an involution system on an opendomain D � F , and assume that the level surfae impliitly de�ned by�1(p; q) = : : : = �n(p; q) = 0 ontains a onneted and ompat omponentM0. Then:(i) M0 is a manifold di�eomorphi to a n{dimensional torus;(ii) in an open neighbourhood U(M0) � D one an introdue ation{anglevariables I 2 G � Rn and # 2 Tn, where G is a neighbourhood of theorigin, via a anonial di�eomorphismA : Tn � G ! U(M0)(#; I) 7! (q; p) = A(#; I)suh that I1; : : : ; In depend only on �1; : : : ;�n.The proof requires three main steps. Firstly, we prove that the manifoldM0is di�eomorphi to a n{dimensional torus. Seondly, we prove that in theneighbourhood of M0 the level sets of �1; : : : ;�n are a n{parameter familyof n{dimensional tori parameterized by �1; : : : ;�n. Thirdly, we prove thatthe latter family an be parameterized by anonial variables onjugatedto angular variables on the tori. These steps are worked out in separatesubsetions.2.3.1 Angular oordinates on a torusThe proof of point (i) of proposition 2.4 is worked out by proving that there4 The proof of Jost removes an additional unneessary ondition in Arnold'sproof.



32 Chapter 2is a di�eomorphism(2:19) 	0 : Rn =(2�Zn)!M0 :On the manifold M0 we onsider the Hamiltonian vetor �elds generated by�1; : : : ;�n. The following properties are immediate.(i) At every point P 2 M0 the vetor �elds are tangent to M0; for,due to the hypothesis of involution on �1; : : : ;�n the manifold M0 isinvariant for the ow generated by any of the vetor �elds.(ii) The vetor �elds ommute; for, realling that the ommutator betweenthe Hamiltonian vetor �elds generated by any two funtions f; g is[Lf ; Lg℄ = Lff;gg, the laim follows from the involution hypothesis.(iii) The vetor �elds are independent at every point of M0; for, the fun-tions �1; : : : ;�n are independent by hypothesis.(iv) The ows an be inde�nitely prolonged in time, due to the ompat-ness of M0.By a known theorem these properties imply that M0 is di�eomorphi to an{dimensional torus. Here is a brief sketh of the proof. Having �xed anarbitrary point P 2 M0, the ation of the ows on M0 is a di�erentiablemapping �t : Rn ! M0P 7! �tP = �tn�n Æ � � � Æ �t1�1P ;sine the ows ommute, the order is not relevant; hene the result dependsonly on t and P . The mapping admits a stationary group G � Rn whihis the set of periods of the ow �t; that is, �tP = P for all t 2 G and allP 2M0. This is a disrete subgroup in Rn.If P 2M0 is an arbitrary �xed point, then the mapping	 : Rn =G ! M0t 7! �tPis a di�eomorphism. For, it is di�erentiable, being de�ned as the ow gener-ated by a di�erentiable vetor �eld, and is one{to{one in view of its domainbeing de�ned as the quotient Rn =G.Angular oordinates on M0 an be introdued as a mapping	0 : Tn ! M0( 1; : : : ;  n) 7! �( 1e1+:::+ nen)=(2�)P ;where Tn = Rn =(2�Zn), and e1; : : : ; en is a basis of G. This proves thatM0is di�eomorphi to a n{dimensional torus, namely statement (i) of proposi-tion 2.4.



Integrable systems 332.3.2 Periods in the neighbourhood of the torusWe extend now our onsiderations to a neighbourhood of the torus M0 ofpoint (i). Our aim is to prove that there is a ontinuous set of tori param-eterized by �1; : : : ;�n suh that the ow �t on these tori admits periods�1(�); : : : ; ���n(�) lose to the periods e1; : : : ; en on M0.Lemma 2.5: Let the hypotheses of proposition 2.4 be ful�lled, andM0 bethe onneted and ompat manifold of point (i). Then:(i) On a neighbourhood U(P ) of any point P 2M0 there exists a anon-ial di�eomorphism(2:20) C : V1 � V2 ! U(P )(�;�) 7! C(�;�) ,where V1 and V2 are neighbourhoods of the origin of Rn; the mappingC satis�es(2:21) C(0; 0) = P ; C(�;�) = ��C(0;�) :(ii) Let P 2 M0 be arbitrary but �xed, and let % > 0 be large enough5so that M0 � f�tP ; jtj � %g; then there is a neighbourhood U% of Psuh that for every Q 2M0 the mapping(2:22) �t : U% ! �t(U%)satisfying �tP = Q exists and is a anonial di�eomorphism.(iii) Let P still be �xed. Then there is a neighbourhood V of the originof Rn suh that for all � 2 V the ow �tC(0;�) is de�ned for allt 2 Rn and possesses a stationary group of periods G(�); furthermore,there exist di�erentiable funtions W1(�); : : : ;Wn(�) suh that G(�)admits a basis �j(�) = ej + ��Wj ; j = 1; : : : ; n ;where ��Wj = ��Wj��1 ; : : : ; �Wj��n �.By (ii) and (iii) we onlude that there is a neighbourhood of M0 admittinga ontinuous foliation into a family of n{dimensional tori parameterized by(�1; : : : ;�n) 2 V.Proof. (i) The existene of the loal di�eomorphism is essentially the on-tent of Liouville's theorem. We just add the fat that � = 0 onM0, and thatthe origin of the oordinates � an be hosen so that the point P orrespondto � = 0. By the way, this also justi�es the �rst of (2.21). Let now � be a5 For instane, set % = je1j + : : : + jenj, where e1; : : : ; en is the basis of thestationary group on M0.



34 Chapter 2di�erentiable manifold transversal6 to M0 in P . Reall also that, in view ofLiouville's theorem, the ow �t is tangent to the manifold � = onst, beausein oordinates �;� the ow due to the Hamiltonian vetor �eld generatedby �j obeys _�j = 1 ; _�j = 0 and _�k = _�k = 0 for k 6= j. On the otherhand, �t is generated by n independent vetor �elds spanning the tangentspae to the manifold � = onst, whih by onstrution is transversal to �.Therefore we an take the points of � as initial points, whih is tantamountto setting � = fC(0;�) ; � 2 V1g. This justi�es the seond of (2.21)(ii) This is a onsequene of known theorems on regularity of the solutionsof a system of di�erential equations. Sine the ow �t on M0 is de�ned forall t 2 Rn, for every % > 0 there is a neighbourhood U% of P suh thatfor jtj � % the mapping �t : U% ! �t(U%) is a di�eomorphism. In ourase the di�eomorphism is anonial, being generated by a anonial ow.The ondition above on % ensures that for every Q 2 M0 there is a t suhthat jtj � % and �tP = Q. This implies in partiular that the ow overs aneighbourhood of the torus.(iii) Reall that the ow �t on M0 admits a stationary group of periods G,with a basis e1; : : : ; en. Reall also that we have je1j � %; : : : ; jenj � % inview of our hoie of % in (ii). For t = ej we have �ejP = P , so that themapping (2.22) is atually a anonial di�eomorphism between neighbour-hoods of P . Possibly with a restrition of U%, we an always assume that�ej (U%) � U(P ), the neighbourhood of P in (2.20). Consider now the setsC�1(U%) and C�1��ej (U%)�. They are both neighbourhoods of the origin ofRn, and we are allowed to de�ne a mappingT : C�1(U%) ! C�1��ej (U%)�(�;�) 7! (�0;�0) = C�1 Æ �ejC(�;�) .This is a anonial di�eomorphism, being a omposition of anonial di�eo-morphisms, and by (2.21) satis�es(2:23) T (0; 0) = (0; 0) ; T (�;�) = C�1�ej+�C(0;�) :Furthermore, sine the ow �t is just a translation on �, we have(2:24) T (�;�) = ��+ w(�);��with some di�erentiable vetor funtion w(�) satisfying w(0) = 0. By anon-6 Transversal means that the tangent spaes to M0 and � in P are om-plementary n{dimensional planes spanning the tangent spae to the phasespae F in P . This implies in partiular dim� = n. A possible hoieof � is the following: let (q; p) be the oordinates of P , and suppose thatthe funtions �1(q; p); : : : ;�n(q; p) an be loally inverted in a neighbour-hood of (q; p), thus giving p1 = p1(�; q); : : : ; pn = pn(�; q); then just set� = �(q; p(�; q)) ; � 2 V1	.



Integrable systems 35iity, there exists a funtion Wj(�) suh that7(2:25) w(�) = ���Wj ; ��Wj����=0 = 0 :We look now for a period �j(�), i.e., for a solution of the equation(2:26) ��(�)C(0;�) = C(0;�) :Remark again that the ow �t leaves � invariant, so that the period � ,if it exists, must depend only on �. Moreover, sine �j(0) = ej , we set�j(�) = ej+Æj(�), with Æ(0) = 0. Let for a moment Æj(�) be subjeted onlyto the ondition �Æj(�);�� 2 C�1(U%). By (2.21) we haveC�1 Æ ��(�)C(0;�) = C�1 Æ �ejC�Æj(�);�� = T (Æj(�);�) ;On the other hand, by (2.24) and (2.25) we haveT (Æj(�);�) = �Æj(�)� ��Wj ;�� :The last two relations giveC�1 Æ ��(�)C(0;�) = �Æj(�)� ��Wj ;�� ;and applying C to both sides we see that (2.26) is satis�ed withÆj(�)� ��Wj = 0 :We onlude that for j = 1; : : : ; n and for � in some neighbourhood ofthe origin of Rn there is a di�erentiable funtion Wj(�) suh that �j(�) =ej + ��Wj is a period of �t. Therefore, in a neighbourhood U(M0) of M0the ow �t is de�ned for all t 2 Rn, and the subgroup of RnG(�) = fm1�1(�) + : : :+mn�n(�) ; (m1; : : : ;mn) 2 Zng ;is a stationary group of periods of �t on M�, a ompat omponent ofthe manifold where the funtions �1(q; p); : : : ;�n(q; p) assume the onstantvalue �. I emphasize that in view of (ii) and of the group property of theow the periods do not depend on the point P , nor do they depend on thehoie of the manifold �. We should prove that G(�) exhausts the set ofperiods, namely, if �tC(0;�) = C(0;�) for some � 2 V then t 2 G(�). Tothis end, reall that 0 2 G(�) for all � 2 V, and that G(�) is a disretegroup.8 Let now t be a period on M�. Then t + G(�) is a set of periods,7 Write the transformation as �0 = � ; �0 = � + w(�). Sine the �rst half ofthe transformation does not involve �, we an apply the arguments of exam-ple 1.8 (extended point transformation), onluding that there is a generatingfuntion S(�0; �) = h�0; �i+W (�0).8 Suppose that G(�) has an aumulation point. Sine it is a group, then theorigin is an aumulation point, too. That is, there is t 6= 0 arbitrarily loseto the origin suh that �tC(0;�) = C(0;�), ontraditing the fat that C is aloal di�eomorphism.



36 Chapter 2and in this set there exists t0 = �1�1(�) + : : :+ �n�n(�) with j�jj =� 1=2,(j = 1; : : : ; n). By ontinuity, if � is suÆiently lose to the origin, then t0must belong to an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of 0 2 G(0). Sine G(�)is disrete, we onlude t0 = 0, and so t 2 G(�). Q.E.D.2.3.3 Global angle oordinates and ation{angle variables.We ome �nally to the proof of point (ii) of proposition 2.4. We start byextending the mapping C de�ned by (2.20). Preisely, we de�ne a new map-ping(2:27) � : Rn � V ! U(M0)�;� 7! �(�;�) = ��C(0;�) :For � in a neighbourhood of the origin � oinides with C. For every � 2 Rnit is a di�erentiable mapping, and also a loal anonial di�eomorphism.9However, it fails to be globally one{to{one. Using the existene of the groupsof periods G(�), for every � we de�ne a new mapping(2:28) �0 : Rn =G(�)� V ! U(M0)as the restrition of � to the quotient set of Rn with respet to the groupG(�). This is a one-to-one mapping, and so it is a anonial di�eomorphism.We �nally introdue ation{angle variables #; I via the anonial trans-formation generated by the funtion(2:29) S(�; #) = 12� nXk=1#k [hek;�i+Wk(�)℄ ;where W1(�); : : : ;Wk(�) are the funtions de�ning the periods of G(�). Weshow that the transformation is well de�ned, and that #1; : : : ; #n are atuallyangles. The transformation is impliitly written as(2:30) Ij = 12� hej ;�i+Wj(�) ;�j = 12�Xk #j �ek;j + �Wk��j � ; j = 1; : : : ; n ;where we have denoted by ek = (ek;1; : : : ; ek;n) the vetors e1; : : : ; en of thebasis of G = G(0). The funtions I1(�); : : : ; In(�) are in involution, beingfuntions of �1; : : : ;�n only, and are independent, beause the rows of theJaobian matrix �(I1; : : : ; In)�(�1; : : : ;�n)9 It is a di�eomorphism between U(0)�V and U(�)�V, where U(0) and U(�)are open neighbourhoods of 0 and �, respetively. It is anonial beause it isa omposition of anonial mappings.



Integrable systems 37are the vetors ek + ��Wk, namely the basis vetors of the groups G(�).By the way, this also shows that the generating funtion S(�; #) ful�ls therequired invertibility ondition.In oordinates �;� the anonial equations for the Hamiltonian Ij(�)are _�k = 12� �ej;k + �Wj��k � ; _�k = 0 ;where we have denoted by ej = (ej;1; : : : ; ej;n) the vetors of the basis ofG = G(0). Therefore we have(2:31) �k(t) = �k(0) + t2� �ej;k + �Wj��k ��k(0)�� ; �k(t) = �k(0) :In partiular, for t = 2� we have �(t) � �(0) = �j��(0)�, the period onM�(0). On the other hand, in oordinates #; I the anonial ow due to theHamiltonian Ij is #k(t) = #k(0) + Æj;kt ; Ik(t) = Ik(0) :By omparison with (2.31) we onlude that #1; : : : ; #n are angular oordi-nates with period 1.The form of the anonial transformation A of proposition 2.4 is foundas follows: denoting the transformation (2.30) byJ : Tn � G ! Rn =G(�)� V(#; I) 7! (�;�) = J (#; I) ,we set A = �0 Æ J , with �0 de�ned by (2.28). This onludes the proof ofproposition 2.4.2.3.4 Non uniqueness of the ation{angle variablesThe ation{angle variables de�ned above are by no means unique. Indeed,three arbitrary hoies have been made throughout the proof, namely: (i) thehoie thatM0 orresponds to �1 = : : : = �n = 0; (ii) the hoie of the pointP orresponding to the origin of Rn and of the manifold �; (iii) the hoie ofthe basis e1; : : : ; en of the periods on M0. Changing these arbitrary hoiesleads to the followingLemma 2.6: Let #; I be ation angle variables. New ation angle variablesare onstruted by omposition of the following anonial transformations:(i) translation of the ation variables(2:32) Ij = Ij + j ; #j = #j ; 1 � j � nwith  � (1; : : : ; n) 2 Rn;



38 Chapter 2(ii) translation of the origin of the angles by a quantity depending on thetorus, namely(2:33) #j = #j + �S�Ij (I) ; Ij = Ij ; 1 � j � nwhere S(I) is an arbitrary di�erentiable funtions of the ation vari-ables;(iii) linear transformation of the angles by a unimodular matrix10 A:(2:34) # = A# ; I = A>I ;Proof. The anoniity of the transformations above is easily heked. Forinstane, for the transformations (i) and (ii) it is enough to verify that thefundamental Poisson brakets are preserved. For the transformation (iii) justremark that # = A# involves only the angles; therefore, it is legitimate toapply the method of the extended point transformation. Only the onditionthat A be a unimodular matrix needs some justi�ation. To this end, justremark that the angle struture of the torus is preserved if and only if thebasis (e1; : : : ; en) of the group of periods is hanged by e0j =Pk Ajkek (whereAj;k are the entries of A) into a new basis of the same group. This leads tothe ondition on A. Q.E.D.2.3.5 Expliit onstrution of ation{angle variablesThe expliit algorithm for onstruting ation{angle variables is based onthe onstrution of the family of periods on the manifolds M� onsideredin the previous setions. For simpliity, denote by e1; : : : ; en the basis of thestationary group on any of the tori parameterized by a given value of �. Thefollowing properties are immediate:(i) to eah period ej (j = 1; : : : ; n) there orresponds on M0 a di�eren-tiable losed urve j, that we all a yle, de�ned asj = f�sejP ; 0 � s < 1g ;(ii) for j 6= k the yles j ; k are independent, in the sense that theyan not be ontinuously deformed into eah other;(iii) in ation{angle variables I; # the ontinuous set of tori is parameter-ized by I1; : : : ; In, and the yle j is represented by#j 2 [0; 2�) ; #k = #k;0 for k 6= j ;#k;0 being onstants.Sine the transformation to ation{angle variables is anonial, we haveIj Xk pk dqk = Ij Xk Ik d#k :10 A matrix A is said to be unimodular if it has integer entries, and detA = �1.



Integrable systems 39On the other hand, by the haraterization (iii) of the yles all ationsI1; : : : ; In and all angles #k with k 6= j are onstant on j , so that theintegral on the r.h.s. redues toIj Xk Ik d#k = Ij Z 2�0 d#j = 2�Ij :We onlude(2:35) Ij = 12� Ij Xk pk dqk ;where the funtions p1(�; q); : : : ; pn(�; q) are obtained by inverting the rela-tions �1 = �1(q; p); : : : ;�n = �n(q; p) with respet to �1; : : : ;�n. Remarkthat, by Stokes theorem, a ontinuous deformation of the yle j does nothange the result, so that any determination of the yles an be used in om-puting the integral (2.35). The resulting funtions I1; : : : ; In depend only on�1; : : : ;�n, of ourse.In view of the disussion above, the algorithm for onstruting ation{angle variables for a given problem requires three steps.(i) Find the yles j (j = 1; : : : ; n). This is expeted to be the hardpart, beause it requires in priniple an integration of the system byapplying the method of Liouville to the involution system �1; : : : ;�n.However, in the most ommonly onsidered examples the �rst inte-grals have a nie form, so that the yles are easily determined.(ii) Compute the ation variables by quadrature, alulating the inte-grals (2.35). This an be possibly done by introduing some arbitraryangle variables on the yles, and then integrating over them.(iii) Apply the algorithm of Liouville to the new involution systemI1; : : : ; In in order to �nd the angle variables #1; : : : ; #n.(iv) If useful, and if there is any reason to do it, apply any of the transfor-mations of lemma 2.6 in order to obtain a better set of ation{anglevariables, depending on the problem at hand.112.4 The theorem of Arnold{JostHaving settled the problem of onstruting ation{angle variables, we turnnow to the statement of the theorem of Arnold{Jost on integrable systems.Theorem 2.7: Let the Hamiltonian H(q; p) on the phase spae F possessan involution system �1; : : : ;�n of �rst integrals (so that it is integrable inLiouville's sense). Let  = (1; : : : ; n) 2 Rn be suh that the level surfae11 The usefulness of the latter step is widely disussed in the book of Born [8℄,in onnetion with the neessity of having a well de�nite set of ation{anglevariables to whih quantization rules an be applied.



40 Chapter 2determined by the equations �1(q; p) = 1; : : : ;�n(q; p) = n ontains aompat and onneted omponent M. Then in a neighbourhood U(M)of M there are anonial ation{angle oordinates I; # mapping G �Tn toU(M), where G 2 Rn is an open set, suh that the Hamiltonian dependsonly on I1; : : : ; In, and the orresponding ow is#j(t) = #j;0 + t!j(I1;0; : : : ; In;0) ; Ij(t) = Ij;0 ; j = 1; : : : ; n ;where #j;0 and Ij;0 are the initial data, and !j = �H�Ij .The proof is a straightforward appliation of proposition 2.4. Just proeedas in the proof of Liouville's theorem, using the ations I1; : : : ; In as �rstintegrals.2.5 Periodi and quasi{periodi motion on a torusWe ome now to investigating the dynamis of a system whih is integrablein Arnold{Jost sense. With a hange of notation (restoring the traditionalnotations p; q for the anonial oordinates) we onsider the phase spaeF = G �Tn, where G � Rn is an open set, q = (q1; : : : ; qn) 2 Tn are anglevariables and p = (p1; : : : ; pn) 2 G are ation variables, and a Hamiltonianfuntion(2:36) H = H(p1; : : : ; pn)depending only on the ations p. We know that the anonial equations havethe partiular form(2:37) _qj = !j(p1; : : : ; pn) ; _pj = 0 ; 1 � j � n ;where(2:38) !j(p1; : : : ; pn) = �H�pjare the frequenies. We also know that the orbits in phase spae are givenby(2:39) pj(t) = pj;0 ; qj(t) = qj;0 + t!(p1;0; : : : ; pn;0) ;where q1;0; : : : ; qn;0; p1;0; : : : ; pn;0 are the initial data. Therefore, the orbitslie on invariant n{dimensional tori parameterized by the ation variables.2.5.1 Motion on a two{dimensional torusIn the simple ase of a two{dimensional torus we onsider the orbit(2:40) q1(t) = q1;0 + !1t ; q2(t) = q2;0 + !2t ;where !1 and !2 are onstant frequenies and q1;0 and q2;0 are the initialphases. As usual, we represent the torus T2 as a square of side 2� on theplane; that is, the points (q1; q2) and (q01; q02) in R2 are said to represent
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Figure 2.1. Illustrating the quasi{periodi motion on the torus T2.The torus is represented by a square of side 2�. The orbit is a straightline with angular oeÆient !2=!1. All segments inside the square areimages of that straight line obtained by translation by a multiple of2�, both in horizontal and vertial diretion.the same point in ase q1 � q01 and q2 � q02 are integer multiples of 2�. Byelimination of t in (2.40) we �nd that the orbit is the straight line!2(q1 � q1;0)� !1(q2 � q2;0) = 0 ;we shall simplify the disussion by putting q1;0 = q2;0 = 0, whih is tanta-mount to rede�ning the origin of the angles, so that the orbit is the straightline !2q1 � !1q2 = 0. The image of the orbit on the torus is represented in�g. 2.1. All segments representing a slie of the orbit are parallel, so thatthey never interset transversally.In order to investigate the dynamis it is onvenient to onsider thesuessive intersetions of the orbit with the vertial side of the square or-responding to q1 = 0. It is easily seen that these intersetions are representedby the sequene of points0 ; � (mod2�) ; 2� (mod2�) ; : : : ; s�(mod2�); : : : ;with(2:41) � = 2�!2!1 :Therefore, we are lead to investigating the behaviour of a sequene of pointson a irle de�ned by a rotation by a �xed angle � (see �g. 3.1).Lemma 2.8: The sequene fs�(mod2�)gs�0 on the irle is periodi ifand only if �=(2�) is a rational number. If �=(2�) is irrational, then thesequene is everywhere dense on the irle.Proof. The sequene is periodi in ase there is an integer s 6= 0 suhthat s�(mod2�) = 0, that is, s� = 2r� for some integer r 6= 0. Hene,�=(2�) = r=s, namely a rational number. The ondition is learly neessaryand suÆient, and this proves the �rst laim. Let now �=(2�) be irrational.
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Figure 2.2. Illustrating the map of a irle into itself de�ned as arotation by an angle �. Here, the map generated by the orbit on thetorus T2 of �g. 2.1 is represented.Then no two points of the sequene an oinide. Sine the irle is om-pat, the sequene has at least one aumulation point. Therefore, for everypositive " there exist integers s; r suh that j(s�� r�)(mod2�)j < ". Settingj = js� rj, we also have jk�� (k+ j)� (mod2�)j < " for any integer k. Thesubsequene fj� (mod2�)gj�0 is monotoni, and so it determines an in�nitesequene of ontiguous intervals of length smaller than " on the irle. Hene,every interval of length " ontains at least one point of the sequene. Sine" is arbitrary, the laim follows. Q.E.D.By a straightforward appliation of this lemma we onlude that theorbit (2.40) on the torus T2 is periodi in ase !1=!2 is rational, and iseverywhere dense on the torus in ase !1=!2 is irrational.2.5.2 The many{dimensional aseThe ase n > 2 requires a generalization of the onept of rational ratio ofthe frequenies. This leads in a natural manner to introduing the oneptof resonane module.Having �xed a real vetor ! 2 Rn the resonane module assoiated to! is the set12(2:42) M! = fk 2 Zn: hk; !i = 0g ;where hk; !i =Pj kj!j . It is an easy matter to hek thatM! is a subgroupof Zn. A relation hk; !i = 0 is alled a resonane, and the number dimM!is alled the multipliity of the resonane. The latter number atually rep-resents the number of independent resonanes to whih ! is subjeted. Theextreme ase are dimM! = 0, whih is alled the non{resonant ase, and12 Geometrially: onsider Zn as a subset of Rn, and onsider also the (n� 1){dimensional plane in Rn orthogonal to !. The resonane module M! is theintersetion of that plane with Zn.



Integrable systems 43dimM! = n� 1, the ompletely resonant ase.The main result onerning the dynamis onTn is given by the followingProposition 2.9: Consider the linear ow(2:43) q(t) = q(0) + !t (mod 2�) ; ! 2 Rn ;with initial point q0 on Tn, and let M! be the resonane module assoi-ated to the frequeny vetor !. Then the orbit (2.43) is dense on a torusTn�dimM! � Tn.In partiular, in the non{resonant ase the orbit is everywhere dense on Tn,and in the ompletely resonant ase dimM! = n� 1 the orbit is periodi.The proof that in the non{resonant ase the orbit is everywhere denseon the torus an be ahieved using a theorem onerning the ergodiity ofthe linear ow on a torus.13The resonant ase may be investigated by hanging the angular oordi-nates on the torus. Reall that the linear ow on a torus is generated by thesystem of di�erential equations(2:44) _q = ! ; ! 2 Rn :A linear transformation(2:45) q = Mqwith a unimodular matrix M hanges the system (2.44) into(2:46) _q = ! ; ! = M! ;so that the hange of oordinates indues a hange of the frequenies.Lemma 2.10: Let ! 2 Rn be given, and dimM! > 0. Then there is aunimodular matrixM suh that ! = M! has exatly dimM! vanishing om-ponents, while the remaining n� dimM! omponents form a non{resonantvetor.This means that we an look at the torus Tn as the Cartesian produtTr � Tn�r, where r = dimM!, with the property that on Tr the owis trivial, all points being �xed, while the frequenies on Tn�r are non{resonant. Therefore, the orbit is everywhere dense in Tn�r.2.5.3 Anisohronous nondegenerate systemsWe now go bak to the investigation of the dynamis of the integrable Hamil-tonian (2.36). As we have already remarked, for every p 2 G we have aninvariant torus arrying a linear ow with frequenies!j(p) = �H�pj (p) ; j = 1; : : : ; n :13 A proof an be found, e.g., in: Arnold's book [4℄, h. 10, x51.



44 Chapter 2It is generally expeted that hanging the initial value of the ations p ausesan atual hange of the frequenies. If this happens, then the dynamison lose tori an be very di�erent. For, the dynamis basially depends ondimM!(p), and this quantity an hange in a very disontinuous way, de-pending on the initial onditions.A ommon hypothesis on the Hamiltonian is that(2:47) det� �2H�pj�pk� 6= 0 ;this is alled a nondegeneray ondition, and an be interpreted as the on-dition that the frequenies ! an be used (at least loally) in plae of theations p as oordinates on G. Under this ondition we have the followingProposition 2.11: Let the Hamiltonian H(p) be nondegenerate, and let�(q; p) be a di�erentiable �rst integral for H. Then � must be independentof the angles.Proof. Let us onsider the Fourier expansion of �(q; p) as14�(p; q) = Xk2Zn 'k(p)eihk;qi ;where the oeÆients 'k(p) are di�erentiable funtions of the ations p only.Sine � is a �rst integral the identityfH;�g = iXk hk; !(p)i'k(p)eihk;qi = 0 ;must be satis�ed. This implies that for every k 2 Zn we have eitherhk; !(p)i = 0, or 'k(p) = 0. We prove that hk; !(p)i = 0 an not happen ifk 6= 0. For, by di�erentiation we must have alsonXl=1 kl �!l�pj = 0 ; 1 � j � n ;whih in view of the nondegeneray ondition gives k = 0. We onlude that'k(p) = 0 for k 6= 0, and this implies � = '0(p), namely that � does notdepend on the angles. Q.E.D.A paradigm example of anisohronous system that will be used in thefollowing is the system of unoupled rotators desribed by the HamiltonianH = nXj=1 p2j2 ; p 2 Rn ; q 2 Tn :14 This expression must be read as a sum over n integer indexes whih anassume any value, i.e., 'k(p) � 'k1;:::;kn(p) and hk; qi = k1q1 + : : :+ knqn.



Integrable systems 452.5.4 Isohronous systemsThe simplest system whih violates the nondegeneray ondition is a systemof harmoni osillators,H = 12 nXj=1 !j(x2j + y2j ) ; (x; y) 2 R2n :Changing to ation{angle variables via the transformationxj =p2pj os qj ; yj =p2pj sin qj ; 1 � j � n ;the Hamiltonian takes the form15(2:48) H = nXj=1 !jpj ; p 2 Rn+ ; q 2 Tn ;so that the frequenies ! are atually independent of the initial ondition.Proposition 2.12: Let H be as in (2.48), and r = dimM!. Then theHamiltonian possesses n+r independent �rst integrals, that an be taken tobe the n ations p1; : : : ; pn, and r further �rst integrals of the form �k(q) =oshk; qi, where k an take r independent values in M!.The proof is just a veri�ation that �k of the form above is a �rst integralfor whatsoever k 2 M!. By the way, this is onneted with the fat thatevery torus is foliated into a r{parameter family of (n� r){dimensional toriwith non{resonant frequenies.2.5.5 A result from diophantine theoryLet us now onentrate on anisohronous systems. The fat that the frequen-ies !1(p); : : : ; !n(p) an be used as oordinates allows one to introdue akind of geography of resonanes on the ation domain G. A resonane relationhk; !(p)i = 0 with 0 6= k 2 Zn de�nes a resonant submanifold G of dimen-sion n�1; more generally, a resonane moduleM generates a orrespondingresonant manifold of dimension n � dimM. These resonant manifolds arelearly dense in G.From the viewpoint of modern perturbation theory it is also interestingto investigate the measure of the nonresonant points with respet to that ofthe resonant ones. The problem is stated more preisely as follows. Let ussay that a frequeny vetor ! 2 Rn is strongly nonresonant in ase one an�nd a positive funtion  suh that one has(2:49) jhk; !ij �  (jkj) for 0 6= k 2 Zn ;here the notation jkj =Pl jklj has been used. Given an open bounded subsetD � Rn, the question is whether one an determine  in suh a way that15 Here I denote by R+ the set of non{negative real numbers.



46 Chapter 2the subset of the strongly nonresonant frequenies in D, namely the set
 = f! 2 D : jhk; !ij �  (jkj)g ;in not empty or, better, has positive measure in D.A simple proedure to determine suh a  is the following. Pik a nonzerok 2 Zn, and onsider~
k = f! 2 D : jhk; !ij <  (jkj)g ;namely the set of the !'s whih are lose to resonane with k. Suh a setis ontained in a strip of width smaller than pn (jkj)=jkj around the planethrough the origin orthogonal to k, interseted with D (the fator pn is dueto the relation jkj � pnkkk, where k � k is the Eulidean norm). Thus, itsmeasure �(~
k) is bounded by�(~
k) � 2pnC (jkj)jkj ;where C is a onstant depending only on the domain D; an upper bound isC = (diamD)n�1. Then the measure of the omplement of 
 in D annotexeed ��[k 6=0 ~
k� �Xk 6=0�(~
k) � 2pnCXk 6=0  (jkj)jkj :Writing now Xk 6=0  (jkj)jkj =Xs>0 Xjkj=s  (s)s ;and using the fat that the number of vetors k 2 Zn satisfying jkj = s doesnot exeed 2nsn�1, one �nally gets��[k 6=0 ~
k� � 2n+1pnCXs>0 sn�2 (s) :Then it is enough to hoose  (s) = s�� with suitable onstants  > 0 and� > n�1 in order to get that the omplement of 
 in D has a measure whihis small with . Suh a result, although obtained with rough estimates, isoptimal for what onerns the value of � . Indeed, for � < n� 1 the set 
 isempty, while for � = n�1 the set 
 is nonempty, but has zero measure. Onean only improve the value of the onstant , in partiular the dependeneof  on n.



3FIRST INTEGRALSIn this hapter we start to investigate the problem that has been alled byPoinar�e \The general problem of dynamis". It is formulated as follows:1Investigate the dynamis of a anonial system of di�erential equations withHamiltonian(3:1) H(p; q; ") = H0(p) + "H1(p; q) + "2H2(p; q) + : : : ;where p � (p1; : : : ; pn) 2 G � Rn are ation variables in the open set G,q � (q1; : : : ; qn) 2 Tn are angle variables, and " is a small parameter.Throughout these notes the Hamiltonian will be assumed to be an an-alyti funtion of all its arguments; in partiular, I shall assume { followingPoinar�e { that it an be expanded in power series of " in a neighbourhoodof the origin.The smallness of the parameter " (and the impliit assumption thatthe funtions H1; H2; : : : are bounded) means that the system is a smallperturbation of an integrable one. For " = 0 the unperturbed system isintegrable in Arnold{Jost sense. This ase has been disussed in hapter 2.The investigation of the perturbed system, with " 6= 0, starts by at-tempting to onstrut �rst integrals that are perturbation of the known �rstintegrals of the unperturbed system. In this hapter I will illustrate how onean proeed in a very straightforward and diret way. However, as we shallsee, things are not so simple.In the �rst part of this hapter I will address the question of existene of�rst integrals for the system (3.1). Unfortunately, this program fails, in gen-eral. The negative result is expressed by the elebrated theorem of Poinar�eon non{existene of analyti �rst integrals. A omplete proof is inludedhere.In the seond part I will disuss the speial but relevant ase of anellipti equilibrium, as desribed by a Hamiltonian expanded in power series1 See the lassial treatise of Poinar�e [40℄, Vol. I, x13.



48 Chapter 3asH(x; y) = nXl=1 !lIl(x; y) +H1(x; y) +H2(x; y) + : : : ; Il(x; y) = x2l + y2l2 ;where (x; y) 2 R2n are the anonially onjugated variables. It has beensoon remarked by Whittaker ([45℄) that the theorem of Poinar�e does notapply to this ase, so that the possibility of onstruting �rst integrals viaformal expansions is not forbidden. However, it turns out that the resultingseries are typially non onvergent: this has been proved by Siegel ([41℄).The existene, at least in formal sense, of �rst integrals for an elliptiequilibrium allows us to investigate the stability of the equilibrium. The an-swer is trivial in ase all frequenies !1; : : : ; !n have the same sign, sine theHamiltonian itself may be used as a Lyapounov funtion. The ase of fre-quenies with di�erent signs is de�nitely more diÆult. The most elebratedexample of this type is perhaps represented by the Lagrangian triangularequilibria of the restrited problem of three bodies: it is well known that thequestion of the stability of these points is still open, preisely due to thedi�erent signs of the frequenies.An interesting question, that partially answers the one above onerningstability, may be the following: an we prove an inequality suh as%26 < Il(t) < %22 for jtj < T (%)with some funtion T (%) that inreases to in�nity when %! 0 by assuming,e.g., Il(0) = %2=3 ? Geometrially, this means that the projetion of the orbiton the plane of the l{th osillator is bounded for a possibly long time in anannulus of radii %=3 and %. The interesting fat here is the dependene of T (%)on %. Adiabati theory looks for an estimate T (%) � 1=%. A stronger resultis the theory of omplete stability of Birkho�.2 The theory of exponentialstability in Nekhoroshev's sense goes farther, proving that T (%) � exp(1=%).These results are illustrated in the present hapter. Let me also mention thatfollowing the lines of [29℄ one ould do even better, getting a superexponentialestimate of type T (%) � exp exp(1=%). All these results typially make useof a strong non{resonane ondition on the frequenies !1; : : : ; !n.3.1 Non{existene of �rst integralsIn this setion I will onsider the ase of a nondegenerate unperturbed Hamil-tonian H0. The nonexistene of �rst integrals in this ase has been provedby Poinar�e, generalizing a theorem of Bruns laiming that the problemof three bodies does not admit algebrai �rst integrals independent of theknown ones, namely the linear momentum and the angular momentum.2 See [7℄, h. IV, x2 and x4.



First integrals 493.1.1 Equations for a �rst integralWe look for a �rst integral as a power expansion in the parameter ", namely(3:2) �(p; q; ") = �0(p; q) + "�1(p; q) + "2�2(p; q) + : : : ;where �0;�1; : : : are analyti funtions of their arguments. To this end, wetry to solve the equation fH;�g = 0 ;replaing the expansions in powers of " of both the Hamiltonian and thefuntion �. Colleting together all oeÆients of the same power of " we getthe system of equations(3:3) fH0;�0g = 0fH0;�1g = �fH1;�0g: : : : : :fH0;�sg = �fH1;�s�1g � : : :� fHs;�0g: : : : : : :Remark that the r.h.s. of the equation for �s depends only on the knownfuntion H and on �0; : : : ;�s�1, whih have been determined by solving theequations of the previous steps. Hene, we attempt a reursive solution ofthe system.The �rst equation simply means that �0 must be a �rst integral ofthe unperturbed system. This matter has been disussed in set. 2.5.3 foranisohronous systems and in set. 2.5.4 for isohronous ones.Starting from the equation for �1, we see that at every step we areonfronted with the problem of solving an equation of the form(3:4) LH0�s = 	s ;where 	s(p; q) is a known funtion. Sine all funtions must be periodi inthe angles q, we onsider the Fourier expansion of 	s	s(p; q) = Xk2Zn  k(p) exp�ihk; qi� ;where the oeÆients  k(p) are known, and are analyti funtions of theations p. Similarly, we onsider the Fourier expansion of �s(p; q) with un-known oeÆients 'k(p). In view ofLH0�s = i Xk2Znhk; !(p)i'k(p) exp�ihk; qi� ;where !(p) = �H0�p , we get the equationsihk; !(p)i'k(p) =  k(p) :



50 Chapter 3The formal solution is simply'k(p) = �i  k(p)hk; !(p)i ;but it is valid only if the denominator hk; !(p)i does not vanish. Therefore,we are onfronted with two problems.(i) Consisteny: the oeÆient  0, i.e., the average of the known funtion	(p; q) over the angles, must vanish. That this happens at every orderin " is not evident a priori.(ii) Small divisors: for k 6= 0 the divisor hk; !(p)i vanishes in ase of reso-nane among the frequenies. Hene, unless the orresponding oeÆ-ient  k(p) is identially zero on the resonant manifold hk; !(p)i = 0,equation (3.4) an be solved only in a subset of the ation domain Gwhih exludes the resonant manifolds. Furthermore, even if the di-visor is not zero it an assume arbitrarily small values, thus makingonvergene doubtful.3.1.2 Poinar�e's theorem on nonexistene of �rst integralsThe problem of small denominators is atually a major one. This has beendisussed in detail by Poinar�e, who proved that under some generiity on-ditions no analyti �rst integrals exist besides the Hamiltonian3. The formalstatement is the followingTheorem 3.1: Let the Hamiltonian (3.1) satisfy the following hypotheses:(i) nondegeneray, i.e., det� �2H0�pj�pk� 6= 0 ;(ii) generiity: no oeÆient hk(p) of the Fourier expansion of H1(p; q) isidentially zero on the manifold hk; !(p)i = 0.Then there is no analyti �rst integral independent of H.Proof. The proof proeeds in three steps.i. Due to the nondegeneray ondition on the unperturbed Hamiltonian,�0 must be independent of the angles q.ii. The ondition that � be independent of H may be replaed by theondition that �0 be independent of H0.iii. Due to the generiity ondition, �0 an not be independent of H0.The �rst laim is nothing but proposition 2.11; so, we need to prove onlythe seond and the third laims.3 This setions is based on the lassial treatise of Poinar�e [40℄, Vol. I, h. V.A proof of the theorem of Poinar�e may also be found in the treatise ofWhittaker [46℄, h. XIV, x165.



First integrals 51ii. Let �0 be independent of H0. This means that the Jaobian matrix�(H0;�0)�(p1; : : : ; pn)has rank 2, that is, it ontains a 2� 2 submatrix whose determinant is notzero. By ontinuity, the same submatrix with, however, H and � in plae ofH0 and �0 has non vanishing determinant for " small enough. Therefore, �is independent of H. Assume now that � be independent of H, but �0 be afuntion of H0. We prove that there exists a �rst integral �0 = �00+"�01+ : : :suh that �00 is independent of H0. To this end we �rst prove that �0 is ananalyti funtion of H0. For, in view of the nondegeneray ondition one ofthe derivatives �H0=�pj (j = 1; : : : ; n) must be di�erent from zero, and sowe an invert the relation H0 = H0(p), getting, e.g., p1 = p1(H0; p2; : : : ; pn)as an analyti funtions of its arguments. Replaing this in �0, we onstrutthe funtion�0(H0; p2; : : : ; pn) = �0(p1; : : : ; pn)���p1=p1(H0;p2;:::;pn) ;whih is analyti, being a omposition of analyti funtions. On the otherhand, �0 was assumed to be funtion of H0 only, and so it is an analytifuntion of H0, as laimed. Consider now the funtion 	 = ���0(H), where�0(H) is onstruted by replaing H0 with H in the expression above for�0. The funtion 	 is an analyti �rst integral for H, being de�ned as ananalyti funtion of �rst integrals, and its power expansion in " has the form	 = "	1+"2	2+: : : , beause the �rst term is �0��0(H0) = 0. Dividing by" and setting �00 = 	1 ; �01 = 	2 ; : : : we get a �rst integral of the same formof �. By possibly iterating this proedure a �nite number of times we mustend up with a �rst integral with �00 independent of H0. For, this proess istantamount to attempting to expand � as a funtion of H, and it must stopat some point beause � has been assumed to be independent of H. Thisproves the point ii.iii. Consider the seond equation (3.3), namelyLH0�1 = fH1;�0g :The known funtion on the r.h.s. has zero average, so that the problem ofonsisteny mentioned in set. 3.1.1 does not appear. Denoting by hk(p) theFourier oeÆients of H1 we havefH1;�0g = i Xk2Zn�k; ��0�p (p)�hk(p) exp�ihk; qi� ;so that the equation for the Fourier oeÆients 'k(p) of �1 reads(3:5) 
k; !(p)�'k(p) = �k; ��0�p (p)�hk(p) ; k 2 Zn :



52 Chapter 3Pik a k 6= 0; on the resonant manifold hk; !(p)i = 0 we an solve theequation above only if either onditionhk(p) = 0 or �k; ��0�p (p)� = 0is ful�lled. Sine hk(p) = 0 has been exluded by the generiity hypothesis,the seond ondition must be ful�lled. Reall now that at every p 2 G we anassoiate the resonane module M!(p), and let p be a ompletely resonantpoint, i.e., be suh that dimM!(p) = n� 1. For that value of p we have(3:6) �k; �H0�p (p)� = 0 and �k; ��0�p (p)� = 0for n�1 independent vetors k, so that we onlude that every 2�2 submatrixof the Jaobian matrix �(H0;�0)�(p1; : : : ; pn)has zero determinant. Now, the ompletely resonant points are dense in Rn,and so, by the nondegeneray of H0, are dense in G. Therefore, every 2� 2submatrix of the Jaobian matrix above has zero determinant at a set ofpoints whih is dense in G, and so, by ontinuity, it is zero everywhere. Thisproves that �0 and H0 an not be independent, as laimed.In view of point ii, we onlude that � an not be independent ofH. Q.E.D.3.1.3 On the generiity onditionThe generiity ondition plays a major role in the proof of Poinar�e's theo-rem, but it appears as a very strong limitation on the lass of Hamiltonians towhih the theorem applies. For, heking this ondition requires a thoroughknowledge about the oeÆients of the Fourier expansion of the Hamiltonian.E.g., does the Hamiltonian of the lassial problem of three bodies ful�ll thegeneriity ondition? The answer, to the best of my knowledge, is unknown.A long disussion on di�erent ways to replae the generiity ondition witha weaker one an be found in Poinar�e's work.44 See hapt. V, x83{85 of the M�ethodes nouvelles. The problem is a very deli-ate one. For instane, one an show that, having given a Hamiltonian of theform (3.1), there is a seond Hamiltonian, lose in some sense to the given one,whih is integrable. Therefore, giving more preise onditions for the applia-bility of Poinar�e's theorem is not easy. For instane, one ould onsider thefuntion spae of the Hamiltonians of the form (3.1) endowed with a suitabletopology, and prove that the Hamiltonians to whih the theorem of Poinar�eapplies are dense in that spae. Suh a kind of approah has been investigatedby Siegel (see [41℄) in the ase of a Hamiltonian system in a neighbourhoodof an ellipti equilibrium. See also the memoir of Moser [37℄.



First integrals 53The ondition may be weakened, e.g., as follows. Let us onsider a par-tition of Zn n f0g in lasses by saying that two vetors k; k0 belong to thesame lass if they are parallel, i.e., if k = �k0 for some rational number �.Then replae the generiity ondition (ii) in theorem 3.1 by the following:For every lass there is at least one k suh that the oeÆient hk(p) isnot identially zero on the manifold hk; !(p)i = 0.This is learly enough in order to onlude that the seond ondition in (3.5)must hold, so that the rest of the argument goes the same way.Still, the ondition above may be further weakened. Let p 2 G, andonsider the resonane module M!(p) � Zn assoiated to !(p), as de�nedin (2.42). Let us say that p is a ompletely resonant point in aseM!(p) � Znhas multipliity n � 1. Then replae the generiity ondition (ii) in theo-rem 3.1 by the following:There exists in G a dense set of ompletely resonant points p satisfyingthe following ondition: there are n� 1 independent vetors k in M!(p)suh that the oeÆient hk(p) is not identially zero on the manifoldhk; !(p)i = 0.Again, this leads us to onlude that (3.6) must hold true for n � 1 inde-pendent vetors in a dense subset of G, and the rest of the argument stillapplies.The reader will immediately realize that the weaker onditions aboveare not of great help in deiding whether a given Hamiltonian ful�ls therequisites of the theorem of Poinar�e. We ould keep looking for weakerand weaker onditions, of ourse. We ould also end up with the impres-sion that if we onsider a perturbation ontaining only a �nite number ofFourier harmonis { in fat a trigonometri polynomial { then we may es-ape the strong onlusions of the theorem. But let me remark also that allthe onditions above are onerned only with H1(p; q), the oeÆient of the�rst order in ". Nothing has been said till now onerning the oeÆientsH2(p; q); H3(p; q); : : : of higher order: they ould well be zero. Indeed, theproof of the theorem of Poinar�e is onerned only with the �rst and the se-ond of equations (3.3). Thus, let us see what may happen at higher ordersin ".Example 3.1: Trigonometri polynomials. Consider the HamiltonianH(p; q; ") = H0(p)+"H1(p; q) ;H0(p) = 12(p21 + p22) ;H1(q) = os q1 + os(q1 � q2) + os(q1 + q2) + os q2 ;with p 2 R2 and q 2 T2. Let us try to apply the proedure of set. 3.1.1 fora �rst integral, starting, e.g., with �0 = p1. Using the exponential form for



54 Chapter 3trigonometri funtions we havefH1; p1g = i2 h�eiq1 + ei(q1�q2) + ei(q1+q2)�� ::i ;where :: means the omplex onjugate of the expression in parentheses, sothat the resulting funtion is a real one. In view of !j(p) = pj , we determine�1 as �1 = �12 ��eiq1p1 + ei(q1�q2)p1 � p2 + ei(q1+q2)p1 + p2 �+ ::� :The solution is determined up an arbitrary funtion of p1; p2, that we hooseto be zero. This is onsistent provided we exlude from the domain of def-inition of �1 (and so also of the �rst integral �) the straight lines p1 = 0,p1 � p2 = 0 and p1 + p2 = 0. Let us go on by onstruting �2. Withoutatually performing the expliit omputation, one will immediately see thatfH1;�1g is a trigonometri polynomial of degree 4, and ontains, amongothers, the Fourier modes 2q1 � q2, 2q1 + q2, q1 � 2q2, q1 + 2q2. The orre-sponding divisors in the solution5 for �2 will be 2p1� p2, 2p1+ p2, p1� 2p2,p1+2p2. Hene, �2 is de�ned in a domains whih exludes also the straightlines 2p1 � p2 = 0, 2p1 + p2 = 0, p1 + 2p2 = 0, p1 � 2p2 = 0, besides theones above. This beause the proedure itself has generated a number of newFourier modes, that did not exist in H1. Looking at the equations (3.3) onewill realize that �s will be a trigonometri polynomial of degree 2s, withpratially all Fourier modes of the form k1q1+ k2q2 with jk1j+ jk2j � 2s. Itis quite unlikely that these terms will anel out eah other; it is rather rea-sonable to expet that all of them will appear. Therefore, �s will be de�nedon a domain exluding all straight lines k1p1+k2p2 = 0, with jk1j+jk2j � 2s.For s! +1 the straight lines are dense on R2, so that the funtion � annot be de�ned on an open domain.The example above admits an easy generalization. Suppose that we aregiven a nondegenerate Hamiltonian of the form (3.1), with Hs a trigonomet-ri polynomial of degree sK for some positive integer K. That is, Hs is a�nite sum of the formHs = Xjkj�sK h(s)k (p)eihk;qi ; s � 1 :Following the lines of the disussion in example 3.1 we an easily verifythat the r.h.s. of the equation for �s is a known trigonometri polynomialof degree sK. Therefore, we are allowed to determine �s, for any �nites, in an open domain, G(s) say, exluding (generially) all resonanes oforder not bigger than sK. However, unless there are hidden mehanisms ofanellation, we are not allowed to let s ! 1, beause we shall one again5 In this example I forget the problem related to the onsisteny ondition (i)in set. 3.1.1. The argument used here is independent of it.



First integrals 55be onfronted with a dense set of resonanes. Thus, we see that the proessof onstrution of �rst integrals is able to generate the resonant terms whihdo not initially appear in the Hamiltonian.With a little extra are, the reader will notie that the proess of gener-ation of new Fourier omponents fails to atually generate all of them whena trivial restrition is imposed on the initial Hamiltonian. This is illustratedby the followingExample 3.2: An elementary riterion for the existene of �rst integrals.Consider an Hamiltonian of the form (3.1), but with the restrition thatH1; : : : ; Hs; : : : ontain only Fourier omponents on some subgroupM� Zn,with dimM < n. Then for any � 2 Rn satisfying 0 6= � ? M the funtion� = h�; pi is a �rst integral. For, denoting generially by hk(p) the oeÆientsof the Fourier expansion of Hs, we havefHs;�g = i Xk2Mh�; kihk(p) exp�ihk; qi� ;whih is zero in view of h�; ki = 0. In suh a ase we an perform a linearanonial transformation on the angles q so that the Hamiltonian dependsonly on n � dimM angles. If dimM = 1, then the system is atually in-tegrable. If dimM > 1 then we have atually performed a redution to asystem with n � dimM degrees of freedom, to whih Poinar�e's theoremgenerially applies. I emphasize that this example onstitutes the basis forthe study of the dynamis in regions of the phase spae haraterized byresonanes.3.1.4 On the nondegeneray onditionLet us now remove the hypothesis of non{degeneration of the unperturbedHamiltonian H0. The simplest ase is a system with Hamiltonian (seeset. 2.5.4)(3:7) H0(p) = nXl=1 !lpl ;where ! � (!1; : : : ; !n) 2 Rn is the frequeny vetor. In suh a ase theunperturbed system admits n + r �rst integrals, where r = dimM! is thedimension of the resonane moduleM! assoiated to !, i.e., the multipliityof the resonane, if any. The fat that the frequenies are onstants removesthe strongest diÆulty, namely, that resonanes are dense on the ationdomain. In view of this, it remains only to hek that the onsisteny problemis harmless.66 The problem of a degenerate Hamiltonian of the type onsidered here has been�rst investigated by Whittaker [45℄. As an historial remark, it is uriousthat in this very exhaustive paper Whittaker did not mention the problem



56 Chapter 33.2 The ase of an ellipti equilibriumThe Hamiltonian in a neighbourhood of an ellipti equilibrium an be typi-ally approximated by a quadrati Hamiltonian with the form(3:8) H0(x; y) = 12Xl !l(x2l + y2l ) ;where (x; y) 2 R2n are the anonial variables, and ! = (!1; : : : ; !n) 2 Rnis the vetor of frequenies, that are assumed not to vanish.7By expanding the Hamiltonian in power series we are led to onsider aanonial system with Hamiltonian(3:9) H(x; y) = H0(x; y) +H1(x; y) +H2(x; y) + : : :where (x; y) 2 R2n are anonially onjugate variables, H0(x; y) has theform (3.8), and Hs(x; y), for s � 1, is a homogeneous polynomial of degrees + 2 in the anonial variables. This is atually a perturbed system ofharmoni osillators.3.2.1 A formally integrable aseThe anonial transformation to ation{angle variablesxl =p2pl os ql ; yl =p2pl sin ql; 1 � l � ngives H0 the form (3.7) of an isohronous system; however, this introdues anunwanted singularity at the origin, due to the square root; so let's keep thex; y variables. The role of the perturbation parameter is played here by thesize of the neighbourhood of the origin where the Hamiltonian is onsidered;thus, the perturbation order is determined by the degree of a homogeneouspolynomial.of the onsisteny of the onstrution. A few years later Cherry wrote twopapers [9℄ and [10℄ where a lot of work is devoted to the onsisteny problem,but without reahing a de�nite onlusion. An indiret solution was found byBirkho� in [7℄, h. III, x 8, using the method of normal form that goes usuallyunder his name.7 In the neighbourhood of an equilibrium a system of di�erential equations maybe approximated by a linear system of the form _w = Aw, where w 2 Rm andA is a m�m matrix. The equilibrium is said to be ellipti in ase all eigenval-ues of A are pure imaginary. In general one may �nd a linear transformationthat gives the system a simple (possibly diagonal) form. In the Hamiltonianase it is desirable that the linear transformation is also a anonial one. If theeigenvalues are all distint then one may �nd a anonial transformation thatgives the Hamiltonian the form (3.8), where �i!1; : : : ;�i!n are the eigenval-ues of A. See, e.g., the book of Siegel and Moser [42℄. An exhaustive disussionof the problem that inludes also the ase of degenerate eigenvalues may befound in the paper of Williamson [43℄.



First integrals 57The translation of the sheme of set. 3.1 is an easy matter. One looksfor a �rst integral(3:10) �(l)(x; y) = �(l)0 (x; y) + �(l)1 (x; y) + : : :where �(l)0 (x; y) = pl = 12(x2l + y2l ) is the ation of the l{th osillator, and�s(x; y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s + 2. Thus, one �nds thesystem of equations(3:11) fH0;�(l)1 g = �fH1;�(l)0 g: : : : : :fH0;�(l)s g = �fH1;�(l)s�1g � : : :� fHs;�(l)0 g :The algebrai aspet of the above equations is quite simple. The unperturbedHamiltonian H0 ats as a linear operator LH0 � = fH0; �g from the linearspae, P(r) say, of homogeneous polynomials of a �xed degree r into itself.Moreover, using the omplex anonial oordinates (�; �) 2 C2n de�ned by(3:12) xl = 1p2(�l + i�l) ; yl = ip2(�l � i�l) ; 1 � l � none �nds(3:13) H0 = iXl !l�l�l ;so that the operator LH0 above takes a diagonal form; indeed, by applyingit to a monomial �j�k � �j11 : : : �jnn �k11 : : : �knn one getsLH0�j�k = i
k � j; !� �j�k :De�ning now, as usual, R as the image of P(r) by LH0 , one sees that theeq. (3.11) an be solved if the r.h.s. belongs to R; on the other hand, byde�ning the null spae N as the inverse image of the null element by LH0 ,one gets that both N and R are linear subspaes of the same spae P(r),whih are disjoint, namely satisfy N \R = f;g, and generate P(r) by diretsum, namely satisfy N � R = P(r). Thus the system (3.11) an be solvedprovided the r.h.s. has no omponent in N .The formal existene of the �rst integral is stated by the following88 See the paper of Diana et al. [18℄. The reader will notie that only the non{resonant ase is disussed here, and moreover the proof of the proposition annot be trivially extended to the ase of a non{reversible Hamiltonian. Thediret onstrution of formal �rst integrals for the resonant ase enountersmajor diÆulties due to the nontrivial struture of the null spae N of thelinear operator LH0 . This is indeed the main onern of the seond paper ofCherry [10℄: he proposes to determine the arbitrary terms in the solution ofthe linear equation at a given order so as to remove the unwanted terms inN in the known term of the equation for higher orders. However, Cherry fails



58 Chapter 3Proposition 3.2: Let H(x; y) be as in (3.9) where H0 has the form (3.8),and assume:i. non resonane: for k 2 Zn one has hk; !i = 0 if and only if k = 0;ii. reversibility: The Hamiltonian is an even funtion of the momenta,namely satis�es H(x;�y) = H(x; y).Then there exist n independent formal integrals �(1); : : : ;�(n) of theform (3.10) whih are in involution.The proof is based on two simple remarks. First, the non resonane onditionimplies that any funtion f 2 N must be even in the momenta, sine it andepend only on the ation variables p1 = �1�1; : : : ; pn = �n�n; next, it iseasily seen that the Poisson braket between funtions of the same parity isodd, while the Poisson braket between funtions of di�erent parity is even.Using these remarks and proeeding by indution one sees that if �(l)s hasbeen determined for 0 � s � r as an even funtion of the momenta (whih istrue for r = 0), then the r.h.s. of the equation for �(l)r+1 is an odd funtion,so that it has no omponent in N , and so �(l)r+1 an also be determined; suha solution is unique up to an arbitrary term ~�(l)r+1 2 N , and turns out tobe an even funtion. This shows that the onstrution an be onsistentlyperformed. In order to prove that the resulting formal �rst integrals are ininvolution one �rst proves that LH0f�j ;�kg = 0, from whih one onludesthat f�j ;�kg 2 N . Then, using again the argument based on the parityof the funtions, one onludes that f�j ;�kg is an odd funtion, so that itmust be zero.The proposition above is, as stressed, a formal one, in the sense thatall the onstrution is performed by simply using algebra, regardless of theonvergene of the series so generated. In the same spirit, one ould applythe method of Liouville and Arnold to build the ation{angle variables.9Having settled the formal aspet, one should disuss the onvergeneproperties of the series so generated. Indeed the denominators hk; !i, al-to prove that the method atually works | although exatly this method hasbeen implemented on omputer by Contopoulos in order to perform an expliitalulation (see [12℄, [13℄ and [14℄). First integrals for both the non{reversiblease and the resonant one may be onstruted using the methods of normalform introdued by Poinar�e and widely used by Birkho�. This method will beused in h. 5 in onnetion with the theorem of Nekhoroshev. Here I prefer thediret approah, whih is de�nitely simpler. It may be interesting to remarkthat an attempt made by Galgani and Giorgilli in [19℄ to justify the method ofCherry has lead to a onnetion with the algorithm for giving the Hamiltoniana normal form via the Lie transform methods.9 This is disussed by Whittaker in [46℄, h. XVI, x199. Whittaker also inludesin x198 a short disussion onerning the problem of the onvergene of theformal �rst integrals.



First integrals 59though non vanishing, are not bounded from below. On the other hand,there are known examples of series involving small denominators whih areonvergent. An essentially negative answer to the problem of onvergenehas been given by Siegel in [41℄. Thus, let me go on by showing that theformal �rst integrals have an asymptoti harater. This will allow us todraw interesting onlusions onerning the long term stability of an elliptiequilibrium.3.2.2 Algebrai and analyti settingIn order to investigate the problem of onvergene in its simplest form letus onsider the ase of a ubi perturbation, i.e., a anonial system withHamiltonian(3:14) H(x; y) = H0(x; y) +H1(x; y) ;where H1 a homogeneous polynomial of degree 3. This is similar to (3.9);the fat that the perturbation is just a polynomial is not relevant.10 I willalso assume that the Hamiltonian is an even funtion of the momenta andthat there exists a non inreasing sequene f�sgs�1 of positive real numberssuh that the nonresonane ondition(3:15) jhk; !ij � �s for k 2 Zn ; 0 < jkj � s+ 2is satis�ed. We have �s ! 0 for s!1, of ourse. Thus, we an perform theformal onstrution of the �rst integrals �(l)(x; y) = Il+�(l)1 +: : :, 1 � l � n,with Il = 12 (x2l + y2l ), as desribed in set. 3.2.1. In partiular, the solutionwill be made unique by the ondition �(l)s 2 R for s � 1.The equation (3.11) for the Hamiltonian (3.14) takes the simpler form(3:16) fH0;�(l)s g = 	(l)s := ( �fH1; Ilg for s = 1 ;�fH1;�(l)s�1g for s > 1 :In order to introdue quantitative estimates we must be able to evaluatethe size of a funtion. To this end, let x; y be real or omplex variables, andwrite a homogeneous polynomial of degree s, f(x; y) say, asf(x; y) = Xjj+kj=s fj;kxjyk ;with real or omplex oeÆients fj;k. The norm of f is then de�ned as(3:17) kfk =Xj;k jfj;kj :10 The general and detailed treatment an be found in my paper [20℄. The simplerase disussed here, however, gives a full insight on the problem.



60 Chapter 3Considering a domain(3:18) �% = �(x; y) 2 R2n : x2l + y2l � %2; 1 � l � n	 ;namely the Cartesian produt of n disks of radii % in the oordinate planexl; yl, the size of the homogeneous polynomial f(x; y) is bounded in �% byjf(x; y)j � %skfk :3.2.3 Tehnial estimatesThe aim now is to translate the reursive set of equations (3.16) into a setof reursive estimates on the norms of the polynomials �(l)s and 	(l)s . Thisis given as follows. First transform the Hamiltonian to omplex variables�; �, de�ned by the anonial transformation (3.12); this will allow us toexploit the diagonal form of the linear operator LH0 . Then build up theexpansion in omplex variables by reursively solving (3.16); this involvestwo basi operations: a Poisson braket to determine 	(l)s , and the inversionof the linear operator LH0 � = fH0; �g. Finally, having determined the formalintegral up to an arbitrary degree r, transform bak to real variables by theinverse of the transformation (3.12). We want to know how the norms arepropagated through these operations. This is given by the following tehnialestimates.i. The transformation (3.12) to omplex variables hanges the norm of ahomogeneous polynomial of degree s at most by a fator 2s=2; the sameholds true for the inverse.ii. The Poisson braket between two homogeneous polynomials f and g ofdegree s and r respetively is estimated by(3:19) ff; gg � srkfk kgk :iii. The unique solution �(l)s 2 R of equation (3.16) is estimated in omplexvariables by(3:20) �(l)s  � 1�s	(l)s  ;with �s satisfying (3.15).The proof of i. is trivial, and (3.20) is just a onsequene of the diagonalform of LH0 in omplex variables. To prove (3.19) alulateff; gg = Xj;k;j0;k0 fjkgj0k0xj+j0yk+k0 nXl=1 jlk0l � j0lklxlyl ;



First integrals 61and use the de�nition of the norm to ompute11kff; ggk � Xj;k;j0;k0 jfjkj jgj0k0 j nXl=1(jlk0l + j0lkl)� sr�Xj;k jfjkj��Xj0;k0 jgj0k0 j�= srkfkkgk :Using the estimates above we readily obtain theLemma 3.3: The unique solution �(l) = Il+�(l)1 + : : : of equations (3.11)with �(l)s 2 R satis�es(3:21) �(l)s  � abs�1 (s+ 1)!Qs�1l=1 �l for s � 1 :with some positive onstants a and b and with a sequene �1; �2; : : : satis-fying (3.15).For, in order to determine �(l)s we must solve s times the equation (3.11).By a reursive appliation of the estimates (3.19) and (3.20) we realize thatthe determination of �(l)s adds to the estimate of the norm of �(l)s�1 a fator3(s+1)kH1k due to the Poisson braket and a divisor �s due to the solutionof equation (3.16). These fators aumulate, whih justi�es the fatorial(s+ 1)! and the produt of divisors �l. The fator bs takes into aount theaumulation of onstant, inluding the power of 2 due to the transformationto omplex variables at the beginning and the transformation bak to realvariables at the end of the proedure. Constants that do not aumulate areolleted in a.3.2.4 Trunated integralsThe estimate (3.21) learly does not allow us to prove the onvergene of theexpansions of the �rst integrals �(l). This, of ourse, ould be simply due tothe fat that we are unable to �nd better estimates; reall however that thenon{onvergene, in general, of these �rst integrals has been proven by Siegel.Nevertheless we may try to unveil the information hidden in the formal �rstintegrals. Thus, let us suppose that we have performed the proedure up tosome arbitrary order r, and onsider the trunated �rst integrals(3:22) �(l;r) = Il +�(l)1 + : : :+ �(l)r ; l = 1; : : : ; n ;whose time derivatives learly are(3:23) _�(l;r) = fH1;�(l)r g :11 Use Pnl=1(jlk0l + j0lkl) � sPnl=1(k0l + j0l) = sr, the �rst inequality being dueto 0 � jl � s and 0 � kl � s.



62 Chapter 3My aim is now to show that, even if we do not know the expliit form ofthe integrals �(l;r), we an nevertheless obtain signi�ant information fromthe tehnial estimates of the previous setion. Indeed, suppose that, for areal system, we are only able to observe the values of the harmoni ationsI1; : : : ; In as funtions of time (this is, essentially, what we do when weompute the osulating elements of the orbit of a planet from the observedpositions). The natural question here is how muh these quantities, whihare the approximate onstants of our problem, an vary in time. Using thefat that the �(l;r)'s are, hopefully, better onserved than the Il's, we �ndthe boundjIl(t)� Il(0)j � jIl(t)� �(l;r)(t)j+ j�(l;r)(t)��(l;r)(0)j+ j�(l;r)(0)� Il(0)j :In order to simplify the disussion, let me assume, just for a moment, that the�(l;r)'s are exat �rst integrals (this ould, of ourse, be true for a partiularHamiltonian), so that the entral term in the formula above vanishes. Thetwo remaining terms are estimated by noting that for any (x; y) in a domain�% de�ned by (3.18) one has����(l;r) � Il�(x; y)�� = ���(l)1 (x; y) + : : :+�(l)r (x; y)�� < dr%3 ;with a onstant dr depending of ourse on r, and provided % is small enough.This just expresses the fat that �(l;1) � Il is a polynomial starting with aterm of degree 3. Thus, one has the bound(3:24) ��Il(t)� Il(0)�� < 2dr%3for any t, provided one an guarantee that the orbit is on�ned for alltimes in �%. A simple hoie is to assume, e.g., Il(0) = %2=3, and to ask��Il(t)� Il(0)�� < %2=6. Thus, omparing the r.h.s. of the latter inequalityand of (3.24), we onlude that the orbit is on�ned forever in the annulus%2=6 < Il(t) < %2=2 provided % < 1=(12dr). Sine we have assumed that thefuntions �(l;r) are exat �rst integrals, the variation in time of the harmoniations I1; : : : ; In learly appears to be due to a deformation of the invariantsurfaes. For, one has �(l;1) = onst instead of Il = onst. This is illustratedin �g. 2.2{(a): the ation Il(t) exhibits a quasi periodi osillation, but itis on�ned in the strip Il;min � Il(t) � Il;max, whose width is estimated by(3.24).Let us now take into aount the fat that the �(l;r)'s are not exat�rst integrals. Thus, by (3.23), the time derivative _�(l;r) is a homogeneouspolynomial of degree r + 3, so that for (x; y) 2 �%R one has(3:25) ��� _�(l;r)(x; y)��� < Cr%r+3 ;with a onstant Cr, depending of ourse on r. Thus, superimposed to the de-formation, there is a variation in time of Il(t) due to the dynamial evolutionof �(l;r); note however that if % is suÆiently small then suh an evolution
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Figure 3.1. Representation of the time evolution of the harmoniation under the e�et of the deformation and of the noise. (a) thedeformation auses a quasi periodi, bounded osillation of the ationIl(t). (b) the noise adds further frequenies, and may ause a seularvariation (drift), at most linear in time. The �gure represents the worstase.is hopefully quite slow with respet to the one due to the deformation, dueto the estimate (3.25). Following Nekhoroshev, let me refer to this e�et asa noise that auses a drift. The situation is illustrated in �g. 3.1{(b): thedisturbing term �fH1;�(l)r g introdues new frequenies, and moreover mayause a slow drift of Il(t). An a priori bound is given by the estimate (3.25),whih guarantees that the width of the strip where Il(t) is on�ned inreasesat most linearly with t. The �gure represents the worst ase, in whih thedrift is atually linear. Taking into aount the e�et of the noise, the bound(3.24) must be hanged to(3:26) jIl(t)� Il(0)j < 2dr%3 + Cr%r+3t :However, we still have to ensure that Il(t) < 12%2 (sine all the estimateshold on �%R). This, of ourse, annot be true for all times, but we an usethe fat that the noise has a small e�et in order to ensure that it holds for aquite large time. To do this, it is enough, for example, to ask Cr%r+3t � dr%3



64 Chapter 3(i.e.,we do not allow ���(l;r)(t)� �(l;r)(0)�� to be larger than the deformation).Thus, by a little modi�ation of the argument above we onludeProposition 3.4: Consider the Hamiltonian (3.14), and assume that thefrequenies !1; : : : ; !n satisfy the ondition (3.15) for a suitable sequenef�sgs�1. Then, for any integer r � 1 there exist onstants dr and Cr suhthat for % suÆiently small and for any orbit with initial point (x0; y0) 2�2%=3 we have(3:27) ��Il(t)� Il(0)�� < dr%3 for jtj < Tr := drCr%r :The latter proposition expresses the property of omplete stability intro-dued by Birkho�. As a matter of fat, Birkho� ould not do better beausehe did not even attempt to estimate the dependene of the onstants dr andCr on r. Thanks to lemma 3.3 we do have suh an estimate. We have indeed,with possibly a minor hange of the onstants a and b,(3:28) Cr = abr (r + 2)!�1 � : : : � �r :The determination of dr may require a few more onsiderations. Observethat ���(l)1 (x; y) + : : :+�(l)r (x; y)�� � �(l)1 %3 + : : :+ �(l)r %r+3� ab�1 %3 + : : :+ abr�1 � : : : � �r %r+2 :Thus, there exists a onstant dr suh that for 3 � s < r the oeÆient of %sin the estimate above is bounded, e.g., by (dr=2)s�3. With suh a value fordr the sum above is bounded by dr%3 provided the ondition \% suÆientlysmall" of proposition 3.4 is understood as \ % < 1=dr ".3.2.5 Exponential estimatesThe estimates of the proposition above exhibit a strong dependene on r,so that one expets, a priori, that the hoie of r has a signi�ant impaton the �nal result. Let me add a further remark. The trunation order rappears here as an extraneous element: it is learly nonsense to introdue a\user de�ned parameter" in the statement of a stability result onerning aphysial system. The atual hoie of a quite low r is in fat ditated by thepratial impossibility of performing an expliit expansion of a �rst integralup to high orders. However, we have estimates onerning the dependene onr of the onstants Cr and dr in proposition 3.4. This suggests the possibilityof sharpening the theory by looking for a hoie of r whih is, in some sense,the optimal one. This leads in a quite natural way to exponential estimatesof Nekhoroshev's type.Let's onsider the estimate (3.25), with Cr as in (3.28). Realling thatf�sgs�1 is a non inreasing sequene, one realizes that the expression Cr%r,



First integrals 65onsidered as a funtion of r for a �xed %, has a minimum. Indeed, one learlyhas Cr%r+3 = b(r + 2)%�r Cr�1%r�1 ;thus the estimate is improved by adding the order r if b(r + 2)%=�r < 1.Thus, having hosen % so that the initial point of the orbit satis�es, e.g.,(x(0); y(0)) 2 �2%=3, we may hoose an optimal value r of the trunationorder r as(3:29) r = �rb% � 2 :Here, \optimal" means that this partiular value minimizes the estimate forthe time derivative _�(l;r) in the neighbourhood �% of the equilibrium.A more expliit analyti estimate an be obtained if one knows moreabout the sequene f�sgs�1. To this end, the natural hoie is to make useof the result of set. 2.5.5, namely to take�s = (s+ 2)�� ; s > 1with suitable onstants  > 0 and � � n � 1. Then one is naturally led tohoose the optimal trunation order ropt = ropt(%) as(3:30) ropt = �%�% �1=(�+1) � 2 ; %� = b :Then, the perturbation theory is useful if % < %�, in suh a way that one hasropt � 1. This allows us to remove r from the estimates of proposition 3.4,by substituting ropt(%) in plae of r, so that the trunation order turns outto be determined by the size of the domain ontaining the initial data.Let me now stress only the relevant steps, and skip the tehnial details.Write the estimate (3.25) in a similar form to (r!)a(%=%�)r, and minimize itby setting r = (%�=%)1=a. Then, using r! � rre�r (by Stirling's formula), wereadily get (r!)a� %%��r � exp"��%�% �1=a# :Thus, the noise beomes exponentially small with the inverse of the size ofthe domain. This is the simplest ase of an exponential stability estimate ofNekhoroshev's type.12 The formal statement of the theorem is the following:Theorem 3.5: Consider the anonial system with Hamiltonian (3.14),and assume that the harmoni frequenies ! satisfy the nonresonane on-dition jhk; !ij >  jkj�� for k 2 Zn, with real onstants  > 0 and � � 0.12 The ase of an ellipti equilibrium had already been investigated by Moserin [34℄ and by Littlewood in [30℄ and [31℄, with a result similar to that oftheorem 3.5.



66 Chapter 3Then there exists positive onstants �1, �2 and %� suh that the followingstatement holds true: if % � 3�(�+1)%� ;the for any orbit with initial point (x(0); y(0)) 2 �2%=3 we have��Il(t)� Il(0)�� < �1%2 for jtj < T � := �2 exp"��%�% �1=(�+1)# :The exponential dependene of T � on 1=% onstitutes a signi�ant improve-ment with respet to the theory of omplete stability of Birkho�. In the verywords of Littlewood, \while not eternity, this is a onsiderable slie of it".



4ANALYTIC TOOLSThis part of the letures has tehnial harater. Its sope is only to introduesome useful tools for developing a onstrutive perturbation sheme basedon the algorithms of Lie transforms, that I plan to use as substitutes for thelassial method of onstruting near the identity anonial transformationsvia generating funtions in mixed variables.My personal preferene for the Lie transform methods relies on tworemarks. Firstly, one avoids the umbersome proedure of inversion of fun-tions and of substitution of variables. Seondly, ompleting the formal meth-ods based on Lie transforms with quantitative estimates | as typially re-quired by modern perturbation theory | is not really diÆult.Conerning the �rst remark, one may easily notie that the operations ofinversion of funtions and substitution of variables are basially simple, andso introdue no real diÆulty from the point of view of Analysis. However,let me emphasize that they are not easily implemented in expliit alula-tions, in partiular if one plans to perform series expansions up to a quitehigh order in a parameter. The �rst few steps of an inversion are indeed quitesimple | and often more onvenient than the series expansions required byLie transforms. But soon one realizes that pushing the typial expansions ofperturbation theory to higher orders beomes a really umbersome proe-dure. In ontrast, the methods based on Lie transform allow us to express allseries expansions operations that we need in a very straightforward manner,using only algebrai operations that are easily implemented on omputers:sums, produts and derivatives.The seond remark is related to an apparent defet of the Lie trans-form methods in algorithmi form: they are often used only as formal tools,skipping all questions related to the onvergene of the expansions. Perhapsthis is simply due to a known fat, magni�ently illustrated by Poinar�e: theseries of perturbation theory are typially not onvergent. I hope that theseletures will onvine the reader that the defet above is a very minor one:a quantitative perturbation sheme based on Lie transform may be easily



68 Chapter 4implemented, and may also help in produing rather good estimates.The exposition here will be onerned only with the appliation of Lietransforms in a Hamiltonian framework. This is indeed what I need in orderto establish a working bakground for the rest of my letures.4.1 Formal de�nitionsOn a 2n{dimensional phase spae endowed with anonial oordinates p; q,onsider an analyti funtion �(p; q), that will be alled a generating fun-tion. Consider also the Lie derivative(4:1) L�� = f�; �g ;i.e., the time derivative along the Hamiltonian vetor �eld generated by �.The Lie series operator is then de�ned as the exponential of L�, namely(4:2) exp(L�) =Xs�0 1s!Ls�(see, e.g., Gr�obner, [23℄). This operator represents the time one evolution ofthe anonial ow generated by the autonomous Hamiltonian �.As an example, onsider the ase of ation{angle variables p 2 Rn andq 2 Tn. The funtion � = Pl �lql, with � 2 Rn generates through theLie series operator the anonial transformation p0 = exp(L�)p = p � �,q0 = exp(L�)q = q, namely a translation in the ation spae. Similarly, agenerating funtion � = �(q) (independent of p) generates the transforma-tion p0 = p� ���q , q0 = q, namely a deformation of the ation variables.We may also onsider a time{dependent generating funtion �(p; q; t), sothat the orresponding time evolution is due to the ow of a non{autonomousHamiltonian. In this ase the expliit expression of the ow is not given bythe simple formula (4.2). It is also ustomary in this ase to use the name Lietransform. I will adopt this name. Expliit algorithms for the Lie transform inthe framework of anonial formalism have been �rstly proposed by Hori [25℄and Deprit [16℄. In fat, several di�erent algorithms have been devised inorder to give the Lie transform an algorithmi reursive form: everybody,of ourse, has his favourite one. To make a de�nite hoie, I will make usehere of my favourite one, whih is related to the \algorithm of the inverse",introdued by Henrard [24℄.Consider a generating sequene � = f�sgs�1 of analyti funtions onthe phase spae. The Lie transform operator T� is de�ned as(4:3) T� =Xs�0Es ;



Analyti tools 69where the sequene fEsgs�0 of operators is reursively de�ned as(4:4) E0 = Id ; Es = sXj=1 jsL�jEs�j :As a simple example, onsider the ase � = f�1; 0; 0; : : :g, namely agenerating sequene ontaining only the �rst term. Then the Lie transformgenerated by � oinides with the Lie series generated by �1, i.e.,T� = exp(L�1) :The alulation of a Lie transform has a nie graphial representation.Indeed, assume that we are given a funtion f = f0 + f1 + : : : , and denoteby g = g0 + g1 + : : : its transformed funtion g = T�f ; using the linearityof the Lie transform, we an apply T� separately to every term of f . It isuseful to rearrange terms aording to the triangular diagram
(4:5)

g0 f0#g1 E1f0 f1# #g2 E2f0 E1f1 f2# # #g3 E3f0 E2f1 E1f2 f3# # # #... ... ... ... ... . . .where terms of the same order appear on the same line. Remark that theoperator T� ats by olumns, as indiated by the arrows: the knowledge offj and of the generating sequene allows one to onstrut the whole olumnbelow fj . Thus, the �rst line gives g0 = f0, the seond line gives g1 = E1f0+f1, and so on. This shows how to pratially perform the transformation.11 This sheme may look mysterious to a reader who is not familiar with themethods of expansion of perturbation theory. Let me try to larify thismatter. Introdue an expansion parameter, " say, and write "�1; "2�2; : : :in plae of �1; �2; : : : . Then the Lie transform applied to a generi fun-tion f (independent of the expansion parameter ") generates in a naturalway a transformed funtion expanded in power series of ". For, in view ofL"�1 = "L�1 ; L"2�2 = "2L�2 ; : : : one easily sees that the operator Es produesa fator "s. Let now f itself be a series in ", namely f = f0+ "f1+ "2f2+ : : : ,and look for the "{expansion g = g0 + "g1 + "2g2 + : : : of its transformedfuntion g = T�f Then the triangular diagram (4.5) is easily onstruted byputting on the same line the funtions that have the same power of " as o-eÆient. This should make natural the whole proedure. At this point, just



70 Chapter 4From now on, it will be useful to look at the algebrai aspet of thede�nitions of Lie series and Lie transform, rather than to their property ofbeing related to the anonial ow of some Hamiltonian. In partiular, allthe properties stated here an be proved on a purely algebrai basis, withoutany referene to the anonial ow (see for instane the paper of Giorgilliand Galgani [19℄). The relevant properties are the following: both the Lieseries and the Lie transform operators are linear, and preserve produts andPoisson brakets, namelyT�(fg) = (T�f)(T�g) ; T�ff; gg = fT�f; T�gg ;with analogous formul� for the Lie series. Moreover, both the Lie series andthe Lie transform operators are invertible.The property of preserving the Poisson brakets is relevant, as it meansthat the oordinate transformationp = T�p0 ; q = T�q0 ;where the generating sequene � depends on the new variables p0; q0, is anon-ial (I omit here the analogous statement onerning the Lie series). Now,if we onsider a funtion f(p; q) on the phase spae, we should in prinipleompute the transformed funtion, f 0(p0; q0) say, asf 0(p0; q0) = f(p; q)��p=T�p0;q=T�q0 ;or, equivalently, f 0(p0; q0) = f(T�p0; T�q0) ;namely by substitution of the oordinate transformation. Now, the propertiesof being linear and of preserving produts an be used to prove that in fatone has(4:6) f(T�p0; T�q0) = (T�f) (p0; q0) :Briey, \don't try to make substitutions: just transform the funtion, andhange the name of the variables".Finding the inverse of the Lie series is an easy matter: realling thatit represents the ow of an autonomous anonial system, one immediatelyset " = 1 and leave everything in its plae, remarking that the indexes playthe role of the exponents of ". Indeed, this is not just a formal game. Wemay onsider the index s of a funtion, in our notation, as indiating thatthe funtion is \of order s" in some sense. The quantitative theory will beresponsible of giving the expansion a de�nite meaning, e.g., by assuring thatwith inreasing values of the index s the size of the funtion dereases in someregular manner. For instane, in hapter 5 we shall use this approah by mak-ing a suitable splitting of the Hamiltonian in trigonometri polynomials, withno referene to a perturbation parameter.



Analyti tools 71onludes that the inverse of exp(L�) is exp(L��) = exp(�L�), i.e., thegenerating funtion of the inverse is ��.Conerning the Lie transform, a areful analysis of the algorithm asrepresented by the triangular diagram (4.5) shows that onstruting theinverse transformation is an easy matter, too, although �nding the generatingsequene of the inverse is not as easy. Assume that g is given, and f isunknown. Then, the �rst line gives f0 = g0; having determined f0, all theolumn below f0 an be onstruted, and the seond line gives immediatelyf1 = g1 � E1f0; having determined f1, all the orresponding olumn anbe onstruted, so that f2 an be determined from the third line as f2 =g2 � E2f0 �E1f1, and so on.There is also an expliit formula for the inverse, namely(4:7) T�1� =Xs�0Ds ;where D0 = Id ; Ds = � sXj=1 jsDs�jL�j :However, this expression is atually useless for a pratial omputation: thealgorithm desribed above is muh more eÆient. Nevertheless, the expliitreursive formula is useful for quantitative estimates.Before losing this setion led me add a remark onerning the di�erenebetween the algorithm of Lie series (generated by an autonomous ow) andthe Lie transform (based on a non{autonomous ow). The point is onnetedwith the following question: assume that we are given a near the identityanonial transformation, e.g., of the form q = q0 + "'1(p; q) + "2'2(p; q) +: : :, p = p0 + " 1(p; q) + "2 2(p; q) + : : :. The funtions ';  an not beompletely arbitrary, sine the transformation is assumed to be anonial.Can we reprodue suh a transformation via a Lie series or a Lie transform?The answer is positive for what onerns the Lie transform: we an easilyonstrut (with an expliit algorithm) the generating sequene that generatesour transformation. However, in general it is not possible to generate thetransformation with a Lie series. In the latter ase we may overome theproblem by using a omposition of Lie series. That is, we may onstrut asequene of generating funtions "�1; "2�2; : : : suh that the omposition ofoperators : : :Æexp(L"2�2)Æexp(L"�1) produes our transformation. Of ourse,the latter sequene needs not oinide with the sequene that generates thesame transformation via a Lie transform: this beause the Lie derivatives donot ommute, in general.In the rest of the present notes I will never use the omposition of Lieseries. Hene I will not disuss it anymore.



72 Chapter 44.2 Analyti frameworkEssentially, investigating the problem of onvergene of Lie transforms istantamount to giving a proof of the existene theorem for the solutions ofdi�erential equations in the analyti ase. The methods exposed here are infat a reinterpretation of the lassial method of majorants due to Cauhy.4.2.1 Cauhy estimatesConsider an open disk �%(0) entered at the origin of the omplex planeC. Consider a funtion f analyti and bounded on the disk �%(0). Thesupremum norm jf j% of f in the domain �%(0) is de�ned as(4:8) jf j% = supz2�%(0) jf(z)j :The estimate of Cauhy for the derivative f 0 of f at the origin states thatjf 0(0)j � 1% jf j% :More generally, for the s{th derivative f (s) one has the estimatejf (s)(0)j � s!%s jf j% :For instane, let % = 1, and onsider the funtion f(z) = zs; it is an easymatter to hek that jf j1 = 1, so that Cauhy's estimate gives jf (s)(0)j � s! .This shows that the estimate annot be improved in general. The proof ofthe inequalities above is an easy onsequene of Cauhy's formulaf (n)(z) = n!2�i I f(�)(� � z)n+1 d� :In the ase of n variables the extension is quite straightforward. Letthe domain �%(0) be the polydisk of radius % entered at the origin of Cn,namely(4:9) �%(0) = fz 2 Cn : jzj < %g ;where jzj = maxj jzj j is the l1 norm on Cn. This is nothing but the Carte-sian produt of omplex disks of radius % in the omplex plane. De�ne thesupremum norm of an analyti funtion f as in (4.8). Then Cauhy's esti-mate reads ���� �f�zj (0)���� � 1% jf j% ; 1 � j � n :I omit here the estimates for higher order derivatives, sine we shall not needthem.



Analyti tools 734.2.2 Complexi�ation of domainsConsider the ommon ase of a phase spae G�Tn, where G � Rn, endowedwith ation{angle variables q 2 Tn and p 2 G.In order to use Cauhy's estimates, it is neessary to introdue a om-plexi�ation of domains. For p 2 G onsider the omplex polydisk �%(p) ofradius % > 0 with enter p de�ned as in (4.9). The omplexi�ation G% ofthe real domain G is de�ned as(4:10) G% = [p2G�%(p) :Similarly, the omplexi�ation Tn� for � > 0 of the n{torus is de�ned as(4:11) Tn� = fq 2 Cn : j Im qj < �g ;namely the Cartesian produt of strips of width � around the real axis onthe omplex plane. From now on, the phase spae will be the domainD%;� = G% �Tn� :Introduing a norm on the spae of analyti funtions on the domainD%;� is now straightforward, in view of the previous setion. For instane,for a funtion f analyti on G% the supremum norm is(4:12) jf j% = supp2G% jf(p)j :Similarly, for a funtion g analyti on D%;� the supremum norm jgj%;� is(4:13) jgj%;� = sup(p;q)2D%;� jg(p; q)j :The use of Cauhy estimates goes as follows. Consider for simpliity afuntion f analyti and bounded on the omplex domain G%. Consider nowa point p 2 G%�Æ for 0 < Æ � % (that is, the union of polydisks of radius% � Æ entered at every point of G). Remark that the polydisk �Æ(p) is asubset of G%, so that f is analyti and bounded on �Æ(p), and moreover wehave the estimate jf(p0)j � jf j% for all p0 2 �Æ(p). By Cauhy estimate, weimmediately get ���� �f�pj (p)���� � 1Æ jf j% ; 1 � j � n :Sine this is true for every point p 2 G%�Æ, we onlude���� �f�pj ����%�Æ � 1Æ jf j% ; 1 � j � n :The relevant fat here is that we have an expliit bound on the derivativeof a funtion, but we must pay this information with a restrition of theomplex domain. Analogous formul� ould be obtained for the derivativeswith respet to q of a funtion f(p; q), but we shall not need them here.



74 Chapter 44.2.3 Weighted Fourier normsAs a matter of fat, the supremum norm is not the best one, up to myknowledge, when dealing with problems involving small denominators. Amore useful norm is the so alled weighted Fourier norm, whih an beintrodued on the basis of the following onsiderations. It is known that ananalyti funtion f on the domain D%;�0 admits the Fourier expansionf(p; q) = Xk2Zn fk(p)eihk;qi :It is easy to show that the oeÆients fk(p) of the Fourier expansion deayexponentially with k. More preisely, one hasjfkj% � jf j%;�0e�jkj�0 ;where jkj = jk1j + � � � + jknj (the l1 norm in Zn). For, onsider the simplease of a funtion f(q) of one variable q 2 T, and reall that the oeÆientsare omputed as fk = 12� Z 2�0 f(q)e�ikqdq :If k is positive, move the ontour of integration by i�0 and getfk = 12� Z 2�0 f(q + i�0)e�ikqe�k�0dq :The inequality then follows in view of jf(q + i�0)j � jf j�0 (by de�nition ofsupremum norm) and je�ikqj = 1. For negative k, just move the ontour by�i�0. In the ase q 2 Tn the oeÆients fk, k 2 Zn are de�ned asfk = 1(2�)n Z 2�0 � � �Z 2�0 f(q)e�ihk;qidq1 dqn ;and a similar argument applies. In the general ase f(p; q) just repeat thesame argument for every p 2 G%, and the laim is proved.The exponential deay of oeÆients suggests to de�ne the weightedFourier norm kfk%;� for � < �0 as(4:14) kfk%;� = Xk2Zn jfkj%ejkj� :The ondition � < �0 ensures that the series de�ning the norm onverges. Itis also an easy matter to hek that the supremum norm is bounded by theweighted Fourier norm, i.e., jf j%;� � kfk%;� :



Analyti tools 754.2.4 Generalized Cauhy estimatesThe next step is onerned with the generalization of Cauhy estimates,taking into aount that we are interested in Lie derivatives (or Poissonbrakets), and that we are going to use the weighted Fourier norm insteadof the supremum one.A �rst result onerns the Poisson braket between two funtions, andthe derivative of a funtion with respet to one of the anonial oordinates(i.e., the Poisson braket with the onjugate one).Lemma 4.1: Let f be analyti on the domain D%;�, and g be analytiin D(1�d0)(%;�) for some 0 � d0 < 1; assume moreover that kfk%;� andkgk(1�d0)(%;�) are �nite. Then:i. for 0 < d < 1 and for 1 � j � n one has(4:15)  �f�pj (1�d)(%;�) � 1d%kfk%;� ;  �f�qj (1�d)(%;�) � 1ed� kfk%;� ;ii. for 0 < d < 1� d0 one has(4:16) kff; ggk(1�d0�d)(%;�) � 2ed(d+ d0)%�kfk%;�kgk(1�d0)(%;�) :Proof. Using the Fourier expansion, ompute�f�pj =Xk �fk�pj (p)eihk;qi :Aording to the de�nition of the norm, we have �f�pj (1�d)(%;�) =Xk �����fk�pj ����(1�d)% e(1�d)jkj� ;by Cauhy estimate, and forgetting d in the exponent, the right hand sideof the latter expression is bounded by1d%Xk jfkj%ejkj� ;and the �rst of (4.15) follows in view of the de�nition of the norm. Comingto the seond one, ompute�f�qj = iXk kjfk(p)eihk;qi ;and use again the de�nition of the norm to estimate �f�qj (1�d)(%;�) =Xk jkjj jfkj(1�d)%e(1�d)jkj��Xk jfkj%ejkj�jkje�djkj� :



76 Chapter 4By the general inequality(4:17) x�e�Æx � � �eÆ�� for positive �; x; Æ(just ompute the supremum over x of x�e�Æx), with � = 1 and jkj and d�in plae of x and Æ respetively, one gets jkje�djkj� � 1=(ed�); the seondof (4.15) follows from de�nition of the norm. The proof of (4.16) requiressome more work. Computeff; gg = iXk;k0 " nXl=1 �kl �gk0�pl fk + k0l �fk�pl gk0�# eihk;qieihk0;qi ;and use the de�nition of the norm to estimatekff; ggk(1�d0�d)(%;�) <Xk;k0" nXl=1�jklj �����gk0�pl ����(1�d0�d)% jfkj%+jk0lj �����fk�pl ����(1�d0�d)% jgk0 j(1�d0)%�#e(1�d0�d)jk+k0j� :By Cauhy estimates, the r.h.s. of the latter expression is smaller than1d%Xk;k0 jgk0 j(1�d0)%e(1�d0)jk0j�jfkj%ejkj� nXl=1 jklje�(d0+d)jkj�+ 1(d0 + d)%Xk;k0 jgk0 j(1�d0)%e(1�d0)jk0j�jfkj%ejkj� nXl=1 jk0lje�djk0j� :Remark now that the only terms depending on the index l are Pl jklj = jkjand Pl jk0lj = jk0j; moreover, using the inequality (4.17) getjkje�(d0+d)jkj� � 1(d0 + d)e� ; jk0je�djk0j� � 1de� :Reordering terms, the expression above is found to be smaller than2ed(d0 + d)%�Xk0 jg0kj(1�d0)%e(1�d0)jk0j� �Xk jfkj%ejkj� ;and the onlusion follows in view of the de�nition of the norms kfk%;� andkgk(1�d0)(%;�). Q.E.D.The next step onerns the estimate of multiple Poisson brakets. Con-sider an expression of the form LgsÆ: : :ÆLg1f . We an estimate it by iteratings times the estimate of lemma 4.1. However, we must take into aount therestrition of the domains. To this end, having �xed the �nal restrition d,we hoose s positive quantities Æ1; : : : ; Æs the sum of whih is d, and estimateLj�f on the domain restrited by the fator 1 � Æ1 � : : :� Æj . The simplesthoie is Æ1 = : : : = Æs = d=s. The �nal result is given by



Analyti tools 77Lemma 4.2: Let g1; : : : ; gs and f be analyti on the domain D%;�, with�nite norms and s positive. Then for every positive d < 1 one has(4:18)kLgs Æ : : : Æ Lg1fk(1�d)(%;�) � s!e2 � 2ed2%��s kg1k%;� � : : : � kgsk%;�kfk%;� :Remark. The operators Lgj do not generally ommute. However, the es-timate (4.18) atually does not depend on the order: with a little abuse,we ould say that the estimates do ommute. Furthermore, the oeÆientin front of the estimate depends only on how many operators Lgj are ap-plied to f . Thus, the lemma ould be reformulated in a reursive form asfollows: let #0 = f , and #s, for s > 1, be the result of the appliation ofthe s operators Lg1 ; : : : ; Lgs to f in any order (e.g., #s = Lg1 Æ : : : Æ Lgsfor #s = Lgs Æ : : : Æ Lg1f); moreover, let us introdue the sequene of realpositive numbers �s, for s > 1, de�ned as follows:�1 = 2ed2%�kg1k%;�kfk%;� ; �s = 2sed2%�kgsk%;��s�1 ;therefore, k#sk(1�d)(%;�) � �s 8 s � 1 :Proof of lemma 4.2. For s = 1 this is just lemma 4.1. For s > 1 letÆ = d=s. A straightforward appliation of lemma 4.1 giveskLg1fk(1�Æ)(%;�) � 2eÆ2%�kg1k%;�kfk%;� :For j = 2; : : : ; s, realling that Lgj Æ : : : Æ Lg1f an be estimated on thedomain restrited by the fator 1� jÆ, use again lemma 4.1 with Æ in plaeof d and (j � 1)Æ in plae of d0, and get the reursive estimateLgj Æ : : : Æ Lg1f(1�jÆ)(%;�) �2ejÆ2%� kgjk%;�Lgj�1 Æ : : : Æ Lg1f(1�(j�1)Æ)(%;�) :By reursive appliation of this formula up to s, and realling Æ = d=s wegetkLgs Æ : : : Æ Lg1fk(1�d)(%;�) � � 2ed2%��s s2ss! kg1k%;� � : : : � kgsk%;�kfk%;� :Then, (4.18) follows in view of the trivial inequality ss � es�1s! for s � 1(prove it by indution). Q.E.D.



78 Chapter 44.2.5 Analytiity of Lie series and of Lie transformLie series and Lie transform have been de�ned as series of analyti funtions.It is natural to ask whether or not the sums of these series are analytifuntions on some domain. SuÆient onditions an be found on the basisof the results of the previous setion.Proposition 4.3: Let the generating sequene � = f�sgs�1 be analytion the domain D%;�, and assume(4:19) k�sk%;� � bs�1s Gfor some b � 0 and G > 0. Then for every positive d < 1=2 the followingstatement holds true: if the ondition(4:20) 2eGd2%� + b � 12is satis�ed, then the operator T� and its inverse T�1� de�ne an analytianonial transformation on the domain D(1�d)(%;�) with the propertiesD(1�2d)(%;�) � T�D(1�d)(%;�) �D%;� ;D(1�2d)(%;�) � T�1� D(1�d)(%;�)�D%;� :The proof of the proposition is based on the followingLemma 4.4: Let f and the generating sequene � = f�sgs�1 be analytion the domain D%;�, and assume that kfk%;� is �nite, and that the generatingsequene satis�es (4.19). Then the series T�f , T�1� f , T�p, T�1� p, T�q andT�1� q are absolutely onvergent on D(1�d)(%;�), and for integer r > 0 one hasthe following estimates:(i) for any funtion f the operators Es and Ds are estimated by(4:21) kEsfk(1�d)(%;�) � � 2eGd2%� + b�s�1 2Ged2%� kfk%;�kDsfk(1�d)(%;�) � � 2eGd2%� + b�s�1 2Ged2%� kfk%;�(ii) the transformation of a funtion is estimated by(4:22) kT�fk(1�d)(%;�) � 2kfk%;� ; T�1� f(1�d)(%;�) � 2kfk%;� ;(iii) the remainder of a transformation trunated at order r > 0 is estimatedby(4:23) T�f � rXs=0Esf(1�d)(%;�) � 2e2 � 2eGd2%� + b�r+1 kfk%;�T�1� f � rXs=0Dsf(1�d)(%;�) � 2e2 � 2eGd2%� + b�r+1 kfk%;� ;



Analyti tools 79(iv) the transformation of oordinates is estimated by(4:24) T�p� p(1�d)(%;�) � 12e2 d% , T�1� p� p(1�d)(%;�) � 12e2 d% ;T�q � q(1�d)(%;�) � 12ed� , T�1� q � q(1�d)(%;�) � 12ed� :Proof. We start by proving that(4:25)kEsfk(1�d)(%;�) � Bskfk%;� ; kDsfk(1�d)(%;�) � Bskfk%;� ; s � 1where the real sequene fBsgs�1 is de�ned as(4:26) B1 = 2ed2%� G ;Bs = 2ed2%� s�1Xj=1 s� j + 1s bj�1GBs�j + 2sed2%� bs�1G ;For s = 1 it is enough to apply the estimate (4.16) of lemma 4.1 with d0 = 0.For s > 1 we look for a reursive estimate. We shall do it for the operatorsEs, but the same argument applies word by word also to the operators Ds.The whole argument is based on the remark that Es an be written as Es =P�2Js �F�, where Js is a set of indexes, f�g�2Js a set of real oeÆients,and fF�g�2Js a set of linear operators, eah F� being a omposition of atmost s operators L�j . This is evident from the reursive de�nition (4.4) of Es.By lemma 4.2 we have kF�fk(1�d)(%;�) � A�kfk%;�, with some set of positiveonstants fA�g�2Js , and so also kEsfk(1�d)(%;�) � P�2Js j�jA�kfk%;�.This information suÆes in order to establish a reursive estimate. To thisend, assume that we knowP�2Jr j�jA� � Br for 1 � r < s; this is true fors = 2, beause we know B1. Realling the reursive de�nition (4.4) of Es,look for an estimate of L�jEs�j =P�2Js�j �L�jF�. By lemma 4.2 we getL�jF�f(1�d)%;� � 2e(s� j + 1)d2%� k�jk%;�A�kfk%;�(see the remark after the statement of lemma 4.2, realling also that F�ontains at most s�j operators L�j ; also remark that this argument appliesalso to Ds beause ommuting operators does not a�et the estimate). Thus,we getL�jEs�jf(1�d)(%;�) � 2e(s� j + 1)d2%� k�jk%;� X�2Js�j j�jA�kfk%;�� 2e(s� j + 1)d2%� k�jk%;�Bs�jkfk%;� ;where the indutive hypothesis has been used. Using the reursive de�ni-tion (4.4) of Es and hypothesis (4.19) we immediately get (4.26).



80 Chapter 4We ome now to the proof of (4.21). For s = 1; 2 this is diretly heked.For s > 2 isolate the term j = 1 in the sum in (4.26), and hange thesummation index j to j � 1, thus gettingBs = 2eGd2%�Bs�1 + b s�2Xj=1 (s� 1)� j + 1s bj�1GBs�1�j + 2sed2%� bs�1G� 2eGd2%�Bs�1 + s� 1s bBs�1 ;here, the de�nition of Bs�1 in (4.26) has been used. Thus we get, for s � 2,Bs < � 2eGd2%� + b�Bs�1 ;and (4.21) immediately follows.By (4.25) we haveXs>0 kEsfk(1�d)(%;�) � 2Ged2%�Xs>0� 2eGd2%� + b�s�1 kfk%;� ;in view of ondition (4.20) the series in the right hand side of the latterinequality is a onvergent geometri series. Sine the supremum norm isbounded by the weighted Fourier norm, this implies that the series T�fis absolutely onvergent on the domain D(1�d)(%;�), as laimed. The esti-mates (4.23) follow by simply evaluating the sum of the geometri seriesabove starting from s = r + 1 and taking into aount the ondition (4.20).The estimates (4.22) ontain just the sum of the whole geometri series. Thesame argument applies to T�1� f . Conerning the estimate on the transforma-tion of the oordinates (p; q) a similar argument applies, with a minor di�er-ene: the terms L�jp and L�jq must be estimated using (4.15) of lemma 4.1.Proeeding as above, we getkE1pk(1�d)(%;�) � Ged� , kEspk(1�d)(%;�) � � 2eGd2%� + b�s�1 Ged� ,kE1qk(1�d)(%;�) � Ged� , kEsqk(1�d)(%;�) � � 2eGd2%� + b�s�1 Gd% ,and similar estimates for the operators Ds. Then the same onvergene ar-gument is used, givingkT�p� pk(1�d)(%;�) � Ged�Xs>0� 2eGd2%� + b�s�1 � 2Ged� < 1e2 � 2eGd2%� + b� d% ;and the �rst of (4.24) immediately follows by ondition (4.20). Chekingthe remaining estimates requires only minor hanges with respet to theargument above. Q.E.D.



Analyti tools 81Proof of proposition 4.3. By lemma 4.4, the series of analyti fun-tions de�ning the anonial transformation are absolutely onvergent inD(1�d)(%;�). Thus, the same series are uniformly onvergent on every om-pat subset of D(1�d)(%;�). By Weierstrass theorem, this implies that thesums of the series are analyti funtions on D(1�d)(%;�), as laimed. Thestatement onerning the inlusions of the domains follows from the esti-mates (4.24). Q.E.D.A straightforward onsequene of proposition 4.3 is the following: iff(p; q) is analyti in D%;�, then the transformed funtion f�T�p; T�q� isanalyti in D(1�d)(%;�), being a omposition of analyti funtions. However,as remarked at the end of set. 4.1, the transformed funtion is nothing butT�f . The �rst estimate in (4.23) gives in fat a diret proof of the analytiityof T�f . Moreover, taking into aount that an expliit omputation must betrunated at some order r, it gives an estimate of the error.A similar result holds for the transformation de�ned via Lie series: justreformulate the statement of proposition 4.3 by replaing T� and T�1� withexp(L�) and exp(�L�) respetively, replaing (4.19) with k�k%;� = G, andputting b = 0 in (4.20). Indeed, the generating sequene � = f�1; 0; 0; : : :ggenerates the transformation T� = expL�1 , and (4.20) learly holds withG = k�1k%;� and b = 0.



82 Chapter 4



5EXPONENTIAL STABILITYThe aim of the last part of my letures is to give a proof of Nekhoroshev'stheorem onerning stability over exponentially large times. In rude words,the theorem onstitutes the extension of the stability result of theorem 3.5to the more general ase of a generi unperturbed Hamiltonian h(p), whihis assumed to be onvex. I emphasize that this result may have a greatrelevane for appliations to physis. E.g., one may expet to be able toprove the stability of the solar system for a time omparable with the age ofthe universe.In its simplest formulation the theory of exponential stability was pro-posed by Moser ([34℄) and Littlewood ([30℄ and [31℄). The ase of an elliptiequilibrium disussed in set. 3.2 onstitutes a very simple example. How-ever, after the year 1954 the onept of exponential stability was atuallysuperseded by the new born theory of preservation of invariant tori hara-terized by strongly non{resonant frequenies (e.g., satisfying the diophantineinequality disussed in set. 2.5.5). The existene of invariant tori that sur-vive the perturbation was �rst stated by Kolmogorov ([27℄). Further proofswere later provided by Moser ([35℄ and [36℄) and Arnold ([2℄ and [3℄), thusoriginating the so{alled KAM theory. A very general formulation of the the-ory of exponential stability was developed by Nekhoroshev ([38℄ and [39℄).The proof given here is based on the paper by Benettin et al. [5℄ andon the paper of Giorgilli an Zehnder [21℄. Both these papers were indeeddeeply inspired by the original work of Nekhoroshev, with some simplifyinghypotheses.A di�erent proof has been proposed by P. Lohak in [32℄ and [33℄. Thebeautiful idea in Lohak's work is to exploit the fat that at every point of theation spae the unperturbed frequenies are approximated by ompletelyresonant ones; this in view of Dirihlet's theorem on approximation of n{tuples of real numbers by rational ones. In rough terms, what is proven inthis ase is that every orbit remains on�ned for an exponentially long timein the neighbourhood of a omplete resonane.



84 Chapter 55.1 The theorem of NekhoroshevI will onsider a anonial system of di�erential equations with Hamiltonian(5:1) H(p; q) = h(p) + "f(p; q) ;where p; q are ation angle variables in a domain G�Tn, with G � Rn open.I will also denote by !(p) and C(p) the vetor of the frequenies and theHessian matrix of the unperturbed Hamiltonian h(p), namely(5:2) !j(p) = �h�pj ; Cjk(p) = �2h�pj�pk ; j; k = 1; : : : ; n :The Hamiltonian will be haraterized by �ve parameters, namely %, � (an-alytiity parameters), " (perturbation parameter) and two further positiveparameters m and M haraterizing the unperturbed part of the Hamilto-nian. On the Hamiltonian (5.1) we make the following hypotheses:i. both h and f are assumed to be holomorphi bounded funtions on theomplex extension D%;2� = G% �Tn2� of the real domain G �Tn;ii. the perturbation f is assumed to be bounded, i.e.,(5:3) jf j%;2� <1 ;where jf j%;2� denotes the supremum norm over the domain D%;2�,namely jf j%;2� = sup(p;q)2D%;2� ��f(p; q)��; thus, "jf j%;2� is a true estimateof the size of the perturbation;iii. for all p in G% the unperturbed Hamiltonian h(p) will be assumed tosatisfy(5:4) C(p)v �Mkvk ; ��hC(p)v; vi�� � mkvk2 for all v 2 Rnwith positive onstants m �M .1The theorem of Nekhoroshev is stated as follows.Theorem 5.1: Let H = h(p) + "f(p; q) satisfy the hypotheses (i), (ii)and (iii) above. Then there exist positive onstants �� and T depending on%, �, jf j%;2� , m, M and the number n of degrees of freedom suh that thefollowing statement holds true: if34��" < 1then for every orbit p(t); q(t) satisfying p(0) 2 G one has the estimatedist�p(t)� p(0)� � (��")1=4%1 The assumption m � M is not restritive in view of the trivial inequalityjhC(p)v; vij � kC(p)vk kvk �Mkvk2 whih follows from the �rst of (5.4).



Exponential stability 85for all times t satisfying jtj � T" exp"� 1��"�1=2a# ;where a = n2 + n .The proof is made in two steps. The �rst step, usually alled \the ana-lyti part" onsists in bringing the Hamiltonian to a normal form in a loaldomain. From this, a loal stability lemma follows. The seond step is usuallyreferred to as \the geometri part". It onsists in onstruting a overing ofthe ation domain with subdomains where the loal stability lemma applies.The global stability follows from this onstrution.The analyti part may be onsidered as a quite standard one: basially itis nothing but the normal form of Birkho� with suitable analytial estimates.The most innovative ontribution of Nekhoroshev is the geometri part. Thisappears as a lever method of onstruting loal domains | alled \resonantbloks"| haraterized by a given set of resonanes, where the Hamiltonianan be given a loal Birkho�'s normal form up to a suÆiently high orderin the perturbation parameter. Then one proves that the orbit is on�nedinside a blok for a very long time. The exponential dependene of the timeon the inverse of the perturbation parameter follows from a suitable hoieof the order of normalization in the analyti part.Expliit estimates for the values of the onstants �� and T will be givenin the proof. However, one should not onsider these estimated values asoptimal ones, of ourse. The reader should rather put his attention on thedependene of the onstants on some relevant parameters of the Hamiltonian.E.g., it is interesting to investigate the dependene on the number n ofdegrees of freedom. In this respet, I emphasize that the value a = n2 + nabove is far from being optimal, at least if one makes the assumption ofonvexity for the unperturbed Hamiltonian h(p). An attempt to optimizethe dependene of a on n has been �rst made in the papers of Lohak [32℄and [33℄, where it is proved that a = 2n, with a justi�ation that this shouldbe the best value.5.2 Analyti partThis setion is devoted to the so alled analyti part of the theorem ofNekhoroshev. The basis is the lassial method of giving the Hamiltonian anormal form, usually alled Birkho�'s normal form although it has been in-trodued and used by Poinar�e. The problem is the presene of small divisors{ that we have found in onnetion with the nonexistene of �rst integralsproved by Poinar�e. The diÆulty is avoided by splitting the perturbationin suh a manner that at every step in the normalization proess only a



86 Chapter 5�nite number of Fourier harmonis are taken into aount, and restritingthe ation domain to a loal one where ritial resonanes are assumed notto exist. The latter property is stated here only as an assumption. The on-strution of suitable domains is left to the geometri part of the proof, thatwill be developed in set. 5.3.5.2.1 Splitting the Fourier expansion of the perturbationIn the following, a speial role will be played by those funtions whih have a�nite Fourier representation. Thus, let me state some elementary but usefulproperties. For a non{negative integer K, denote by FK the distinguishedlass of funtions whih do not ontain Fourier harmonis with jkj > K. Thefollowing properties are immediately heked: if f 2 FK and g 2 FK0 thenf + g 2 Fmax(K;K0), fg 2 FK+K0 and ff; gg 2 FK+K0 . Moreover, lookingat the triangular diagram (4.5) one heks by indution that if fs 2 FsKand �s 2 FsK , then one has Ejfs 2 F(j+s)K , and so also gs 2 FsK . Briey,the algebrai sheme of Lie transform is onsistent with the request that atevery order s all funtions are of lass FsK .Our �rst step onsists in splitting the perturbation f(p; q; ") in a suitableform that allows us to work at every step with a �nite number of Fourierharmonis.2 To this end, let us pik a positive integer K and write theHamiltonian (5.1) in the expanded form(5:5) H(p; q) = H0(p) +H1(p; q) +H2(p; q) + : : : ;where H0(p) = h(p) and Hs(p; q) for s � 1 is of lass FsK . This may bedone in many ways, the most immediate one being the following: using theFourier expansion f(p; q) = Xk2Zn fk(p) exp�ihk; qi�2 The reader who is familiar with the traditional methods of expanding all fun-tions in power series of a perturbation parameter " an reover the lassialsheme by supposing that in the "{expansion of the perturbation the oef-�ient of "s ontains only Fourier harmonis exp(ihk; qi) with jkj � sK forsome positive integer K. The proedure adopted here means only that suhan assumption is not really restritive: just use the deay of the Fourier oef-�ients in order to split the Hamiltonian as indiated in the text. This is notreally new: see Poinar�e, [40℄ Tome II, h. XIII, x 147. Let me only antiipatea fat that is perhaps unexpeted: hoosing the trunation parameter K byasking, e.g., e�K� � " is naive and not really onvenient. As will be evidentfrom the proedure of optimization of parameters in set. 5.4.2 the best hoieis K � 1=� .



Exponential stability 87de�ne(5:6) H1(p; q) = " X0�jkj�K fk(p) exp�ihk; qi� ;H2(p; q) = " XK<jkj�2K fk(p) exp�ihk; qi� ;: : : : : :I emphasize that this proedure breaks the plain traditional sheme of on-sidering series expansions in the perturbation parameter ". In partiular,this introdues an arbitrary quantity K. However, at the end of the proofwe shall see that there is a natural hoie for K.The splitting of the Hamiltonian in the form above has a quantitativejusti�ation based on the exponential deay of the Fourier oeÆients of ananalyti funtion. This is stated ny the followingLemma 5.2: Assume that f(p; q) is analyti in G% �Tn2�, and thatjf j%;2� <1:Then, kHsk%;� � hs�1F ; s � 1 ;with the onstants h and F de�ned byh = e�K�=2 ; F = "�1 + e��=21� e��=2�n jf j%;2� :Proof. The proof is an immediate onsequene of the well known estimatejfkj% � jf j%;2� e�2jkj�for the Fourier oeÆients fk(p) (see set. 4.2.3). For, by de�nition of thenorm, kHsk%;� � " jf j%;2� X(s�1)K<jkj e�jkj� ;and the laim follows in view of the following estimate: for any positiveinteger N ,Xjkj�N e�jkj� � e�N�=2�Xj2Z e�jjj�=2�n = e�N�=2�1 + e��=21� e��=2�n :Q.E.D.



88 Chapter 55.2.2 Formal shemeLet me now ome to the normal form for the Hamiltonian (5.5), using theformalism of Lie transform. The Lie transform atually de�nes a anoni-al transformation, that we may perform diretly on the Hamiltonian dis-regarding the fat that we an write the oordinate transformation in ex-pliit form. The underlying oordinate transformation will not be exploitedhere: the knowledge of approximate �rst integrals will be enough, as willbe disussed in set. 5.2.4. We look for a trunated generating sequene�(r) = f�1; : : : ; �rg, where r is an arbitrary but �xed positive integer, andfor a funtion Z(r) = Z0 + : : :+ Zr that satisfy the equation(5:7) T�(r)Z(r) = H0 + : : :+Hr +Q(r+1) :The funtions Z1; : : : ; Zr must be determined so that they are \in normalform", i.e., they have some nie property that we are going to identify, whileQ(r+1) is a not yet normalized remainder of order greater than r.In order to put equation (5.7) in a more expliit form, redraw the �rstr rows of the triangular diagram (4.5) with H0; H1; : : : in plae of g0; g1; : : :and Z1; : : : ; Zr in plae of f1; : : : ; fr (so that all olumns orresponding tofr+1; : : : are atually empty). That is, write
(5:8)

H0 Z0#H1 E1Z0 Z1# #H2 E2Z0 E1Z1 Z2# # #... ... ... ... . . .Hr ErZ0 Er�1Z1 Er�2Z2 � � � ZrThis gives(5:9) H0 = Z0H1 = E1Z0 + Z1: : : : : :Hr = ErZ0 + Er�1Z1 + : : :+ ZrThe expliit expression of the remainder Q(r+1) is of no use here. Using thede�nition (4.4) of Es in the form(5:10) EsH0 = L�sH0 + s�1Xj=1 jsL�jEs�jH0



Exponential stability 89and in view of L�sH0 = �LH0�s, one immediately obtains the equations(5:11) Zs � LH0�s = 	s ; s = 1; : : : ; r ;where 	s is known, being3(5:12) 	1 = H1 ;	s = Hs � s�1Xj=1 js �L�jHs�j + Es�jZj� for 2 � s � r :Equation (5.11) is similar to (3.4), that we have found in trying toonstrut �rst integrals. The relevant di�erene is the new unknown Zs thatappears here. This allows us to make a little useful hange in the form ofthe solution that we have found in set. 3.1.1. Expand again 	s in Fourierseries as 	s(p; q) = Xk2Zn  k(p) exp(ihk; qi) ;with known oeÆients  k(p), and onsider the same expansion for �s andZs, with unknown oeÆients k(p) and zk(p), respetively. Then equa-tion (5.11) splits into the system of equations for the oeÆients(5:13) zk(p)� i
k � !(p)� k(p) =  k(p) ; !(p) = �H0�p :The problem that the expression 
k �!(p)�may vanish is still there, of ourse.However, we may take advantage from the fat that we always work withtrunated Fourier series: the funtion 	s is of lass FsK . Hene, we mayrestrit the ation variables to belong to a loal open domain (to be betteridenti�ed later), and solve the equations (5.13) with the following simplerule: if 
k � !(p)� = 0 somewhere in the domain, then put zk =  k and3 This is a bit triky. Putting s in plae of r in the last of (5.9) and using (5.10)�nd 	s = Hs �Ps�1j=1 jsL�jEs�jZ0 �Ps�1j=1 Es�jZj :Replae in the �rst sum Es�jZ0 = Hs�j � Ps�jl=1 Es�j�lZl (whih isagain the last of (5.9) with s � j in plae of r), split the seond sumas Ps�1j=1 � � � = Ps�1j=1 js � � � +Ps�1j=1 s�js � � �, and use the reursive de�nitionEs�j =Ps�jl=1 ls�jL�lEs�j�l to get	s = Hs �Ps�1j=1 jsL�jHs�j �Ps�1j=1 jsEs�jZj+Ps�1j=1Ps�jl=1 jsL�jEs�j�lZl �Ps�1j=1Ps�jl=1 lsL�lEs�j�lZj :The �rst line gives (5.12). By exhanging the sums, whih requires replaingthe limits 1 � j � s� 1 ; 1 � l � s� j with 1 � l � s� 1 ; 1 � j � s� l, theontribution of the seond line is seen to vanish.



90 Chapter 5k = 0; else put zk = 0 and determine k ask(p) = i  k(p)
k � !(p)� :5.2.3 An expliit expression for the remainderThe algorithm of the previous setion shows how to onstrut the normalform Z(r). However, the anonial transformation to normal form also pro-dues a remainder. An expliit expression that will be useful for the analyt-ial estimates may be found as follows.Realling (5.7), and sine the operator T� is invertible, we may onstruta funtion R(r+1) starting with terms of order r + 1 and satisfying(5:14) T�(r)�Z(r) +R(r+1)� = H :Indeed, this equation says nothing new with respet to (5.7), but it is usefulbeause it gives immediately(5:15) R(r+1) = T�1�(r)H � Z(r)Using the expression (4.7) for T�1� we get(5:16) R(r+1) =Xs>r�s�1Xj=0DjHs�j � sXj=1 jsDs�j(	j � Zj)� :This is found by writing the remainder as R(r+1) = Ps>rPsj=0DjHs�j ,and by usingDsH0 = � sXj=1 jsDs�jL�jH0 = � sXj=1 jsDs�jL�j (	j � Zj) ;in view of (5.11).5.2.4 Trunated �rst integralsHaving onstruted the generating sequene �(r) and the normal form Z(r) itis an easy matter to onstrut trunated �rst integrals. Indeed, it is enough touse the property of the Lie transform of preserving the Poisson brakets. For,let �0(p; q) be a funtion whih is in involution with Z(r), i.e., f�0; Z(r)g = 0.Then the funtion T��0 is an approximated �rst integral for the HamiltonianH in the sense that the Poisson braket fT��0; Hg is of order r+1. This isseen as follows. Compute(5:17) fT��0; Hg = �T��0; T��Z(r) +R(r+1)�	 = T�f�0;R(r+1)g :This proves that any funtion �0 whih is in involution with Z(r) gener-ates an approximate �rst integral � = T��0. It remains to indiate howto make a hoie for �0. Reall that Z(r) is in normal form, i.e., that its



Exponential stability 91Fourier expansion ontains only Fourier harmonis exp�ihk; qi� with k 2 M,a resonane module. I laim that any funtion(5:18) �0 = h�; pi ; 0 6= � ?Mis a �rst integral. For, writing Z(r) =Pk2M zk(p) exp�ihk; qi� alulate��0; Z(r)	 = �i Xk2Mhk; �izk(p) exp�ihk; qi� = 0in view of � ? M . We onlude that there exist n � dimM �rst integralsfor Z(r) whih are independent and in involution: just hoose n � dimMindependent real vetors � ?M . The reader will easily hek that in generalthere are no further independent �rst integrals for Z(r), unless the latterhappens to have a very speial form.5.2.5 Quantitative estimates on the generating sequeneA more preise formulation of the remarks at the end of set. 5.2.2 is basedon the following tehnial de�nitions.(i) A resonane module is a subgroup M 2 Zn satisfying span(M) \Zn =M.4(ii) A funtion Z(p; q) is said to be in normal form with respet to theresonane module M in ase its Fourier expansion has the formZ(p; q) = Xk2M zk(p) exp(ihk; qi) ;namely, if it ontains only harmonis belonging to M (resonant har-monis).(iii) A set V � Rn is said to be a non{resonane domain of type (M; �; Æ;N)in asejhk; !(p)ij > � for all p 2 VÆ ; k 2 Zn nM and jkj � N :Here, � and Æ are positive parameters, N is a positive integer, M is aresonane module, and VÆ is the omplex extension of the real domainV, as desribed in set. 4.2.2.4 Here, both M and Zn are onsidered as subsets of Rn, and span(M) is thelinear subspae in Rn spanned by M. In order to understand the de�nition,remark that having given a subgroupM� Zn one an always extrat a propersubset M0 �M of the same dimension as M, whih is still a subgroup. E.g.,let dimM = 2 and e1; e2 be a basis; then the vetors e01 = 2e1 + e2 ; e02 =e1 + 2e2 may be used as a basis that generates a subgroup M0 whih is aproper subset of M. For instane, the vetor e1 + e2 belongs to M but notto M0. The apparently strange ondition span(M) \ Zn = M exludes suha module M0, whih is learly unsuitable for our purposes.



92 Chapter 5The non{resonane domain is the subset of the ation spae where the Hamil-tonian an be given a normal form with respet to the given resonane mod-ule. Indeed, still referring to the equation (5.13) for the oeÆients of theFourier expansion, the equation (5.11) an be onsistently solved as follows: ifk 2 M, then put zk =  k and k = 0; else put zk = 0 and k = i k=hk; !(p)i.Let me now ome to quantitative estimates. We onsider the Hamil-tonian funtion restrited to the domain VÆ � Tn�. The aim is to give esti-mates for the new funtions �1; : : : ; �r and Z1; : : : ; Zr in a restrited domainV(1�d)Æ �Tn(1�d)�.First of all, remark that if k	sk(1�d0)(Æ;�) is known for some d0 < 1,then the de�nition of the norm together with the form above of the solutionof (5.11) and the de�nition of non{resonane domain immediately give(5:19)k�sk(1�d0)(Æ;�) � 1� k	sk(1�d0)(Æ;�) ; kZsk(1�d0)(Æ;�) � k	sk(1�d0)(Æ;�) :The quantitative estimates for the trunated generating funtion areolleted in the followingLemma 5.3: On a non resonane domain V of type (M; �; Æ;N) onsiderthe Hamiltonian (5.5) and let kHskÆ;� � hs�1F for some F > 0 and h � 0.Then for any positive d < 1 the trunated generating funtion �(r) that givesthe Hamiltonian the normal form (5.7) satis�es(5:20) k	sk(1�d)(Æ;�) � bs�1s F ; k�sk(1�d)(Æ;�) � bs�1s Gwith(5:21) b = 16(r � 1)Fe�d2Æ� + 4h ; G = F� :Proof. Remarking that the de�nition (5.12) of 	s involves Poisson brak-ets, and so a restrition of the domains in the estimate, �x the �nal restritiond < 1 of the domain, and de�ne(5:22) ds =rs� 1r � 1 d ; 1 � s � r :Look now for an estimate of k	sk(1�ds)(Æ;�), from whih the estimate fork�sk(1�ds)(Æ;�) is obtained in view of (5.19). To this end, look for two se-quenes f�sg1�s�r and f~#s;jg0�s�r ; 1�j�r suh that(5:23) k	sk(1�ds)(Æ;�) � �sF ; kEsZjk(1�ds+j )(Æ;�) � ~#s;jF :In view of 	1 = H1 we may hoose �1 = 1, and in view of E0Zj = Zj andof kZjk(1�dj)(Æ;�) � k	jk(1�dj)(Æ;�) we an set ~#0;j = �j . Using the seond



Exponential stability 93of (5.12), for s � 2 we getk	sk(1�ds)(Æ;�) � hs�1F + s�1Xj=1 js � 2�jFhs�j�1eds(ds � dj)Æ�� + ~#s�j;j�F :On the other hand, by the de�nition of the operator Es, for s � 1 we havekEsZjk(1�ds+j)(Æ;�) � sXl=1 ls � 2F 2�l ~#s�l;je(ds+j � dl)(ds+j � ds+j�l)Æ�� :In view of (5.22) and of the elementary inequality5�ps� 1�pj � 1��ps� 1�ps� j � 1� � 12 for 1 � j � s� 1we get 1(ds+j � dl)(ds+j � ds+j�l)= r � 1�ps+ j � 1�pl� 1��ps+ j � 1�ps+ j � l� 1�d2 � 2(r � 1)d2and, realling that in the estimate for k	sk(1�ds)(Æ;�) we must onsider 1 �j < s, 1ds(ds � dj) = r � 1ps� 1�ps� 1�pj � 1�d2 � 2(r � 1)d2 :Thus, the sequenes f�sg and f~#s;jg may be de�ned as(5:24) �s = hs�1 + Crs s�1Xj=1 j�jhs�j�1 + 1s s�1Xj=1 j ~#s�j;j~#s;j = Crs sXl=1 l�l ~#s�l;j ;5 For s = 2 we have only j = 1, and the inequality is trivially true. For s > 2let x = (j� 1)=(s� 2) and a =p(s� 1)=(s� 2), so that the expression to beminimized is (s � 2)'(x), with '(x) = (a �px)(a �p1� x), for 0 � x � 1and a > 1. With a further hange of variable set x = sin2 # with 0 � # � �=2,and get by substitution '(#) = (a� sin#)(a� os#) = a2� a(sin#+os#)+sin# os#. By di�erentiation get '0(#) = �a(os#� sin#)+ os2 #� sin2 # =�(os# � sin#)(a � os# � sin#). For os# � sin# = 0 with 0 � # � �=2the funtion '(#) has a maximum, that we forget. For os#+ sin# = a, andso also sin# os# = (a2 � 1)=2, the funtion '(#) has a minimum with value(a2 � 1)=2. At that point we have (s� 2)'(x) = 1=2.



94 Chapter 5with(5:25) Cr = 4(r � 1)Fe�d2Æ� :We are thus led to investigate the behaviour of the sequenes (5.24), withinitial values �1 = 1 and ~#0;j = �j . Let me stress that all we need is anestimate of the sequene �s, beause this gives the estimate for the generatingfuntion.The seond sequene is immediately seen to give ~#s;j = �j ~#s;1; for, thisis true for s = 0, and is easily heked by indution for s > 0. Hene, wemay set #s = ~#s;1 and onsider the double sequene(5:26) �s = hs�1 + Crs s�1Xj=1 j�jhs�j�1 + 1s s�1Xj=1 j�j#s�j#s = Crs sXj=1 j�j#s�j ;with initial values �1 = #0 = 1 . Multiplying the �rst by Cr and subtratingit from the seond we get#s = Cr�s � Crhs�1 � C2rs s�1Xj=1 j�jhs�j�1 ;so that #s is determined by �1; : : : ; �s�1 only. Replaing #s�j as given bythe latter expression in the �rst of (5.26) we estimate6�s = hs�1 + Crs s�1Xj=1 j�j�s�j � C2rs s�1Xj=1 j�j s�j�1Xl=1 ls� j �lhs�j�l�1< hs�1 + Crs s�1Xj=1 j�j�s�j= hs�1 + Cr s�1Xj=1 �j�s�j :Here, we have removed the negative term in the �rst line in view of the fatthat all ontributions in the sum are positive and that in view of (5.26) allquantities �1; : : : ; �s�1 are positive. I laim(5:27) �s � (Cr + h)s�1�s ;6 UsePs�1j=1 j�j�s�j =Ps�1j=1(s� j)�j�s�j = (s=2)Ps�1j=1 �j�s�j .



Exponential stability 95where the sequene f�sgs�1 is de�ned as(5:28) �1 = 1 ; �s = s�1Xj=1 �j�s�j :This is easily seen by indution.7 The latter sequene is a well known one.We have indeed(5:29) �s = 2s�1(2s� 3)!!s! � 4s�1s ;where the standard notation (2n+1)!! = 1 �3 � : : : � (2n+1) has been used. Toprove it, let the funtion g(z) be de�ned as g(z) =Ps�1 �szs, so that �s =g(s)(0)=s!. Then it is immediate to hek that the reursive de�nition (5.28)is equivalent to the equation g = z + g2. By repeated di�erentiation of thelatter equation one readily �ndsg0 = 11� 2g ; : : : ; g(s) = 2s�1(2s� 3)!!(1� 2g)2s�1(hek by indution). This gives the equality in (5.29). Replaing �s � 4s�1=sin (5.27) and realling (5.19) and (5.23) the laim of the lemma fol-lows. Q.E.D.5.2.6 Estimates for the normal formWe onsider again the Hamiltonian (5.1) haraterized by the parameters%, � and " as stated at the beginning of set. 5.2, with the hypothe-ses i. and ii. formulated there. No use will be made here of the hypothesis iii. ,whih will play instead a relevant role in the geometri part. We atuallyonsider the Hamiltonian on a restrited domain VÆ � G%, where V is a nonresonane domain.The results onerning the anonial transformation are olleted in thefollowingProposition 5.4: Consider the Hamiltonian (5.1); let V be a non{resonane domain of type (M; �; Æ; rK), and assume(5:30) � := r"A�Æ + 4e�K�=2 � 12 ; A = 210e� �1 + e��=21� e��=2�n jf j%;2� :7 It is true for s = 1. For s > 1 evaluate�s < hs�1 + Cr(Cr + h)s�2Ps�1j=1 �j�s�j< (Cr + h)s�2hh+ CrPs�1j=1 �j�s�ji< (Cr + h)s�1Ps�1j=1 �j�s�j = (Cr + h)s�1�s ;where the indution hypothesis has been used in the �rst inequality.



96 Chapter 5Then:(i) there exists a �nite generating sequene �(r) = f�1; : : : ; �rg, with �s 2FsK whih transforms the Hamiltonian toH(r)(p; q) = h(p) + Z1(p; q) + : : :+ Zr(p; q) +R(r+1)(p; q) ;where Z1; : : : ; Zr are in normal form with respet to the resonane mod-ule M and Zs 2 FsK ;(ii) the generating sequene de�nes an analyti anonial transformation onthe domain V 34 Æ �Tn, with the propertiesV 58 Æ � T�V 34 Æ � V 78 Æ ; V 58 Æ � T�1� V 34 Æ � V 78 Æ ;and moreover in V 34 Æ one has(5:31) ��p� T�(r)p�� � Æ16 ; ��p� T�1�(r)p�� � Æ16 :(iii) the remainder R(r+1) is estimated byR(r+1) 34 (Æ;�) � B"�r ; B = e�27A :Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) is a rather straightforward appliation ofthe results of the previous setions in this hapter, together with the quanti-tative estimates on the Lie transform in set. 4.2.5. Split the perturbation fas given in set. 5.2.1, and use the estimates of lemma 5.2. Then apply propo-sition 4.3 and lemma 4.4 with the onstants b and G given by lemma 5.3and with d = 1=8. The value of � omes from(5:32) 2eGd2Æ� + b = 2eF�d2Æ� + 16(r � 1)Fe�d2Æ� + 4h � 16rFe�d2Æ� + 4h =: �d ;setting d = 1=8 and substituting h and F as given by lemma 5.2. The proof of(iii) requires a little more work. Reall the expression (5.16) of the remainder,and use the following estimates that follow from the form of the solution ofeq. (5.11) and from (5.32):kDjHs�jk(1�2d)(Æ;�) � �jdhs�j�1F � �s�1d F4s�j�1 ;k	j � Zjk(1�d)(Æ;�) � k	jk(1�d)(Æ;�) � �j�1d Fj ;kDs�j(	j � Zj)k(1�2d)(Æ;�) � �s�1d Fj :Then evaluateR(r+1)(1�2d)Æ;� � FXs>r �s�1d �s�1Xj=0 14s�j�1 + sXj=1 1s� � 3F �rd1� �d ;and (iii) follows by setting d = 1=8 and using the ondition (5.30). Q.E.D.



Exponential stability 975.2.7 Loal stability lemmaWe now use the existene of approximate �rst integrals for the Hamiltonianin normal form in order to investigate the dynamis inside a non{resonanedomain V of type (M; �; Æ; rK). In view of the statement (i) of proposi-tion 5.4 and of the disussion in set. 5.2.4 we know that there are n�dimMapproximate �rst integrals of the form � = T��0, with �0 = h�; pi, with� ?M. We may assume that j�j = 1, whih is not a restrition.The formal statement of the loal stability estimate is given by thefollowingLemma 5.5: (Loal stability lemma.) With the same hypotheses of propo-sition 5.4, the following statement holds true: if �q(t); p(t)� is an orbit satis-fying p(t) 2 V for t 2 [��; �+℄, with �� < 0 < �+ then we havedist�p(t);�M(p(0))� < 12Æfor all t 2 [��; �+℄ \ [�t�; t�℄, wheret� = DÆ4"�r ; D = 24A :with A as in proposition 5.4Here, �M(p) is the plane through p generated by M; formally:�M(p) = fp0 2 Rn : p0 � p 2 span(M)g :Adopting the language introdued by Nekhoroshev, the plane �M�p(0)� =p(0)+ span(M) will be alled plane of fast drift. Moreover, we all deforma-tion the nonlinear ontributions to the funtions �, whih ause the orbit toosillate around the plane of fast drift. Finally, we say that the remaindergenerates a noise that may ause a slow motion of the orbit in a diretiontransversal to the plane of fast drift; we all this slow motion di�usion.Proof. Let � = T��0 = �0+�1+: : :+�r be an approximate �rst integralwith �0 = h�; pi, where � ?M and j�j = 1. Use the elementary estimate���0(t)� �0(0)�� � ���0(t)� �(t)��+ ���(t)� �(0)��+ ���(0)� �0(0)�� :In view of (5.31) the �rst and the third term in the r.h.s. is overall boundedby Æ=8. In order to estimate the seond term we use�� _�(p; q)�� � T���0;R(r+1)	 12 (Æ;�) � 16B"e� �r for (p; q) 2 VÆ=2 �Tn ;This follows from the expression (5.17) of _�, the estimate of the remainderin proposition 5.4 the estimate (4.15) of the derivative of a funtion withrespet to the angles q together with j�j = 1, and the estimate (4.22) for the
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Figure 5.1. Illustrating the loal stability estimate. The orbit start-ing at the point p remains in a small neighbourhood of the plane offast drift, unless it leaves the loal domain.transformation with T�.8 Thus,���(t)� �(0)�� � jtj 1D"�r ;whih is smaller than Æ=4 if jtj � t� , as laimed. Thus the distane of theorbit from the plane through p(0) determined by �0 of the form above isbounded by Æ=2, whatever is �. Hene, the same is true for the plane of fastdrift �M(p(0)), whih by de�nition is the intersetion of planes of the typeonsidered above. Q.E.D.The result of the previous lemma may look mysterious and disappointing: inrude words, it's hard to see where is the result. Let me make a short break andillustrate it in an informal way, with the help of �g. 5.1.Let us forget for a moment the remainder R(r+1), i.e., let us suppose that the�rst integrals above are true ones. Consider an orbit p(t) with initial point p(0) 2 V.The n�dimM funtions �0 = h�; pi above determine a plane �M(p(0)) = p(0)+span(M) through the point p(0) whih is approximately invariant for the orbit, inthe sense that the orbit moves inside a strip of width Æ=4 around this plane: this isthe deformation, whih is bounded in view of the invariane of the funtions � andof the estimate (5.31). However, the desription above eases to apply if the orbitesapes from the domain V | an event that we an not exlude a priori. E.g., inthe situation illustrated in �g. 5.1 the orbit may well esape through the bases of8 The reader may need an hint on how to deal with the restrition of domains.Remark that f�0;R(r+1)g = �Pnl=1 �l �R(r+1)�ql . Thus, making a restrition18 (Æ; �) of the domain and realling that j�j = 1, we get kf�0;R(r+1)gk 58 (Æ;�) �8Be� "�r . Finally, use the general estimate (4.22) for the Lie transform of afuntion with a further restrition of the domain by 18 (Æ; �), so that the �nalestimate is valid in 12 (Æ; �). This gives the wanted estimate.



Exponential stability 99the strip, namely, the intersetions of the strip with the boundary of the domain V.It should be remarked that, due to the form of the generating funtion and of theoordinate transformation generated by it, the deviation from the planar motiondue to the deformation may be desribed as a quasi{periodi motion.Let us now take into aount the e�et of the remainder. In view of (5.17) thetime derivative of the approximate �rst integral � is of the order of the remainder,i.e., it is hopefully very small. This implies that the orbit may present a very slowmotion in an arbitrary diretion, possibly transversal to the plane of fast drift,whih is superimposed to the quasi{periodi motion of the deformation. However,if we onsider a strip of width, e.g., Æ=2 around the plane of fast drift then theorbit must travel a distane Æ=4 in addition to that allowed by the deformation,whih takes a long time, anyway. Again, this is true provided the orbit remains inthe non resonane domain | whih is not granted by our estimates.Thus, we know a lot about the behaviour of the orbit as long as it remainsin V. The natural question is: what happens if the orbit leaves the non{resonanedomain? The analyti theory that we have developed, being loal, does not an-swer this question. We need further information. The answer will be given by thegeometri part of the proof.5.3 Geometri partThe aim of the geometri part is to onstrut a overing of the ation do-mainW by non resonane domains to whih the analyti onstrution of thenormal form may be applied. Thus, the �rst goal is to identify the domainswhere unwanted resonanes do not appear. However, this is not enough: wemust also take into aount the motion along the plane of fast drift dueto the ow. To this end, the non resonane domains must satisfy a strongondition | the non{overlapping of resonanes | whih essentially meansthat the planes of fast drift should not reate paths that allow the orbit todi�use through the ation spae. In this onstrution the onditions (5.4), inpartiular the ondition of onvexity of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, willplay a major role.Suppose that we are given the domain W of the ation variables, to beextended to the omplex domain WÆ � G%, a positive integer N , to be iden-ti�ed with rK of the analyti part, and a real analyti mapping !(p) = �h�psatisfying onWÆ the onvexity and boundedness onditions (5.4). We look fora overing of W with non{resonane domains of type M; �s=2; Æs; N whereM is a resonane module, and the parameters �s and Æs are determined asfuntions of Æ, N , s = dimM, the onvexity and boundedness parametersm and M in (5.4) and the number n of degrees of freedom.5.3.1 Geography of resonanesLet us start with a series of basi de�nitions. The reader who is not familiarwith this matter may �nd it useful to look at the disussion with examplesand �gures at the end of the setion.



100 Chapter 5(i) N{moduli and resonane parameters. Let M� Zn be a resonane mod-ule, and let the subset MN of M be de�ned asMN = �k 2 M : jkj � N	 :M will be said to be a N{module in ase MN ontains s = dimM inde-pendent vetors.To every N{module of dimension s we shall assoiate a positive resonaneparameter �s with �0 < �1 : : : < �n .(ii) Resonant manifold. To a resonant N{module M we assoiate the res-onant manifold �M de�ned as the set of points in W whih are exatlyresonant with M. Formally:�M = �p 2 W : hk; !(p)i = 0 8k 2 M	 :(iii) Resonant zone. The resonant zone of multipliity s assoiated to theresonane N{module M with dimM = s is de�ned asZM = �p 2 W : ��hk; !(p)i�� < �s for s independent k 2 M	 :(iv) Resonant region of multipliity s. The union of all resonant zones ofmultipliity s forms the resonant region Z�s . For s = n + 1 we de�ne theorresponding resonant region as being empty. Formally:Z�s = [dimM=sZM for 0 � s � n ; Z�n+1 = ; :Remark that, by de�nition (iii), Z�0 =W.(v) Resonant blok. We subtrat from a resonant zone of multipliity s ev-erything belonging to the resonant region of multipliity s + 1; this de�nesthe resonant blok BM. Formally:BM = �ZM n Z�s+1� :(vi) Resonant plane. To every p 2 BM we assoiate the s{dimensional reso-nant plane through p de�ned as�M(p) = p+ span(M) :(vii) Extended plane. A strip of width 2Æs around the resonant plane �M(p)is the extended resonant plane. Formally:�M;Æs(p) = �p0 2 Rn : dist�p0;�M(p)� < Æs	 :(viii) Cylinder and its basis. We take the intersetion of an extended reso-nant plane through p with the resonant zone that p belongs to, and take theonneted part of this set that ontains p; this de�nes the ylinder CM;Æs(p).Formally, we onstrut CM;Æs(p) = �M;Æs(p) \ ZM



Exponential stability 101and selet the onneted omponent as said above. The basis of the ylinderis the intersetion of the ylinder with the boundary of the resonant zone,i.e., �ZM \�M;Æs(p) .(ix) Extended blok. The union of all ylinders generated by points of thesame blok de�nes the extended blok. Formally:BM;Æs = [p2BM CM;Æs(p) :Moreover, we will denote with �BM;Æs�Æ the further Æ extension in the om-plex of the set BM;Æs .At this point an instant of pause is perhaps mandatory. So. let us reonsider inmore detail the hain of de�nitions above, making use of the very simple exampleof a system with two degrees of freedom, so that n = 2, and with unperturbedHamiltonian h(p) = (p21 + p22)=2.The de�nition of N{moduli is learly related to the onstrution of the normalform in the analyti part: a Fourier uto� on the perturbation is essential in orderto avoid the negative result of Poinar�e's theorem. The resonane parameters atthis point look as guys playing a mysterious role. Let's skip them for the moment:they will show up during the onstrution.The de�nitions (ii){(v) are the kernel of the geography of resonane. The aimis to onstrut domains where we know whih resonanes of maximal order N areative. The de�nitions are better illustrated by making referene to the simpleHamiltonian above. The unperturbed frequenies in that ase are !1 = p1 and!2 = p2. Let us take N = 1 and let W be a neighbourhood of the origin of R2;e.g., let us onsider an ellipti neighbourhood of the origin, as in �g. 5.2. Thereare only four N{moduli, namely the 0{dimensional module M0 = f0g, two 1{dimensional moduliM(0;1) and M(1;0) generated by the integer vetors (0; 1) and(1; 0), respetively, and the 2{dimensional module M2 = Z2. The orrespondingresonant manifolds and resonant zones are represented in �g. 5.2.The resonant manifolds are:�M0 =WÆ , the whole domain.�M(1;0) : the manifold p1 = 0, i.e., the axis p2.�M(0;1) : the manifold p2 = 0, i.e., the axis p1.�M2 : the point p1 = p2 = 0, i.e., the origin.The resonant zones are the parts of the domain where some expression hk;!i withjkj � N beomes small. That is, some neighbourhood of the resonant manifolds.Looking at �gure 5.2 we have:Z0 : the whole domain.Z(1;0) : the vertial strip around the axis p2.Z(0;1) : the horizontal strip around the axis p1.Z2 : a square around the origin.Note that the width of the resonant zones inreases with the multipliity.The resonant regions are haraterized as the parts of the whole domain wherewe know that there are at least s resonanes. Looking at �gs. 5.2 and 5.3 we have:Z�0 : the whole domain, one more.Z�1 : the ross shaped region around the axes represented in �g. 5.3.
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Figure 5.2. Illustrating the onstrution of the resonant zones. Thedomain W is the ellipse around the origin of the p1; p2 plane. Theresonant manifold �0 and the resonant region Z0 oinide (upper left�gure). The resonant manifolds �(1;0) and �(0;1) are the axes p1 andp2, respetively. The orresponding resonant zones are the grey stripsZ(0;1) (upper right �gure) and Z(1;0) (lower left �gure). The resonantmanifold �2 is the origin, and the resonant zone assoiated to it is thegrey retangle Z2 (lower right �gure).Z�2 : oinides with Z2 , the square area around the origin in �g. 5.2.The de�nition of the resonant region of multipliity n+1 is just tehnial: we needit in order to simplify the de�nition of bloks.We now onstrut a blok of multipliity s by piking a resonant zone of thesame multipliity and taking out everything that belongs to a resonant region ofmultipliity s+ 1. Reall that a resonant zone has a resonane module assoiatedwith it: we know exatly whih resonanes are there. Therefore the resonant bloksof multipliity s turn out to be the domains where there are exatly s resonanes,and we know whih ones. Looking at �g. 5.4 we have:BM0 : the four setors obtained by subtrating from the domain W the rossshaped region Z�1 .BM(1;0) : the two vertial short strips.BM(0;1) : the two horizontal short strips.BM2 : again, this oinides with Z2 , represented in �g. 5.2.
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Figure 5.3. Showing the resonant region Z�1 . This is the ross shapedgrey region, onstruted as the union of the resonant zones Z(1;0) andZ(0;1) in �g. 5.2.

Figure 5.4. Illustrating the onstrution of the resonant bloks. Theblok BM0 of multipliity 0 is the union of the four grey setors (left).The bloks BM(1;0) and B(0;1) are the union of the two horizontal andvertial short strips, respetively.The bloks are a overing ofW, not a partition. For instane, the bloks BM0and BM2 in our example have a non{empty intersetion | whih is harmless, aswe shall see later. However, by onstrution, there is no overlap between bloksof the same multipliity. Thus, the struture of the bloks is an exellent basisfor onstruting the non{resonane domains that we need in the analyti part.Unfortunately, the ation oordinates that we are using are not the best ones. Weknow from the analyti part that there are better ation oordinates | the onesthat give the Hamiltonian a normal form up to some high order. We also knowthat the latter oordinates di�er from the original ones by a small amount, that wehave alled the deformation. The new oordinates are better than the original ones,but they are not perfet: besides the deformation there is a noise in the dynamis,due to the remainder of the normalization proedure. The noise ould ause a slowdi�usion. This makes somehow fuzzy the plain piture of the bloks.
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Figure 5.5. Illustrating the onstrution of the ylinders in the aseof dimension 2. The point p00 belongs to a resonant blok of multi-pliity 0; the orresponding ylinder is atually a disk. The points pand p0 belong to resonant bloks of multipliity 1, and support one di-mensional planes of fast drift. The orresponding ylinders CM(p) andCM0(p0) are the grey strips. Remark that the ylinder CM0(p0) has anon{empty intersetion with the resonant zone of multipliity 2. Thisis harmless, however.The de�nitions (vi){(viii) ontinue the onstrution while paying some atten-tion to the dynamis. Take any point p in a given resonant blok assoiated to aresonane N{module M, and try to imagine where the orbit through p may go.In view of the loal stability lemma 5.5 the orbit remains lose to a plane throughp parallel to M. The plane is exatly the resonant plane of de�nition (vi), andthe strip used there in order to ontrol both the deformation and the noise is theextended plane of de�nition (vii). Letting aside the partiular model onsideredtill now, and referring to a generi system with 2 degrees of freedom, the ylindersare illustrated in �g. 5.5. For a point p00 in the blok of multipliity 0 there isatually no resonant plane (just beause dimM = 0); the ylinder is atually adisk. For p in a blok BM of multipliity 1 the ylinder is a strip lipped at theborder of the orresponding zone ZM. Remark that the ylinder may well extendover the border of the blok: for instane, the ylinder CM;Æ(p0) in �g. 5.5 overlapsthe resonant zone of multipliity 2. This is harmless, provided the ylinder has still
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Figure 5.6. The di�usion of an orbit due to overlapping of a ylin-der with a di�erent resonant zone of the same multipliity. An orbitwith initial point p may move in the ylinder CM;Æ(p) until it reahesthe ylinder CM0;Æ(p0). Then it moves in the latter ylinder, possiblygetting out of its initial resonant blok. This mehanism may reatehannels of di�usion for the orbits.empty intersetion with other resonant zones of the same multipliity 1. This is adeliate point that deserves some further attention.A dangerous situation that must be avoided is illustrated in the next �gure 5.6:the ylinder assoiated to p 2 BM has a nonempty intersetion with a resonant zoneZM0 , with M0 6=M. The orbit through p may well enter the resonant zone ZM0| this is not prevented by lemma 5.5. But in this ase the orbit may get lose to aresonant plane assoiated to another point in the resonant zone ZM0 | the pointp0 in the �gure. Again, lemma 5.5 does not forbid the orbit to follow that plane,thus getting out of the ylinder CM;Æ(p). This proess may possibly repeat, thusgenerating a sort of ommuniation hannel that allows the orbit to di�use throughdi�erent resonant regions of the same multipliity but with di�erent resonanes,and to get very far from its initial point. This phenomenon has beome known asoverlapping of resonanes. The hoie of the resonane parameters �0 < �1 < : : : <�n plays a main role here. The inreasing width of the resonant zones reates asort of safety border that allows the ylinders to enter the resonant zones of highermultipliity, being still bounded far from the zones of the same multipliity.
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Figure 5.7. A seond dangerous situation to be avoided: the resonantmanifold and the resonant plane are very lose eah other. This reatesa very long ylinder whih ats as a di�usion hannel.There is another dangerous situation that must be avoided. This is illustratedin a very rough manner in �g. 5.7. Suppose that at the point p 2 �M the resonantplane �M;Æ(p) turns out to be tangent to the resonant manifold �M, and thatp 2 �M and �M;Æ(p) lie very lose eah other. Then the ylinder may extendvery far inside the resonant zone, thus reating a di�usion hannel inside the zone.This an not be avoided by the safety region due to the hoie of the resonaneparameters. We need instead a ondition that assures that the resonant manifold�M and the resonant plane �M;Æ(p) are transversal, or at least the tangeny is ofa �nite order, so that they an not lie too lose eah other. Here the ondition ofonvexity plays a main role: it assures the transversality between �M and �M;Æ(p).A weaker ondition, namely steepness, that allows a �nite order tangeny has beenused by Nekhoroshev. However, using onvexity turns out to be simpler.An easy example of a system whih is neither onvex nor steep has beengiven by Nekhoroshev himself. Consider the Hamiltonian H(p; q) = (p21 � p22)=2 +" sin(q1�q2). The orbit q1(t) = �"2t=2, q2(t) = �"2t=2, p1(t) = �"t and p2(t) = "tlies on the resonant manifold p1 + p2 = 0, whih oinides with the plane of fastdrift at any of its points.The �nal step is the onstrution of the extended blok. The extension takesinto aount: (a) the ylinders of fast drift that are reated by the dynamis, (b) the
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Figure 5.8. Illustrating the onstrution of the extended blok. Theresonant zone of multipliity 2 reates a safety region, so that theylinder CM;Æ(p) does not overlap the resonant zone ZM0 . The ylin-ders orresponding to all points in the blok BM ontribute to theextended blok; the plane of fast drift � of the point that auses theworst overlap with the zone of multipliity 2 is represented. A furtheromplex strip of width Æ will be added in order to apply the analytitheory.deformation due to the transformation of oordinates, and () the slow di�usion oforbits due to the noise. The non{resonane domain required by the analyti partmust inlude all these extensions, and a further omplex extensions whih allows usto apply the analyti theory. This justi�es the de�nition of extended blok as theunion of all the ylinders based on points of the same resonant blok. The proess isillustrated in �g. 5.8. Again, the role of the safety region reated by the resonaneparameters is well illustrated in the �gure: an extended blok of multipliity s isnot allowed to overlap a di�erent resonant zone of the same multipliity. This willat as a ondition on both the onvexity and the resonane parameters.5.3.2 Geometri properties of the geography of resonanesThis setion ontains the statement of the main properties that follow fromthe geography of resonanes. All results are olleted in the followingProposition 5.6: Let N be a positive integer. For some positive Æ let thefuntion h(p) be real analyti in WÆ and satisfy there the hypothesis (5.4).



108 Chapter 5Let moreover the parameters �0 < : : : < �n and Æ0 < : : : < Æn � Æ=2 bede�ned as
(5:33) �0 = "�4Mm �n+1 (n+ 2)!N (n2+n�2)=2#�1mÆ ;�s = �4Mm �s (s+ 1)!Ns(s�1)=2�0 for 1 � s � n ;Æs = �s2NM for 0 � s � n :Then the following statements hold true:(i) the bloks are a overing of W; i.e.,W �[M BM ;the union being extended to all N{moduli.(ii) for 0 � s � n W n Z�s+1 � [0�dimM�sBM :(iii) if M is a N{module with dimM = s then for every p 2 BM we havediamCM;Æs(p) < ds := 4sNs�1m �s < Æ :(iv) if M and M0 are N{moduli with M 6= M0 and dimM = dimM0 = sthen BM;Æs \ ZM0 = ; ;the over line denoting the losure.(v) for a N{module M with dimM = s the omplex extension �BM;Æs�Æsof the extended blok satis�es�BM;Æs�Æs \Rn � WÆ :(vi) for a N{module M with dimM = s the extended blok BM;Æs is anon{resonane domain of type (M; �s=2; Æs; N) .The proof depends on two tehnial lemmas of geometri harater that arestated and proved in set. 5.3.3.Proof. The statements (i) and (ii) follow readily from the de�nition. In-deed, observe that[dimM=sBM = [dimM=sh�ZM n Z�s+1� \Wi= � [dimM=sZM� n Z�s+1 = Z�s n Z�s+1 :



Exponential stability 109For s = 0 the statement (ii) is trivially true. For, we have Z�0 = W, andso also W n Z�1 � Z�0 n Z�1 . For s > 0 proeed by indution assuming thatthe statement (ii) is true up to s � 1; then, using the trivial equality W =W n Z�s [ Z�s , we haveW nZ�s+1 = (W n Z�s ) n Z�s+1 [ �Z�s n Z�s+1�� � [dimM<sBM� n Z�s+1 [ � [dimM=sBM�� [dimM�sBM :This proves the statement (ii) for s = 1; : : : ; n. Moreover the statement (i)follows from (ii) with s = n, sine Z�n+1 = ;.The proof of (iii) is based on lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, together with the de�nitionof the sequenes �s and Æs. We atually prove that CM;Æs(p) � Bds=2(p),where Bds=2(p) is the open ball with enter p and radius ds=2. In view of thede�nition (5.34) of the sequene �s the inequality ds < Æ immediately follows,so that Bds=2(p) � WÆ . By ontradition, assume that there exists a pointp0 2 CM;Æs(p) n Bds=2(p). Let 0 be a urve entirely ontained in CM;Æs(p)and joining p with p0. Suh a urve exists beause CM;Æs(p) is onneted, byonstrution. Let ~p be any point of 0, and onsider the projetion !M(~p)of !(~p) on the plane �M. Sine ~p 2 ZM there exist s independent vetorsk 2 M suh that ��hk; !M(~p)i�� < �s, and so by lemma 5.7 and by (5.33) wehave(5:34) !M(~p) < sNs�1�s = mds4 :On the other hand, reall that 0 � �M;Æs(p) by onstrution, and thatp0 =2 Bds=2 by assumption. Then there exists p1 2 0 \ ��Bds=2(p)\�M(p)�.Denoting by  the part of 0 joining p to p1 we apply lemma 5.8 with p, �M,ds=2 and Æs in plae of p0, ��, d and Æ, respetively. The lemma states thatthere exists ~p 2  suh that !M(~p) > mds4 ;ontraditing (5.34). This proves that CM;Æs(p) � Bds=2(p), from whih theestimate of the diameter in (iii) readily follows.Coming to (iv), let us �rst hek that if p 2 BM;Æs then(5:35) ��hk; !(p)i�� � �s for k 62 M and jkj � N :For, in view of the de�nition of BM;Æs , there exists a p0 2 BM suh thatp 2 CM;Æs(p0). I laim that if k is hosen as in (5.35) then jhk; !(p0)ij ��s+1 . For, assume by ontradition that the laim is false. Then there are sindependent vetors k 2 MN suh that jhk; !(p0)ij < �s < �s+1 , and there isalso a vetor k0 62 M with jk0j � N suh that jhk0; !(p0)ij < �s+1. Therefore



110 Chapter 5there are s + 1 independent integer vetors satisfying the latter ondition.Thus, p0 2 Z�s+1, ontraditing the hypothesis that p0 2 BM = ZM n Z�s+1.Consider now the segment joining p with p0. Suh a segment lies in WÆbeause p 2 CM;Æs(p0) � BÆ=2(p0), as shown while proving (iii). By using!(p)� !(p0) = C(p00)(p� p0)with some p00 on the segment joining p with p0 we have��hk; !(p)� !(p0)i�� � jkjM dist(p; p0) � NM2 diamCM;Æs < 4sMNsm �s ;where the estimate of diam CM;Æs in (iii) has been used. Therefore��hk; !(p)i�� � ��hk; !(p0)i��� ��hk; !(p)� !(p0)i�� > �s+1 � 4sMNsm �s ;whih exeeds �s in view of our hoie (5.33) of the onstants �s. Thisproves (5.35). Assume now, by ontradition, that there is ~p 2 BM;Æs \ZM0 .Then, sine ~p 2 ZM0 and M0 6= M there exists k 62 M with jkj � N suhthat jhk; !(~p)ij < �s. On the other hand, in any neighbourhood of ~p there isa point p 2 BM;Æs satisfying the same inequality, whih ontradits (5.35).This proves (iv).The laim (v) immediately follows from Æs < Æ=2 for 1 � s � n .In order to prove the laim (vi) let p 2 (BM;Æs)Æs . By de�nition of omplexextension there exists p0 2 BM;Æs suh that jp0 � pj � Æs. Consequently, ifjkj � N , ��hk; !(p0)� !(p)i�� �MNÆs � �s2 ;by our hoie (5.33) of Æs. Therefore, in view of (5.35), if k 62 M then��hk; !(p)i�� � ��hk; !(p0)i��� ��hk; !(p)� !(p0)i�� � �s2 :Thus, jhk; !(p)ij � �s=2 for all p 2 �BM;Æs�Æs and all k 62 M with jkj � N ,whih is the de�nition of non{resonane domain. This proves (vi), so thatthe proof of the proposition is omplete. Q.E.D.5.3.3 Two tehnial lemmasThe following lemmas are ruial in order both to estimate the diameter ofthe ylinders and to prove the property of non{overlapping of resonanes.The �rst lemma has a geometri harater. It ontains an estimate of thethe length of a vetor when something is known onerning its projetionson a partiular, non orthonormal basis.Lemma 5.7: Let 1 � s � n, and let u(1); : : : ; u(s) be linearly independentvetors in Rn satisfying ju(j)j � N for some positive N and for 1 � j � s.Denote by Vol(u(1); : : : ; u(s)) the s{dimensional volume of the parallelepiped



Exponential stability 111with sides u(1); : : : ; u(s); let moreover w 2 span�u(1); : : : ; u(s)� be any ve-tor, and � a positive onstant. Then the following statement holds true: ifjhw; u(j)ij � � for 1 � j � s then the Eulidean norm kwk of w is boundedby kwk � sNs�1�Vol(u(1); : : : ; u(s)) :Proof. For s = 1 the laim is trivially true. For 2 � s � n weproeed by indution, assuming that the laim is true up to s � 1. LetV = span(u(1); : : : ; u(s)) and V 0 = span(u(1); : : : ; u(s�1)) be the linear sub-spaes in Rn spanned by u(1); : : : ; u(s) and by u(1); : : : ; u(s�1), respetively.Introdue the deompositionw = w0 + w00 ; u(s) = u0 + u00 ;where w0 and u0 belong to V 0 and w00 and u00 are orthogonal to V 0. In viewof u(j) 2 V 0 for 1 � j < s we have ��hw0; u(j)i�� = ��hw; u(j)i�� < � for 1 � j < s.Thus, by the indution hypothesis we have also(5:36) kw0kVol(u(1); : : : ; u(s�1)) < (s� 1)Ns�2� ;so that we immediately get(5:37) kw0kVol(u(1); : : : ; u(s)) = kw0kVol(u(1); : : : ; u(s�1))ku00k< (s� 1)Ns�2�ku00k :On the other hand, fromw00 u00 = ��hw00; u00i�� = ��hw; u(s)i � hw0; u0i�� < �+ w0 u0we also obtain(5:38) w00Vol(u(1); : : : ; u(s)) = w00 u00Vol(u(1); : : : ; u(s�1))< �N + (s� 1)ku0k�Ns�2� ;where (5.36) and the inequalityVol(u(1); : : : ; u(s�1)) � u0(1) : : :u0(s�1) � ��u0(1)�� : : : ��u0(s�1)�� � Ns�1 :have been used. From (5.37) and (5.38) we onludekwkVol(u(1); : : : ; u(s)) = �kw0k2 + kw00k2�1=2Vol(u(1); : : : ; u(s))� �(s� 1)2ku00k2 + �N + (s� 1)ku0k�2�1=2Ns�2�= �(s� 1)2ku(s)k2 +N2 + 2N(s� 1)ku0k�1=2Ns�2�� �(s� 1)2N2 +N2 + 2N2(s� 1)�1=2Ns�2�= sNs�1� ;as laimed. Q.E.D.
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Figure 5.9. Illustrating the geometri elements entering the state-ment of lemma 5.8. A ball of diameter d is interseted with an extendedplane of width Æ < d. The urve  onnets the enter p0 of the ballwith a point p1 belonging to both the extended plane and the sphereof radius d. Moreover, the urve  lies entirely in the intersetion ofthe losed ball with the extended plane.The seond lemma exploits the onvexity property of the unperturbedHamiltonian h(p). Let me reall that the onvexity hypothesis is assumed tohold in the domainWÆ � G%, as stated at the beginning of set. 5.2. Lookingat �g. 5.9 may help the reader in understanding the statement of the lemma.Let me introdue some loal notations. Let � be an arbitrary s{dimensional subspae of Rn, with 1 � s < n. I will denote by ��(p) theplane through p 2 Rn whih is parallel to �. The strip of width 2Æ aroundthe plane ��(p) will be denoted by ��;Æ(p). Formally,��;Æ(p) = �p0 2 Rn : dist(p0;��(p)) < Æ	 :The open ball of radius d > 0 and enter p will be denoted by Bd(p), andthe orresponding sphere will be denoted by �Bd(p). Finally, the projetionof a vetor w 2 Rn on the subspae � will be denoted by w�.Lemma 5.8: Let the unperturbed Hamiltonian h(p) satisfy (5.4). Let �be a subspae of Rn, with 1 � dim� < n. Let p0 2 W and p1 2 �Bd(p0) \��;Æ(p0), and let  � Bd(p0)\��;Æ(p0) be a ontinuous urve joining p0 andp1. Then the following statement holds true: if(5:39) Æ � md4Mthen there exists a point ~p 2  suh that!�(~p) > md4 :



Exponential stability 113Proof. Let w = p1 � p0, and write w = w� + w0, where w� 2 � andw0 ? �. Thus, kwk = d, and in view of kw0k < Æ we have(5:40) w� > ds1� � Æd�2by Pythagoras theorem. Let now the funtion '(p) be de�ned as'(p) = h!(p); w�iw� :Consider the restrition of the funtion '(p) to the segment joining p0 withp1, namely '(p0+tw) with t 2 [0; 1℄. By the mean value theorem there existst0 2 [0; 1℄ suh that'(p1)� '(p0) = d'dt ����p0+t0w = hC(p0 + t0w)w;w�iw�= hC(p0 + t0w)w�; w�iw� + hC(p0 + t0w)w0; w�iw� :In view of (5.4) we estimatej'(p1)� '(p0)j > mw��Mw0 ;whih holds true provided Mw0 < mw�. This is assured by the ondi-tion (5.39), also realling that m � M . By a straightforward use of (5.40)we immediately getj'(p1)� '(p0)j > mds1� � Æd�2 �MÆ� md"r1� � m4M �2 � 14# > md2 :Consider now the restrition of the funtion '(p) to the urve . In view ofthe latter inequality there exists a point ~p 2  suh that��'(~p)�� > md4 :The laim follows from the obvious inequality !�(p) � j'(p)j. Q.E.D.5.4 The exponential estimatesWe now ollet the results of the analyti and of the geometri part inorder to investigate the global dynamis in the phase spae. The �rst goal istransform the statement of the loal stability lemma into a global one, usingthe geography of resonanes. Indeed, we prove that an orbit remains on�ned



114 Chapter 5in a ylinder for a time whose the length depends on some parameters. The�nal step is to make a good hoie of the parameters so that the exponentialestimate naturally omes out.Let me reall the hypotheses on the Hamiltonian made in theorem 5.1.In this setion I will identify the domain W of the geometri part with thereal part of GÆ, where 0 < Æ < %=2. Thus, the hypotheses of theorem 5.1 aresatis�ed in WÆ � G%. I will also set N = rK, where r is the normalizationorder and K is the parameter ontrolling the splitting of the Hamiltonian.Finally, I will replae the non{resonane domain V of type M; Æ; �;N of theanalyti part with an extended blok BM;Æs , whih, aording to proposi-tion 5.6, statement (vi) is a non{resonane domain of type M; �s=2; Æs; rK.The parameters �s and Æs are de�ned in proposition 5.6. It should be realledthat they do depend on the parameters N and Æ.5.4.1 Global estimates depending on parametersLet me start with the de�nition of exit and entrane time in a domain in theation spae.De�nition 5.9: Let �q(t); p(t)� be a solution starting in p(0) 2 IntV forsome set V � G. The exit resp. entrane time of this solution in V is de�nedas �+ = sup ft > 0 : p(s) 2 IntV for 0 � s � tgresp. �� = inf ft < 0 : p(s) 2 IntV for t � s � 0g :Lemma 5.10: Let r and K be positive integers, N = rK and let 0 < Æ <%=2. Consider the N{moduleM of dimM = s with the assoiate parameters�s and Æs. Let �s = 2r"A�sÆs + 4e�K�=2t�s = DÆs4" ��rs ;with A as in proposition 5.4 and D as in lemma 5.5. Assume �s � 1=2. Thenfor a solution p(t)with p(0) 2 BM and with exit (resp. entrane) time �+(resp. ��) in the ylinder CM;Æs�p(0)� the following holds true: if �+ � t�s(resp. if �� � �t�s) thenp(�+) (resp: p(��) ) 2 ��ZM \ �M;Æs(p(0)� :In other words a solution with initial point p(0) 2 BM \ CM;Æs(p(0)) anleave the ylinder CM;Æs(p(0)) within the time interval jtj � t�s only throughits base (see �g. 5.1).Proof. By assumption p(0) 2 BM \ CM;Æs(p(0)). By de�nition BM �BM;Æs . In view of proposition 5.6, statement (vi), the set BM;Æs satis-



Exponential stability 115�es the assumptions on V in proposition 5.4, with Æ, however, replaedby Æs and � replaed by �s=2. Sine CM;Æs(p(0)) � BM;Æs we, there-fore, onlude from lemma 5.5 that if �+ � t�s, then p(�+) 2 Int�M;Æs .Moreover, by de�nition of the exit time, p(�+) 2 �CM;Æs(p(0)), so thatp(�+) 2 �CM;Æs(p(0)) \ Int�M;Æs(p(0)). Analogously, we get the same on-lusion about �� and p(��) if �� � t�s. From the de�nition of the orre-sponding sets one onludes readily that ��CM;Æs(p(0))\ Int�M;Æs(p(0))� ���ZM \ �M;Æs(p(0))�, and this �nishes the proof. Q.E.D.The ruial step in proving theorem 5.1 is the following lemma, whihombines the analytial and the geometrial onsiderations. Reall that thegeometri onstrution has been performed for the domain W whih is thereal part of GÆ.Lemma 5.11: With the parameters r, K, N = rK, Æ > 0 as inlemma 5.10, and with the onstants Æ0 and �0 as given in proposition 5.6,de�ne �0 = 2r"A�0Æ0 + 4e�K�=2t�0 = DÆ04" ��r0with A as in proposition 5.4 and D as in lemma 5.5. Assume �0 � 1=2.Then the following statement holds true: if a solution satis�es p(t) 2 GÆ fort 2 [a; b℄, then dist(p(t); p(s)) < Æfor all t; s 2 [a; b℄, provided b� a < t�0.Proof. We shall prove the existene of a resonane module of dimM = sfor some s and of a point p� 2 BM suh that(5:41) p(t) 2 CM;Æs(p�) for t 2 [a; b℄ :The lemma then follows in view of diam CM;Æs�p�� < Æ, whih is the state-ment (iii) of proposition 5.6. In order to prove (5.41) observe that due to thestatement (i) in proposition 5.6 there exists for every t 2 [a; b℄ a N{moduleMt suh that p(t) 2 BMt , whih has minimal dimension. Sine the set ofall N{moduli is �nite there exists among these N{moduli Mt, t 2 [a; b℄, aN{module M suh that dimM = s is minimal. Then p(t0) � p� 2 BM forsome t0 2 [a; b℄. Let now �+ be the exit time of the solution p(t) starting atp� ontained in the ylinder CM;Æs(p�), and assume that �+ � t�0. We laimthat(5:42) p(t0 + �+) 2 �ZM \�M;Æs(p�) :For, by de�nition, �0 � �s and Æ0 � Æs, so that �0 � �s and t�0 � t�s. There-fore the laim (5.42) follows immediately from the previous lemma 5.10. Next



116 Chapter 5we laim that(5:43) b < t0 + �+ :Indeed, assume by ontradition that b � t0 + �+. Then we onlude thatp(t0 + �+) 2 GÆ, and, by (5.42), that p(t0 + �+) 62 ZM. Sine, by propo-sition 5.6, statement (iv), BM;Æs \ ZM0 = ; for every M0 6= M satisfyingdimM = dimM0 = s we �ndp(t0 + �+) 62 [dimM=sZM = Z�s :Therefore, p(t0 + �+) 2 GÆ n Z�s . But, by proposition 5.6, statement (ii),GÆ n Z�s � [dimM=s�1BM :Consequently, p(t0 + ��) 2 BM�with dimM� � s � 1. Sine t0 + �+ 2[a; b℄ this ontradits the de�nition of M whih is assumed to have minimaldimension. Therefore, the laim b < t0 + �+ is proved. The same argumentsshow that a > t0���, and we onlude that p(t) 2 CM;Æs(p�) for all t 2 [a; b℄,as laimed in (5.41). This proves the lemma. Q.E.D.Assume now p(0) 2 G, and pik as time interval [a; b℄ = [��; �+℄, where�+ and �� are the exit and entrane times of an orbit starting from p(0) inthe enter of open ball of radius Æ:a = inf ft < 0 j dist(p(s); p(0)) < Æ for t � s � 0gb =supft > 0 j dist(p(s); p(0)) < Æ for 0 � s � tg :From lemma 5.11 one onludes immediatelyProposition 5.12: Let r, K, N = rK, % > 0 be given, let D, �0 andt�0 be as in lemma 5.11. Then for any positive Æ < %=3 every solution withp(0) 2 G satis�esdist(p(t); p(0)) < Æ if jtj � t�0 = DÆ04" ��r0 ;provided �0 � 1=2:5.4.2 Choie of the parameters and exponential estimateIt remains to hoose the parameters K � 1, r � 1 and Æ > 0 as funtionsof the parameters %, �, ", m and M that haraterize the Hamiltonian. Theaim is to make a good hoie, so that the stability time t�0 is as large aspossible. In the following, �0, t�0 and A are as de�ned in lemma 5.11, and�0 and Æ0 are as de�ned in proposition 5.6 with N = rK. We shall alsoassume �0 � 1=e, whih is stronger that the ondition in lemma 5.11, and0 < Æ < %=3. This will onlude the



Exponential stability 117Proof of theorem 5.1. Let us �rst make a hoie for the parameters rand K. Set(5:44) a = n2 + n ; Æ� = (n+ 2)! �4Mm �n+1Ka=2 ;so that we have �0 = rKmÆÆ�ra=2 ;Æ0 = mÆ2MÆ�ra=2 ;�0 = ��2e � ra"%2Æ2 + 4e�K�=2 ;where �� = 213MÆ2��%2m2K �1 + e��=21� e��=2�n jf j%;2� :Let us ask �0 � 1=e, whih holds true if�� ra"%2Æ2 � 1 ; e�K�=2 � 18e :Thus, it is natural to make the hoie(5:45) r = � Æ2��"%2�1=a ; K = �2(1 + 3 ln 2)� � ;where d�e indiates rounding to the next integer. We have K � 1 by de�ni-tion, while the ondition r � 1 is satis�ed provided(5:46) ��"%2Æ2 � 1 :With the values above of r and K and using �0 � 1=e, from proposi-tion 5.12 we get(5:47) t�0 = T" exp"� Æ2��"%2�1=a#with a onstant T .It remains to make a hoie for Æ so that the ondition (5.46) is satis�ed.This leaves some freedom in hoosing an atual value. For instane, we mayset(5:48) Æ = (��")1=4% ;whih also gives ��"%2Æ2 = (��")1=2 :



118 Chapter 5Thus, all parameters are well determined provided the onditions Æ < %=3and (5.46) are ful�lled. This gives a ondition of smallness of the perturba-tion, namely ��" < 134 ;i.e., the ondition in theorem 5.1. The statement of the theorem then followsby proposition 5.12 with the values of Æ and t�0 given by (5.47) and (5.48).This onludes the proof of the theorem of Nekhoroshev. Q.E.D.
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